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ABSTRACT

Locating and describing successbll articulation efforts among

postseconiary institutions in loaal communities was the goal of a joint

study by the American Vocational Association and the American Association

of Oammunity and Junior Colleges. Nominations oficommunity-based programs

were solicited fromstate directors of vocational educatiOn and nommunity

colleges by mail. Too hundred and three nominations were received with a

response rate of states contacted of 74 percent. Me nominations were

arranged by type of institution, geographical location, and eleven other

key variables, e.g., per capita expenditures on education, governance

structure of institutions, and representative non-random sample of 22
Olo

locations drawn up far two-day site visitations. Approximately 300

administrators, faculty, students, and community leaders were interviewed.

Of the 22 sites visited, nine locations involving nine comnunity colleges

and five area vocation' schools were judged to be practicing successfUl

articulation when assessed against 10 criterta.

Four major barriers to articulationconpeting external expectations

of special interest groups, sterotyped perceptions of programs and

practices of other institutions, a treid toward provtding a common set

of educational services, and confl.i.cting educational valueswere

overcare by the exemplary artic.ulation sites by clarifying common goals,

identifying areas of potential benefit through collaboration, and by

Initially articulating programs arid practices which lent themselves to

standardization of procedures.
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FOREWORD

To some edueators,,the connection between vocational

education and t.he purposes of liberal education seems

tenuous at best, However, the classic nature of the debate

between those who stress the instrumental nature of education

for participation in society, and those who believe in

liberal learning as an end in itself, with no eye to educa-

tion's utilitarian value, has shifted The issue now is what

can both vocational and liberal education contribute and how

can they best serve people's needs at various age levels.

The emergence of lifelong learning as a feasible concept

has forced a reappraisal of the interdependency of.business,

industry and educational institut.A.A. The problem is

how to make institutions more respc. .ive to societal leeds

at various stages of the living, working, learning cycle.

Vocational education and training is being looked upon by

the government as its principal strategy for moving non-

productive citizens into productive roles. Questions are

being raised as to whether entry level job training should

concentrate on qualifying a trainee for a job or for career

advancement as well. Educational institutions and commercial

oranizations need to commit themselves to cooperation and

communication before such questions can be answered. This

means that articulation mechanisms will be under great stress,

since a union of the world of education for work and the

xii
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academic world will require many new cooperative alignments.

It will also require systematic infusion of career information

at every stage of wofking and learning.

Of special interest are the methods educational leaders have

devised to accommodate and join the programs of different

institutions to meet the needs of theii clienteles. Even though

the U.S. Congress and state legislatures favor cooperative

efforts, federal and state regulations have in the past tended

to create separate governance structures for posts,:ondary

and secondary programs. In some instances, this has brought

about unnecessary program duplication and jurisdicitional

disputes. Ths 1976 Vocational Education Amendments with

their provisions for joint planning are helping to correct

this problem.

There are a number of local institutions which have success-

fully pioneered ways to articulate their programs with other

institutions. This has resulted in a more efficient and effec-

tive use of wicational education community resources and a greater

breadth of program offerings. Undoubtedly, increased public

pressure for access to vocational programs coupled with limited

appropriations for education in general, will speed these efforts.

When budgets are tight, articulation may well be the best means

to significantly cut costs without reducing program quality.

Because the potential benefits of successful articulation

are considerable, the American Association of Community and Junior

Colleges and the American Vocational Assocition joined forces

in a study, funded by the U.S. Office of Education, that was

designed to: (1) identify policies and procedures that help



or hinder cooperation; (2) develop recommendations for federal,

state, and local jurisdictions to promote cooperative working

111
relationships; (3) disseminate the findings as widely as possible;

and (4) establish a mechanism to foster continued cooperation

between AAJC and AVA. This report is one of the products of that

effort.

A nationwide surveywas conducted to pinpoint the policies

and administrative practices which facilitate or impede coopera-

tion. A sample of 22 locations throughout the country was drawn

up and interviews conducted to document and publicize a series

of case studies on successful articulation. Reporting the survey

findings ind the case studies became the basis for five regional

conferences held in 1977-78. Each regional conference generated

a set of recommendations for consideration at a national conference

Oconvened in February 1978. More than 500 state and local officials

participated. We are indebted to them for their insights and

involvement.

Gene Bottoms
Executive Director
American Vocational Association

Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr.
President
American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges
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INTRODUCTION

Individual initiative and community commitment--both qualities

describe the uniquely American personality. We have, as a nation,

staunchly supported the concept of pluralism, the idsa that a free

and democratic country should, within the law, permit people to

voluntarily initiate actions in the interest of serving both their

own and the needs of others. DeTocqueville recognized this some-

what paradoxical personality characteristic when he observed 150

years ago that "Americans are a.peculiar people. If in a local

community a citizen becomes aware of a human need which is not

being met, he discusses the situation with his neighbors. Suddenly

a committee comes into existence...It is like watching a miracle

because these citizens perform this azt without a single reference

to any bureaucracy, or any official agency" (1, p. 61). While we

have changed considerably since DeTocqueville's perceptive

observations, voluntarism still flourishes at the local.level.

There is today, however, a new and somewhat ominous trait that

has caught the attention of contemporary observers of the American

scene. Meg Greenfield, the Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial wTiter

for the Washington Post, put it succinctly when she commented

recently: "It's as if the nation had swallowed a solvent and we

were breaking up 1.nto our constituent parts--or, to be chemically

more consi;tent about it, coming unglued...everyday the units of

XV



protest and concern seem to be subdividing into even smaller and

more specialized groupings..." (2). The danger, she observes,

is that institutional "self-interest" has come to dominate what

was once a broader, over-arching commitment to the larger community.

In education, for example, we have moved aggressively over the

last couple of decades to provide equal access to at least two years

of postsecondary education for all who wish it, but hav-.A.ng done

so, we are now in danger of losing sight of the larger good being

served in favor of narrower, more parochial interests. What was

once perceived as the dual strength of the pioneering personality,

individual initiative and a sense of community, is in danger of

"fragmentation" into institutional self-interest. According to JohliN,

Gardner, "our society has already devised some fairly effective

Oways of dealing with the tensions we have been talking about. But...

no society will successfully resolve its internal'conflicts if its

only asset it cleverness in the management of these conflicts. It

must aave compelling goals that are shared by the conflicting parties;

and it must have a sense of movement toward these goals. All con-

flicting groups must have a vision that lifts their minds and spirits

above the tensions of the moment" (3, p. 3).

During the last presidential campaign, the Public Agenda

Foundation, aonprofit, nonpartisan organization established to

identify critical public issues and to develop alternative approaches

for dealing with these issues, surveyed opinion leaders and found

that the dominant concern in America was the trend "toward a psy-

chology of self-interest so all-embracing that no room is left
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for commitment to national and community interests...That in the

pursuit of their organizationAl goals, the politicians and the

businessmen, and the unions and the professions have lost sight

of any larger obligation to the public and are indifferent, or

worse, to anything that does not benefit--immediately and

directly--themselves or their institutions." (4) How to recapture

or rekindle the spirit of "community" that permeated the colonial

settlements two hundred years ago became the major thrust of the

Public Agenda Foundation as it attempted to spark the interest of

the principal presidential contenders in the issue during the last

campaign. It is this same area of focus that became the concern of

a study launched over a year ago to explore the advantages asso-

ciated with divcrsification and coordination of postsecondary

occupational programs at the local level.

In the summer of 1976, two national associations, AACJC and AVA,

representing both institutions and individuals involved in the de-

livery of post secondary occupational education agreed to jointly

sponsor, with the financial assistance of the U. S. Office of

Education, a study of administrative policies and practices at

local levels which have resulted in exemplary programs of colla-

boration and cooperation between and among public and private

institutions offering postsecondary, nonbacculaureate occupational

education. The study was expected to f cus its attention on the

conduct of a nation-wide survey designed to bring to light success-

ful cooperative ventures in local communities and then to pinpoint,

through a more intensive series of case studies, those policies

xvit
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and practices that facilitate cooperation.

A joint study team was formed with its headquarters at the

AACJC office in Washington, D. C. In January 1977, a National

Advisory Council was appointed, made up of well known practitioners,

and research-oriented persons fram vocational, community college

and adult education backgrounds. The Advisory Council vas help-

ful both in identifying the criteria to be used in soliciting

.
successful cooperative ventures and, later on in the study,

critiquing and commenting on the study findings.. Members of the

Advisory Council and a few consultants were called upon to conduct

site visitations in order to collect data from communities where

successful collaborative efforts had been identified. The result-

ing data were then arrayed in such a way as to document the extent

of cooperation among the institutions located in these communities.

Based upon an initial screening of over 200 institutional nomina-

tions, five exemplary programs were then selected and case studies

developed on each.

As part of the requirements of the study, five regional work-

shops were convened in the fall of 1977 for the purpose of pre-

senting to interested persons in the field the results of the

study and to get their ideas and suggestions on strategies for

implementing more successful voluntary collaboration efforts in

their respective localities. The series of workshops wet: con-

cluded and a national conferende convene, in February 1978 for the

purpose of consolidating the recommendations generated for presenta-
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tion to a psxnel of experts representing both Congress and HEW.

This repo....t is designed to present both the findings of the series

of site visits conducted during the summer of 1978, and to

summarize the recommendations and discussions of the five regional

conferences and national conference held in the fall and early

winter (1977-1978).

The recommendations presented in the final chapter should be

looked upon as the product of deliberations of over 500 federal,

state and local officials involved in postseconcary occupational

education as well as the ruminations of the members of the joint

study team and the Advisory Council. Because of the sometimes

overlapping and duplic:ative nature of the recommendations derived

from each of the regional conferences and the national conference,

411
the author of this report has taken it upon himself to interpret

and cull out those recommendations that did not seem to fall

within the action purview of local, state and federal policy

makers. Any distortions or oversights which the reader finds

are to be laid at the feet of the author and not attributed

to the well-motivated and highly tnvolved participants in the

proceedings of the various conferences. The ultimate aim of this

document is to both communicate the findings of the study and to

provide the reader with sufficient information that those wishing

to adopt or replicate the models presented may do so with some

hope of successfully replicating that which has been achieved

elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 1

INTERINSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

While cooperation among educational institutions in this country

is not a unique occurence, its emergence as a recommendekadministra-

rive strategy for coping with rising costo and expanding demand

for services is a recent development in'iolving primarily post-

secondary institutions. At the turn of the century, interinsti-

tutional cooperation in this country was limited to a handful of

higher educational institutions on the Eact Coast (28). By 1974,

that number had increased to an estimated 10,000 formal linkages

among the nation's colleges and universities (12). This growth

in interinstitutional cooperation speaks to the intrinsic appeal

that group affiliation has to harried or reform-oriented admLnistra-

tors.

The first fully documented zonsortium* occurred in 1925 when

The Claremont Colleges were formed around Porrona College in

California, via an arrangement similar to that at Oxford. What

began as a small cluster of contiguous colleges which shared a

library and other facilities, incorporated in due time the Clare-

mont Graduate School, Scripps College, Claremont Men's College,

Harvey Mudd College, and Pitzer College (11).

This effort was followed shortly by the formation in 1929 of a

three-collev federation in Atlanta. Atlanta University, and

Morehouse and Spelman Colleges entered into a (-.1ose working rela-

tionship through the formation of Atlanta University Center.

*Moore defines a consortium as "an arrangement whereby two or more
institutions--at least one of which is an institution of higher cduca-
tion--agree to pursue between, or among them a program for strengthen-
ing academic programs, improving administration, or providing for

other special needs." (41).
,
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Later three other institutions joined the Center, alltd, pl 1964,

a new charter was written linking the six institutions under one

administrative control (2).

During the next two decades (1930-1950), little happened in

the formation of new voluntary multi-purpose consortia. At the

elementary and secondary levels, rural school districts were being

consolidated into larger districts for reasms of economy and the

increased demand for special services (13). High school networks

for innovation were being formed in the larger urban areas (40).

A few mid-Western and Southern colleges and universities did form

consortia (46, pp. 7640, 99-102). But, by and large, few observers

of the educational scene were advocating interinstitutional

arrangements which would broaden student access to postsecondary

education or bring about the sharing of resources.

That state of affairs changed radically tn the early 60's

"as colleges and universities began to feel the full brunt of the

greatest enrollment rise in the history of American higher education,

coupled with economic inflation and the knowledge explosion" (42,

p. 6). Johnson, taking note of this new phenomena in the Educational

Record, states that cooperation "...is the current compensatory

reaction to our long history at overproliferation of autonomous

colleges and universities...we have entered a reverse historical

phase which seems to embrace interinstitutional coordination and

cooperations As a necessary step for completeness..." (25). Logan

Wilson opine chat the "only real choice remaining for institutional

and associational leaders is whether they will get together to

exercise major initiative in the reorganization of higher educati)n,

or stand aside while others assume this role" (50, p.;)
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Not unnoticed during this period of growing pressure for

interinstitu-ional cooperation was the concern with facilitating

the transfer of students from junior colleges to senior colleges.

Guidelines written by a Joint Committee with representation fran, the

then American,Association of Junior Colleges, the Association of

American Colleges, and the American Association of Collegiate

Registrars and Admissions Officers were composed over a nine-

year span of time and ultimately published in 1966 (21). While

such pronouncements had little effect upon increasing interinsti-

tutional cooperation, they did set the stage for improved cam-

munications between two and four-year institutions. As the authors

of the Guidelines observed:

If the guidelines are to be effective, an attitude of
mutual respect and cooperation is very urgently needed.
Articulation representing the needs and interests of
the individual student and his professors, and coordina-
tion, representing the interests of society and the state,
should be carried on in an atmosphelsof interdependence
among institutions having common concerns in higher educa-
tion. This interdependence will grow stronger as the
proportion of students who take their lower division work
in two-year colleges increases (21, p. 1).

Five sets of guidelines were identified: (1) Admissions, (2)

Evaluation of Transfer Course, (3) Curriculum Planning, (4) Ad-

vising, Counseling and Other Student Personnel Services, and (5)

Articulation Programs. Each recommendation became, in its own

way, a prescription for action by states and local institutions.

How well those prescriptions haqe been implemented with what

effects will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 3. It

will be sufficient to observe here that the need for facilitating

student flow from one institution to another was of concern at

e
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the time wten students were knocking down doors in order to gain

access to some form of postsecondary education. The 60's were

definitely not a time of retrenchment.

Publications advocating interinstitutional cooperation appeared

with increasing regularity as the 60's ground on. Conferences were

held (8, 28, 50), books were written (2, 10, 14, 41), and doctoral

dissertations composed on the subject (15, 20, 29). Partially

as a result of the growing interest in consortia, Congress in

1965 endorsed interinstitutional cooperation as a way of improving

higher education. Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965

(23) provides support to developing institutions which elect to

work on a cooperative basis.* Such funds are designed to assist

institutions in need of renewal. Colleges that were thought to

be struggling for survival and "isolated from the main currents of

111
academic life" were urged to apply. A substantial number did by

forming consortia, many of them small private colleges which

wanted to maintain the advantages of small size but sought to

enjoy the benefits of economies of scale through mutual cooperation.

Lewis Patterson began an annual survey and listing of voluntary

cooperative efforts in 1967 (44). His Consortium Directory published

in 1968 listed 31 consortia members. By 1977, the number had risen

to 115 involving 1,398 member institutions, an increase of 270

percent since the 1968 edition (46). He estimates, by extrapolation,

that "there are more than 10,000 formal linkage systems of all types

*Ironically, the Higher Education Act of 1965 restricts funding
under Title III to the institutions involved. Consortium staff
members serving cooperating insiitutions are not eligible.



among the nation's 2,700 plus colleges and universities (45, p. 1).

Of these linkages, most could be characterized as "paper consortia"

and thus limited to very specific activities. Patterson notes that

there has been a trend taward increased emphasis by state agencies

and boards on coordination over the period 1970-1973. He concludes

that "in several instances the potential threat of external

coordination...has been kn-wn to be the primary motivating factor

for groups to cooperate."

In 1970, over 75 percent of the members listed in the Directory

came from the private sector and less than 4 percent from community

and jk..nior colleges. By 1975, more than 40 perzent of the parti-

cipants were public institutions and 13 percent were community

and junior colleges. Whether this change is the direct result

of state pressure to coordinate will be examined more fully in the

next chapter.

STUDENT FLOW FROM HIGH SCHOOL TO COLLEGE

While much attention of late has been given over to the study

of overall coopration among public and private postsecondary

institutions, some researchers have concentrated their attention

on the problem of student flow from one institution to another.

Bender (4), Boggs and Lee (7), Lieberman (31) and McKinnerney (33)

have studied articulation practices as a way of helping students

make the transition from one level of education to another. A

number of state commissions, task forces and statewide conferences

have been convened for this same :-.eason. Among the most carefully



conceived and executed state sponsored studies are New York (48),

111

Hawaii (3), Florida (18), Louisiana (16), Maryland (37), Massa-

chusetts (47), Michigan (38), Minnesota (1, 39), North Carolina

(6), and Washington (22, 26).

Kintzer, a prolific contributor to the literature on articula-

tion, cites eight major developments which are impacting on the

articulation/transfer issue. Such developments operate not just

vertically (secondary to postsecondary, junior college to senior

college) but horizontally as well. Among his nominations of signi-

ficant trends are: 1) increasing control of publax education by

states; 2) increasing involvement of the fedQral government; 3)

alternative grading procedures; 4) awarding of credit for knowledge

and skills gained through work; 5) externil degree programs; 6)

advanced placement allowances; and 7) application of computer

technology to credit transfer and registration (27). Kintzer and

others (18a) would agree that the trend toward increased willing-

ness to provide advanced credit by examination, credit for work

experience, and growing acceptance of nol-punitive testing and

individualized instruction have helped to break through some of

the articulation barriers of the past.

ARTICULATING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AT THE SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY
LEVEL

The recent surge of interest in studies on improving the arti-

culation between high schools and colleges has beer only faintly

echoed in vocational education. In a survey of the literature

conducted by Bender in 1)73, only two references turned up (4).



In addition, he identified literally hundreds of dissertations

on the topic of articulating academic educational programs, but

found only one dissertation which targeted on the topic of

articulating occupattonal education. Not to be undone, Bender

conducted his own survey of state directors of community colleges

and of vocational education and found that separatism still

existed in many states. The principal cause of difficulty was

the lack of communication among the agencies imvolved. He observed

that:

Where vocational and technical eaucation and postsecondary
institutions such as the community colleges are under the
same state organizational structure, the likelihood is
greater that articulation is being fostered fram the state
through the local and institutional levels. State organiza-
tional structure has a significant impact on the articulation
on secondary and postsecondary occupational education. Where
structures foster separate jurisdiction, special efforts must
be made to form lines of communication and interworking
relationships if articulation is to be successful. Coordinat-
ing councils or even informal regular meetings of the state
directors involved have been effective mechanisms to achieve
this goal. At least two states reported that a higher
authority has been imposed over the state agencies to force
coordination because of earlier adverse relationships (4, pp.

27-28).

Bender discovered few written agreements providing for articula-

tion of secondary and postsecondary occupational education. Where

they did exist, they tended to be at the state level. Existing

agreements were usually administered by a committee composed of

representatives from each level of education and type of institu-

tion involved. He found that coordinating boards at the state

level were more likely to adopt written agreements than were

governing-coordinating agencies (4, p. 18).

Seventy-eight percent of those responding to the Bender survey

indicated that they felt duplication of occupational programs did



exist. The more frequently mentioned areas of duplication were

jurisdictional overlaps (service areas), levels and types of

programs offered, and types of institutions (4, p. 20). Specific

training programs were more frequently mentioned by the directors

of vocational education than by the community college directors.

Transferability of student credits from secondary occupational

programs to the postsecondary level were not perceived to be much

of a problem by the chief state school officers and the directors of

community colleges but almost 60 percent of the directors of voca-

tional education indicated that they felt it was. Surprisingly,

the loci of the problem were not the proprietary institutions,

according to state officials. Community colleges and technical

institutes "were viewed consistently higher as (a) transfer

problem for education," a perspective which included baccalaureate

institutions as well (4, p. 23).

Of particular concern to state directors of vocational education

was the transfer of student credits from comprehensive high schools

to community colleges. In contrast, four-year colleges were ranked

relatively low on local transfer problems. State officials viewed

the transition from secondary schools to proprietary schools

as relatively smooth with proprietary schools being viewed as more

willing to offer credit for already achieved knowledge and skills

When asked how they expected to deal with articulation issues,

approximately 70 percent of the community college and vocational

education directors stated that they perceived conferences or the

formation of interinstitutional consorzia as the best way of deal-

ing with the problem. When asked to identify any recent innovations



that would facilitate articulation, the directors cited credit

for work experience and advanced placement as among the more

promising practices. Both sets of directors understandably

viewed such practices as taking place primarily within the

institutions under their jurisdiction.

In a separate but parallel survey conducted about the same

time as the Bender survey by the Center for Vocational Education

at Ohio State, both groups of state directors were asked to rank

order problems that ths: felt would have to be confronted if

career education were to be put into practice at the postsecondary

level. State directors for community colleges rated statewide

planning and articulation as among.their highest order of concern

(4). Vocational education directors viewed credit transfer as the

key problem. The survey concludes that "government agencies for

community colleges having no authority over vocational technical

education rank the organizational articulation issue as most

tmportant," whereas those agencies responsible for community

colleges which fall within the same organizational structure as

vocational and technical education, rank it among the lowes.. in

importance (4, p. 27).

In 1973, private junior colleges and public community colleges

were surveyed (35) for the purpose of determining the number and

nature of existing cooperative arrangements involving institutions

at that level. The principal thrust of the study was to ascertain

the degree of interinstitutional cooperation among private two-year

colleges. Twenty-five percent of the private junior colleges con-

tacted reported 207 programs of interinstitutional cooperation.

The study team also uader.00k to ascertain how state directors of

community colleges viewed interinstitutional cooperation among

t:1;



public institutions. Usable information was received from 21 state

411
directors with an additional 5 indicating that they had no ongoing

programs or projects. In all, 328 programs involving 321 public

two-year colleges and 34 prtvate two-year colleges were reported 4'

by the state directors. Of the 328 programs listed as involving

bilateral or multilateral cooperative arrangements, approximately

50 percent were concerned with collaboration on academic program

offerings.* The reasons given for cooperation in the area of

academic programs were that the cooperating institutions could

offer more timely programs, tap larger pools of instructional

resources as well as personnel than they could independently

(35, pp. 41-42).

Curiously, economic advantages were rarely cited as the basis

for cooperatf.on. When noted, however, they included economies

411 of scale and better control of student and program costs. Through

cooperation, students gained easier access to courses and enjoyed

greater opportunities for counseling, tutoring, and work experience.

The disadvantages identified were few in number, the most

frequently mentioned being the problem of coordination itself. Lack

of personnel for monitoring the coordination programs stood high

among the reasons given. The other items cited as disadvantages

were the need to standardize materials across institutions and

students attending more than one instituL:ion.

*For a fuller description of the categories undc..r which the
cooperative programs were cl.:ssified, see Putting Cooperation
to Work: A Survey of How Voluntar Coo.eration is Hel'in: Colle.es
and Universities. New York, New or vgn t. iv., ca.emy for
rducational Developrent, Inc., 1972.



In 1976, the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education

(MCVE) conducted its survey of Executive Directors of State

Advisory Councils on Vocational Education concerning articulation

practices in the States (49a). Of the 56 executtve directors

contacted, 48 responded (an 86 percent response rate). Forty

percent of the states were felt to have successfully implemented

planned articulation between secondary and postsecondary institu-

tions. The most frequent occurrence of articulation was in

apprenticeable trades programs and in training for occupations

requiring licensure.

Some form of statewide coordinating councils existed in about

half of the states while 60 percent had local coordinating councils

involving representations from secondary and postsecondary vocational

education institutions.

When asked to describe effective teatures or mechanisms

encouraging articulation, the executive directors indicated that

articulation was likely to occur when:

1. Roles and missions of vocational education institutions

were clearly stipulated;

2. States sponsored staff development workshops and other

ways of involving institutional representatives from

various types and levels of institutions;

3. Local level administrators arranged for joint curriculum

planning efforts, shared occupational advisory committees,

and explored ways of jointly using local facilities and

resources.



Those areas thought to prevent articulation could be grouped

into five areas:

1. Separate governance patterns at the state level

2. Lack of planning

3. Prevailing attitudes and philosophies fostering com-

petition and not cooperation

4. Lack of staff for coordination purposes

5. Geography or location of institutions

VOLUNTARY COOPERATION AT THE ELEMENTAM ARP SECONWY tilsvrTA

There are few references to collaborative ventures among elementary

and secondary schools to be found in the literature. Most consortia

are of recent origin and are the product of forces external to the

educational institutions involved.

The Metropolitan School Stucy Council was founded by Paul Mort in

1946 (4). As Director of the Institute of Administrative Research,

Teacher's College, Columbia University, Mort organized the network

as a research, development, and diffusion mechanism designed to

facilitate the transfer of new knowledge and practices to parti-

cipating institutions in the larger metropolitan area of New

York City.

Following the passage of the Cooperative Research Act in 1954,

and the Vocational Education Act of 1963 with its 10 percent set

aside for research, a new emphasis on consortia was initiated.



In 1966, a USOE-sponsored consortium representing 19 geograph-

ically distributed secondary schools (9) was organized for the pur-

poses of implementing in a five-year time frame a learner-centered

cuxriculum using educationally-oriented technology, employing

suitable organizational patterns, and with an eye to the ultimate

cost of acquiring and installing the instructional equipment

and materials. TEe ultimate goal of the Educational System for

the Seventies (ES '70) was to enable each of the 19 participating

high schools to become demonstration centers for regionally contig-

uous sch.,o1 districts later on.

Three assumptions undergirded the change strategy employed

in ES '70:

1. The entire school district had to commit itself to member-

ship rather than individual schools or institutions within the

district. Each of the subsystems making up a district were viewed

as part of the whole, thus any changes introduced was approached

from a systems-wide perspective.

2. It was agreed that school p rsonnel should be actively

involved in the planning and implementation of the research and

development projects at each step of the way. However, primary

responsibility for the design of curriculum materials and other

subsystems innovations would fall outside the school.

3. The probability of accepting materials and procedures

developed outside the organization would be enhanced through

establishing a reward system for individual adopters within the



system. Recognition and credit was to be offered in proportion

to the effort expended.

While much of the funding of the program came from the Bureau

of Research of the U.S. Office of Education, funds from other

federal agencies were also tapped. In 1969, because of cutbacks

in research funds and changes in priorities, much of the commit-

ment to ES '70 at the federal level was drastically curtailed.

However, 17 of the 19 school districts involved then decided to

contribute a total of $60,00C per year for the hiring and main-

tenance of an executive sec....ttary for servicing the network. This

commitment persisted until 1974 when the consortium was formally

dissolved.

The National Association of Secondary School Principal's

(NASSP) Model Schools Project was established in 1967 to demonstrate

411 haw a network of 55 high schools could change their programs

over a period of years from relatively conventional ones to compre-

hensive innovative programs by individualizing learning, profes-

sionalizing teaching, refining curricula, and making more effective

use of the "things" of education (49). Guided by Dr. Lloyd Trump,

then Associate Secretary of NASSP, the Model Schools' strategy

focused on the indepth involvement of teachers and admini trators

in charting their new roles. It concentrated on developing a

thorough understanding of such concepts as individualized scheduling,

independent study, small group discussion, differentiated staffing,

motivation, etc. through the use of a "gestalt" approach to the

tmplementation of change.



In 1966, Dr. John Flanagan, President American Institute of

Research (AIR), founded Project PLAN (Program for Learning in

Accordance with Needs), "a structured system within which an

effective program of individualized education can be carried

out" (17, p. 174). The goals of this major change effort were to

focus on the student as the center of the educational program and

assist him to formulate his own educational goals to plan a program

for achieving them, and to manage both the strategy and tactics for

carrying out the achievement of those goals. The teacher was to

play an important role in that he or she was to function as a

diagnostician, tutor, and special resource to the student. Each

student's program was to be developed in terms of both long and

short-term performance objectives with student progress being

measured at periodical intervals. Between 1966 and 1970, some

40,000 students in grades 1 through 12 participated in the develop-

ment and evaluation of PLAN. Twelve cooperating school districts

were initially involved with the support and assistance of the

Westinghouse Learning Corporation. While some of the research

was supported through the Office of Education, most of the

instructional materials development and packaging were funded

through the auspices of AIR and the Westinghouse Learning Corporation.

A fourth consortium, the League of Cooperating Schools, conceived

by John Goodlad and his associates (19), was designed to study

the process of change in 18 elementary and intermediate schools

located in Southern California. The project, launched in 1966 as

an experimental effort to test the effectiveness of one or more



strategies by which schools could help themselves adapt to their

changing enVironments, was conceived of as a new social system

whose norms encouraged the development of new organizational

processes involving each school staff. The process was defined

as a series of rational, participative decision-making strategies

leading to action. It was anchored in the school staffs' ability

to mate appropriate changes in any aspect to its operation.

The basic financial support for the League came from the

Institute for the Development of Educational Activities, Inc.

(IDEA) who in turn derived much of its backing from the Kettering

Foundation. The UCLA Laboratory School served as the staging

ground for the experimental concepts with the Graduate School

of Education staff at UCLA serving as resource people. The League

offered participants a new kind of relationship with individuals

in other school districts and was based on the notion that peer

group socialization will bring about effective change in an

organization. "While socialization of individuals," Goodlad

recognized, "involves changes in behavior, socialization of an

organization implies changes in role structure that may endure the

passage of persons through it" (19a, p. 156).

How viable were these four consortia and what lessons can we

learn from them? None of the four programs survived intact. The

League carries on as a part of the IDEA enterprise but with in-

creased attention given to the implementation of the Individually

Guided Education (IGE) program developed by Klausmeir and his

colleagues at the Wisconsin Research and Development Centtr ,30).
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The Westinghouse Learning Corporation was to market the Project

Plan products but phased= the program tn 1975. ES '70 and the

Model Schools Network no langer exist. While each consortium

looked to outside leadership for their initial organization and

financial support, only one consortium persisted for a period with-

out that support. Each network was viewed by its chief proponent

as a way of testing out innovative concepts through involvement

and sensitizing of potential users to the possible benefits to be

derived. A commitment to continued membership in each of the

consortia was not as strongly held as were those we reviewed

at the postsecondary level.

OTHER FORMS OF COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS: STATE COORDINATING COUNCILS

AND REGIONALIV

The consortia and networks described so far can all be arrayed

under the heading "voluntary." Other types of arrangements could

be specified on the basis of geography, control, purpose, etc.

Before closing this review and analysis of arrangements, brief
2'1

mention should be made of two forms of cooperative effort that could

properly be labeled "statutory" in nature. While these concepts

will be developed at greater length in the next chapter, a brief

description of their form and function is in order here. Voluntary

and statutory cooperative arrangements do share common features, and

more importantly, can be mutually reinforcing.

Statewide coordinating systems for higher education, while to

some extent foreshadowed by the development of master plans for

public higher education during the late fifties and sixties (5).

received consiferable impetus with the passage of the Higher
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Education Amendments of 1972. In accordance with Section 1202,

many states have developed postsecondary coordinating commissions

that for the first time have brought representatives of postsecondary

vocational schools, technical institutes, community colleges, pri-

vate non-profit and proprietary vocational schools as well as the

more conventional institutions of higher education to the same

table for tile purpose of information eXchange and joint planning

(32). The Amendments establish the intent of Congress to expand

the States' awareness of the need to coordinate all of the post-

secondary education enterprises, not just higher education.

In a speech before a conference on statewide management infor-

mation systems, Martorana notes that there has been "a shift from

an assumption stressing clarification of institutional purposes

and separation of institutional mission to one which stresses

multiple delivery systems and 'options" (33, p. 5). Clarifying

institutional roles and goals through state master plans has

yielded to a growing interest in maximizing the effective use

of a state's resources in serving all postsecondary education needs.

Whether this shift in emphasis reflects a growing desire to

maintain or expand student access to postsecondary education or

control costs (or b(th) will be analyzed more fully in the next

chapter. What is important to observe here is that with the

growing emphasis on statewide coordination comes the need to know

and better understand how voluntary cooperation and statutory

coordination programs can be helped to mutually reinforce one

another. Franklin Patterson (42, p. 103) boldly suggests that
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the leadership of the consortium movement has a genuine opportunity

to guide by example federal and state actions.

The emergence of regionalism as a new postsecondary education

coordination concept can be attributed to two separate but parallel

trends. The shift of attention from individual institutions to a

state-wide "systems" perspective on postsecondary education repre-

sents one development. The other is the increased interest in

voluntary interinstitutional cooperation. The primary reason for

regionalism, according to Martorana and McGuire (35) is the leader-

ship posture assumed by state-level boards or lommissions who have

been given official responsibility for the overall survellience of

statewide postsecondary education effort. Four patterns of

regionalism* are identified. The first, labelled "broad regional

needs," reflects those plans which incorporate several geographical,

regions established throughout a given state. The second, "specific

program or section needs," reflectd a pattern dealing with a single

academic program or single subsection of postsecondary education.

The third, "interstate arrangements," describes a pattern involving

either the entire state or a subsection of the state with either

the entire state or subsections of other states. The fourth pattern,

"specific area needs," is lesisnedto meet the postsecondary educational

needs of a particular geographic subsection of a state. The under-

lying purpose of most of these plans can be attributed to a better

utilization of resources within the region's identified.

Sources of authority for the various regional4sm efforts described

*Defined as "That view of a geographic subsection of a state (or of
several adjoining states) that considers all (or a number) of che
postsecondary educational components within the region collectively
and seeks to establish a coordinated relationship..." (35, p. 3).



by Martorana and McGuire were administrative authority (possessed

by a unit of the state government), legislative authority (expressed

in statutes), and authority held by established postsecondary

educational ine.itutions. The most common authority by far was

the first, that held by administrative units in state governments.

Only four states and four plans wtthin those states derived their

regionalized plans from the authority of the postsecondary

institutions involved.

Funding sources vary widely from program to program. While

this was not the principal concern of the Martorana and McGuire

study, they found that nine of the 46 regionalization patterns

did report that states and individual institutions were the

primary sources. Only three states reported federal support for

regionalization programs, two of the.se were in the form of the

Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) grants

(35, p. 56). Of the plans receiving private financial support,

.three came from sources which were identified as traditionally

supportive of innovative educational programs. One of these,

the state of Texas regionalization Project TAGER (Texas Association

for Graduate Education and Research in North Texas) received a

major gift from Texas Instruments but was also deriving support

from annual fees charged to member institutions and from the state.

A Ford Foundation grant underwrote the curriculum evaluation

and planning dimension of TAGER and mention is made of a consider-

able "in kind" investment by each of the member institutions (36,

pp. 56-59).
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Martorana and McGuire conclude their overall evaluation of the

regionalization movement by F4tating that "Regionalism may be the

first manifestation of awareness that the no man's land (between

local and state officials) exists; and reeonalization may be

the way the now unclaimed domain of serv ce will be entered

without having a battle amQzg the sever 1...education interests

who have a claim to the right to ye/it." (36, 64).

SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS

The rise in voluntary and statutory cooperative arrangements

particularly among postsecondary institutions over the past two

decades has been pictured as a salutary phenomena. Among the

major econowic trends and social pressures which helped bring about

this movement are:

1. The initial rise in enrollment demands and the shortage

of qualified faculty.

4. The desire co improve the quality of educatynal programs

ano yet keep institutional operating costs at a manfgeable level.

3. The continuing demand for expanded educational opportunities

without expanding facilities.

4. Fuller utilization of the community's learning resources.

5. The promotion of diversity among institutions as well as

the atrergthening of developing institutions.

6. The improvement of an institution's ability to attract

external funding.

7. To promote the reduction of interinstitutional compeLition

and the promotion of a greater voice in state and national planning

for postsecondary education.
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8. The desire to reduce the threats of invasion of one's

territory by a potential competitor (28, P. 20).

The explosive growth in numbers of the community colleges and

area vocational schools during the decade of the sixties coatributed

to the growing need for statewide coordination of postsecondary

programs and services. The development of guidelines for facilitating

student transfers, the inclusion in the Higher Education Act of

1965 of provisions for the support of developing institutions,

especially those that choose to band together into consortia, and

the rise in the numbers of state coordinating councils, all such

events offer evidence of Congress' and the public's concern with

providing equal access to postsecondary education.

Articulation has been viewed as just one of a number of mani-

festations of interinstitutional cooperation. Kintzer offered

a number of reasons why articulation priorities should be viewed

as of increasing importance to postsecondary institutions: the

expanded use of computer technology for credit transfer and

registration, the awarding of credit for knowledge and skills

gained,the economies of scale and better control of student and

program cost. Among the disadvantages noted were the lack of

personnel to monitor and coordinate programs and the need to

standardize instructional materials across institutions.

Among the cooperative effotts reported at th(. ;econdary level,

most were found o involve intersttie arrangements for the purpose

of testing out the feasibility and the desirability of nes ,. inno-

vative instructional procedures and programs. None of the networks
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of schools described evolved from leadership within the institutions

participating in the networks and most were dependent upon some

form of external funding.

Not only were voluntary interinstitutional cooperative arrange-

ments assessed, but the reason underlying statutory arrarY7ements

among and within states were commented on as well. The upsurge

of state 1202 Commissions and other postsecondary coordinating

commissions partially la response to the Education Amendments

of 1972, brought representatives of all postsecondary institutions

together,often for the first time, for the purpose of information

exchanged and joint planuing (32). In commenting on this develop-

ment, Martorana noted a shift in stress at the state level from the

clarification of institutional purposes and roles to an emphasis

on system-wide delivery capability and the maximizing of student

options.

The emergence of regionalism as a new postsecondary education

coordination concept reflected this shift in perspective. Among

the various regionalized plans cited only one has succeeded in

attracting federal, state and private financial support. The

regianalization movement in postsecondary education, while a

fledgling one, represents a way of filling the void between locally

administered programs and state administered programs.

Interinstitutional cooperation and art!.culation are but two uf

a number of possible arrangements that enable institutions to

respond to pressures for change. As such pressures continue to

grow, more and more attention will be given to linking up in a mutually

reinforcing manner the elements involved in building and maintaining

voluntary consortia with the arrangements specified under statutory

coordination requirements at the regional or state level.

.;
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CHAPTER 2

PRESSURES FOR CHANGE

Those responsible for policy decisions regardlng education in

this country during the past ten years have had to grapple with a

different set of demands than those experienced during the previous

two decades. The. concern with expanding facilities and offering new

programs has been replaced by demands for greater efficiencies in the

use of resources and more flexibility in response to the varying

needs of both the traditional and nontraditional student. Add to

these the demands of a federal and a state government bent upon

insuring equal access to educational opportunity and one can sense

the pressures with which educational administrators must cope.

Not only have recent Supreme Court rulings helped shape local

policies regarding admissions and the way in which financial support

has been allocated to students and institutions, but the impact

of legislation must also be judged. Since the late fifties, the

major force for change at all levels of education may well have been

the result of new federal laws and their related regulations. What

the nature and thrust of those laws have been and their impact

on state and local authorities with regard to interinstitutional

coordination will be the primary concern of this chapter, with

particular attention to vocational and higher education legislation.

Implications of the 1973 enacted Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act (CETA) in terms of local coordination will also be traced.

These three areas of legislative activity--higher education, voca-

tional education, and manpower training--and their effects upon

-.29-
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local postsecondary educational institutions will be charted and

their implications for strengthening interinstitutional cooperetion

111 identified.

A portion of the chapter will also be devoted to a discussion

of the response that states have made to demands upon them. In

order to put into perspective state level requirements, one must

understand a little of the history of each state. How to present

that history in a relevant and yet concise manner poses a dilemma.

A great deal is happening particularly with regard to the establish-

ment of coordinating boards and advisory committees. Legislative

initiatives are legion. To bring these developments within rea-

sonable bounds, the many initiatives have been presented in summary

form by means of a structure/functional matrix conveniently pro-

vided by an ongoing series of reports by the Association for Institu-

tional Research (5) and the American Association of Community and

Junior Colleges (4).

FEDERAL ROLE IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Sixty years of experience with vocational education have helped

to sharpen our understanding of the role of federal legislation

in effecting educational innovation and chenge. No less than 14

major Acts of Congress have guided the administration of vocational

education at the state and local level. At each juncture, its

evolution was justified on the basis of national (usually economic)

needs. The Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, for example, was in response

to meeting the manpower needs of American Agriculture and industry.

The passage of that landmark legislation, however, was not without

controversy.
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The role of education in preparing youth for employment had been

a subject of heated debate since the turn of the century. John

Dewey and his supporters argued that the type of education needed

to ensure an indtvidual's economic security and protect him against

the dehumanizing effects of technology was a well-rounded liberal

education, one which encompassed the practical as well as the

abstract (20). The "social efficiency" philosophers represented

by David Snedden and Charles Prosser proposed specific skill train-

ing as an alternative to purely academic studies. Prosser argued

that the goals of increased productivity and material wealth would

serve both the individual as well as societal needs. "Increasing

production, employment, and income (would) become the measure of

a community's success, and personal riches the mark of individual

achievement" (12, p. 12). The social efficiency school's concept

of vocationalism was designed to meet the demands of a rapidly grow-

ing labor market with its heavy dependence on technology.

Dewey and other advirwates of the progressive education movement

viewed the temptation to copy the German technocratic vocational

system with suspicion and saw it as a way of channeling students

into unrewarding and narrow occupations. The challenge to our

society, as Dewey saw it, was to combine our talent for technological

advancement with our humanistic orientation. "A new culture express-

ing the possibilities eminent in a machine and in human development

will release whatever is distinctive and-potentially creative in

individuals, and individuals thus freed will be the constant makers

of a continuously new society" (11, pp. 132-133).



Both movements, however, advocate the linking of learning

experiences in the school with real world events, not onlv because

111 such knowledge gave meaning to abstract concepts but because the

array of particular experiences would enable students to reason

from the particular to the general and thus enhance the individual's

understanding and sense of control over his own environment. Dewey

differentiated between occupational training and preparation for a

vocation by recognizing vocations as an all-involving, self-fulfilling

role which represented the individual's deslre, among other things,

for social service. Education, he argued, offered the best means

of revealing both potentials, provided vocational education did not

limit itself to narrow skill erelopment. Accordingly, he fought

state and federal legislation that advocated separate systems

of vocational schools alongside the general common school.

411 The National Association of Manufacturers, the American Federa-

tion of Labor and liberal urban reform forces formed a coalition

(together with farm organizations) in 1908 and labeled it the

National Society for the Promotion of /ndustrial Education (20).

Various committees formed by the Society openly debated the problem

of vocational education. Finally a concensus was reached calling

for national support. A commission on national aid to vocational

education was appointed by the President in 1914, and it in turn

was followed by the introduction of a bill by Senator Hoke Smith

from Georgia to implement the recommendations of the commission.

Early in 1916, Representative Dudley Hughes (also of Georgia) intro-

duced a similar bill in the House. Both the House and the Senate

111
passed the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917 which provided $7.2 million
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annually to states for the promorion of vocational education in

agriculture, trade and industrial education and home economics.

The Act also provided for the administration of vocational educa-

tion programs by a federal board responsible directly to Congress

made up of the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Labor, the

Commissioner of Education, and three citizens representing the

tnterest of labor, agriculture and manufacturing and commerce.

The Act required that each state submit to the federal board a

plan outlining the method by which it proposed to conduct its

vocational education activities. Interestingly enough, the Act

provided support for programs of vocational education in agri-

culture, trade and industry, and in home economics for both in

and out-of school youth and adults. Home economics included

both organized class work and supervised projects in the indi-

vidual's home.

During the three decades which followed the passage of the Smith-

Hughes Act a total of fifty-three bills were introduced in Congress

as supplementary legislative proposals relating to vocational

education. Among the more significant actions taken over this

time period were the extension of vocational services to Hawaii

and Puerto Rico, added appropriations for expanding and extending

agricultural and home economics programs, the inclusion of distri-

butive or busiL,Iss education as a needed area of vocational educa-

tion, and the disposal of surplus was materials for use in voca-

tional training.
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Perhaps the most significant modification to the then existing

legislation was the provisioa iu the spring of 1940 that a budget

be submitted by the Office of Education for a program of vocational

training for was production workers. Between 1940 and 1946 a

number of Acts were passed providing expanded funding for vocational

training in support of the war effort.

In 1946, the George-Barden Act was passed. In a "statement

of policies" bulletin issued by the U. S. Office of Education, it

stated that "the chief characteristic of the George-Baden Act, as

contrasted with previous vocational education legislation is

flexibility. Some of the specific limitation on the use of funds

were omitted from this Act and provisions were included to allow

for new phases of work" (18). This meant that certain job clusters

which had previously enjoyed a line item authorization oc funds

were no longer gtven separate authorization. State directors w,re

expected to use their own discretion in determining vyhat funds

should be used to support teacher training, administration and

supervision, or rental of equipment and supplies. It made it

possible for persons engaged in vocational education to spend less

than 50 percent of their time in shop work in their pursuit of

vocational skills. Earlier acts had prolvided that vocational

instruction should extend over not less than nine months pr year

and not less than thirty hours per week. The Act also authorl.:ed

a fourfold appropriation increase to $28.8 million.

Twelve years following the passage of the George-Barden Act.

thl National Defense Education Act of 195C was enacted providing.

assistance cc the states for the improvement of are.t vocational
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education programs and for technical trlining (for youth, adults

41/

and older persons) at the postsecondary level. This Act authorized

an additional $15 million for area vocational programs to be spent

in each of the fiscal years 1959-1963. These funds could be used

not only for the salaries of state and local sehool personnel

but also for the training and work experience programs for out-of-

school youths, the transportation of students, and the planning

and development of area vocaticnal education programs. Added to

the growing interest in technician level training as a result'

of Russia's perceived superiority in its space program, a ne

for training in the health occupations was also recognized. Under

Title VIII of NDEA, support for new occupational programs in such

fields as data processing, electronics, and drafting design was

provided at the postsecondary level. One- and a-half-million

students were helped to pursue such studies under NDEA's Title II

National Student Loan Program.

Shortages of trained personnel in other critical areas together

with structural unemployment brought about by technological change

led to the passage of the Manpower Development and Training Act

(MDTA) in the early sixties.

In 1961, Presiegut Kennedy appointed a Panel of Consultants on

Vocational Education who were instructed to explore the possibility

of broadening the occupational scope and increasing the enrollment

of high school age youth and post-high school youth and adults in

vocatianal education. It is worth noting that the twenty-five

panel members appointed included fif-een educators, three business-

* men. three labor leaders, three federal government representatives,
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and one Executive Director of a professional associ on (11a).

The issues confronting all of education did not go unnoticed

in the report. The panelists were clearly sensitive to the impor-

tant role that vocational educatian could and should play in pro-

viding the disadvantaged and the school dropout with more relevant

and rewarding educational programs. ; a mechanism for ensuring

that future deliberations on vocational education be responsive

to national needs, the panel xecommended that a National Advisory

Council be established to weigh and consider policy issues that

would arise in the future. This recOmmendation proved to be one

uf the more important ingredients of the landmark legislation

passed and signed into law by President Johnson on December 18,

1963.

The pissage oi this significant legislative initiative signalled

a shift in Congressional focus. It authorized states to develop

new vocatianal education programs in response to anticipated

employment opportunities and was designed to serve all who could

benefit fram training or retraining (at the sub-baccalaureate level)

whether enrolled in school or not. It established a permanent

program for vocatianal education based on a formula for allocating

rhe annual appropriations among the states which reflected the num-

ber of persons in various age groups needing vocational education

and the per capita Licosa of the state. In addition, part of

the annual allotment was reserved for use at the discretion of

:he Commissioner of Education for research, development or pilot

programs, especially those designed to help meet th t. special needs

:f youth with academic and so( 0-economic handicaps.
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The '63 Act provided that at least one-third of the basic

allotment to each state was to be used in serving those who had

completed or left high school and were available for full-time

study in the preparation for entering the labor market. (In 1968,

this provision was midified and reduced to 25 percent of the

basic allotment.) It was also required that each spend 3 percent

of its allotment for such ancillary services as in-service teacher

training, program evaluation, state administration and leadership,

and instructional materials development and testing.

In one of its more significant additions to past enactments,

Congress required that each state designate a State Board of Educa-

tion as the sole supervisory and administering agent responsible

for the allocation of federally authorized funds. They required

that the Board be made up of persons familiar with the educational

!II and vocational needs of management and labor, as well as representa-

tives of educational institutions. If existing boards were not

familiar with labor-management needs, then a State Advisory Council

was to be created to include such persons in order to assist the

State Board in carrying out its plan. To receive its federal allot-

ment, states had to submit a plan to the Commissioner of Education

(Approval. Included in the plan were to be provisoes for meeting

the manpower needs and employment opportunities in the state; for

minimum qualifications for teachers, supervisors, and directors;

and for cooperative arrangements between the state's public employ-

ment offices and the State Board.

The Act also required that states match on a dollar-for-odlar

basis the federal expenditure. 3egirling tn 1964, rhe federal monies
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authorized for appropriations was to have almost quadrupled by 1967,

from $50 to $225 million. In actuality, total expenditures went

111 fram $1/3 billion to over $1 billion by 1967. In addition the

federal government was authorized to bear one-half the cost of

constructing area vocational school facilities (defined as those

facilities which provide vocational courses in no less than five

different occupational fields to persons available for full-time

study before or after the completion of high school, in preparation

for entry into the labor market).

In summary, the Smith-lughes Act, the George-Barden Act and

the Vocational Education Act of 1963 taken together required that

23 purposes be served and a separate accounting for each be main-

tained. In addition, there were four percentage expenditure require-

ments under the six purposes in Section 4(a) of the '63 Act, each of

41/

which required a separate state matching by purpose. With the intro-

duction of state matching requirements and the further bureaucra-

tizing of an already complicated set of federal regulations, com-

pliance was looked upon more as a matter of expediency than systema-

tic and rigorous planning. Most states, however, were willing to

put up with the red tape required because the dollars allocated

represented needed funds to offset the burgeoning costs of a rapidly

rising student enrollment. Outright revolt was postponed in favor

of buckling down to get the job done.

Despite the provisions of the vocational education legislation

in 1963, and the Elementary and Secandary Education Act of 1965,

the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education found that

the exparded goals of vocational education as visualized in the
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1963 Act were not being achieved (1). The Council met in an

atmosphere of urgency following the social uprisings in Watts,

Cl4weland, Trenton, etc. "The impact of the social disturbances

in these and other cities and the relationship of these disturbances

to social and economic conditions provided new and deep social

concern about the role of vocational training and education in

ameliorating these conditions. The relationship to vocational

education of such problems as unemployment, disadvantaged groups,

ethnic groups, divergent cultural backgrounds, poverty, deficient

housing,...were discussed frequently by the Council" (3).

Out of the deliberations of the Council emerged several dramatic

changes that were to impact on vocational education for years to

come. Virtually, for the first tine, hundreds of professional

organizations became involved in the 1968 deliberations with the

funding of conferences, reports, and hearings through the use of

federal funds earmarked for that purpose.*

In 1968, further amendments were enacted which gave the states

greater flexibility in the overall statewide matching of the

federal appropriation in that varying proportions of federal funds

could be used in matching state and local funds. The principle

of greater access to vocational programs, an important theme in the

1963 Act, was strongly endorsed and extended in the Vocational

*See, for example, The Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Final
Report of the Summer Study on Occupational, Vocational, and Technical

Education. Cambridge Mass.: ltrr, Contract No. 0E-5-85-135, 1965.
Also Arnold Kotz, Planning and Programming of Vocational Technical
Education: A Summary of the Reconnaissance Surveys. Menlo Park.
Calif." stanford Ri-search Institute, 1967.



Education Amendments of 1968 (PL 90-576). The amendments required

that for fiscal year '70 and for each subsequent fiscal year, 25

percent of the proportion equal to the state's allotment (in excess

of its base allotment) was to be used for programs for the disadvan-

taged and that an additional 25 percent of the allotment should

be used for persons who had completed or left high school and who

were available for study in preparation for entering the labor

market.

Ten percent of each state's allotment was required to be used

for persons With physical or mental handicaps and no less than 15

percent of the total allotment was to be used for programs for the

disadvantaged or for those persons who had completed or left high

school (with some flexibility built in for the Commissioner of

Education to determine whether the requirement was feasible or not).

The 1968 Amendments offered assistance to the state' and local

education agencies to develop curriculum for new and changing

occupations and to disseminate information relating to those curri-

culum materials. The Natianal Advisory Council and State Advisory

Councils were required to advise both Congress and the state

boards of vocational education as well as prepare annual evaluations

of their services and activities.

Following the passage of the 1968 Amendments, further amendments

came fast and heavy. Among the more significant ones were the

introduction of an authority for residential facilitiea, provisions

for bilingual vocational training, and a greatly expanded authoriza-

tion of grants to states to assist them in conducting vocational
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educatior programs for ?ersons of all ages. Federal initial...ves

in vocational educur.ion during this period (1969-1975) accomplished

several purposes--the scope af vocational education was broadened

tn include prevocational exploration as well as adult, continuing

education. The concept of a career ladder was adopted and greater

stress WAS put apon expanding the role of postsecondary education

in vocational education. Partly as a result of this evolutionary

progress, the concept of career education tool- form and emerged

under separate sponsorship (13).

The stage was now set for the passage of the Vocational Education

Amendments of 1976. the strongest usurption yet of state and local

authority. While states and local school systems were permitted

greater latitude in the use of federal funds (categorically funded

sections of the 1968 Amendmen:: were consolidated into block grants

411
to states), much more stringent requirements regarding the planning

and reporting process were imposed. Reciprocal or collaborative

relationships with all interest groups were called for in the

formulation of the first one-year plans. A data gathering and

reporting mechanism was mandated through the creation of a National

Vocational Education Data System (VEDS). In addition, 20 percent of

the funds allocated to the states must be used for program improve-

ment and supportive services such as counseling and guidance, pre-

and in-service personnel development, grants to overcome sex bias,

etc.

A major thrust of the '76 Act was to improve the coordination

between vocational education and the Comprehensive Education and

Training Act (CETA). Title II of PL 94-482 stipulated that states



were expected to improve their planning in tha use of all resources

avail.able to them for vocational education and manpower training

by involving a wide range of agencies and indtviduals concerned

with education training iwthin the state, and the development

of the vocational education plans. Under the CETA bill, the

State's Manpowet Services Louncil must be actively involved in the

aevelopment of the vocational education plans. In addition, the

State Board of Vocational Education must meet four times during

the year in preparation of its five-year plan and three times

each year in the preparing of the annual plan and accountability

report.

The law also requires that there be cross-representation of

vocational education on Manpower Advisory Councils. The National

Commissioner of Manpower Policy must sit on the National Advisory

Council and at the state level a member of the State Manpower

Services Council must sit on the State Advisory Council on Voca-

tional Education and vice versa.

In promoting further _oordination of vocational education and

manpower training efforts at the local level, the CETA prime sponsor

is required to provide assurance of collaboration in his annual

application for funding by demonstrating that their plans were

developed in consultation with representatives of the educational

and training resources available in the area served.

Among the more innovative provisions of the 1976 AvIendments is

the requirement that a National Occupational Information Coordinating

Committee (NOIGC) be set up. Its composition was to be made up of

representatives of the Commissioner of Education, the Chief



Administrator of the National Center for Educational Statistics,

the Commissioner of Labor Statistics and the Assistant Secretary

of Labor for Employment and Training. Up to $5 million was to be

transferred from USOE to develop and implement an Occupational

Information System which would help meet the info-mation needs

of vocational planners at the national, state and local level.

Each state was expected to establish a State Occupational Information

Coordinating Committee (SOICC) which has on it representatives of

the State Board of Vocational Education, the State Employment

Security Agency, the State Manpower Services Council, and the

agencies administering the vocational rehabilitation program.

Thus, the '76 Amendments spell out in great.detail and mandate that

coordination take place between vocational education and the man-

power training programs.

An additional requirement of the '76 Act is that state boards

of vocational education must "take positive steps to eliminate

sex bias and sex stereotyping from all vocational programs."

Among the recommended actions are that the five-year and annual

state plan specify in detail how the state intends to insure equal

aLcess to both men and women to programs as well as encourage

the enrollment of women in non-traditional courses. The expectation

that the state will hire an appropriate administrator and evaluate

program effectivaness is also built into this requirement.

In summary, the impact of the Vocational Education Act of 1976

and previous legislation can best be described as an "inverse

cornucopia" of funds.*

*For a charting of expenditures and enrollments in vocational
education, see Figures 3 and 4, Appendix A.
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What started out in 1963 as a broadening and loosening of require-

ments at the federal level ends up in 1976 narrowly circumscribed

by rules and regulations which tie the hands of decision makers

at the state and local levels. It consolidates all vocational

education and categorical grants, (except consumer and homemaking

education and special programs for the disadvantaged) into a

single block grant for the states. Eighty percent of the block

grant is a "basic grant" and 20 percent is for "program improve-

ment and supportive services." The Act overhauls the method

of state planning and requires the inclusion of a wider range of

groups in the planning process. It also stipulates specific

accountability measures and incorporates the theme of eliminating

sex discrimination, sex bias, and sex sterotyping in vocational

education.

Grants-in-aid to states, long the tradition in this arena

of federal support, has continued over the last 60 years as the

basic funding, mechanism. Rather than providing matching funds

for programs in particular categories of occupations, however,

the '63 Act and subsequent Amendments broadened the scope of

support to embrace all relevant occupations and focused the

federal monies on specific target populations, e.g., secondary

and postsecondary students, the handicapped, and the disadvantaged.

The rationale for federal funding remained the same as that expressed

in 1917, namely,that national need warranted federal intervention

where support at the local and state level might be insufficient.

Closely allied with this concept was the recognition that some

regions might suffe,: from an inadequate tax base for the support of
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education and would require federal dollars to bring vocational

education programs up to minimal standards. Again from the per-

spective of national needs, Congress felt justified in specifying

which occupations should be served in the best interest of the

country as a whole but later adopted the attitude that states

and substate regions were best qualified to make such juagements.

While Congress had already set sufficient precedent in exploit-

ing other sLrategies of aid to education (block graw.s, categorical

aid, matching grants), it chose in 1963 to combine all these

strategies into one legislative program. The result, aptly des-.

cribed by Davie, led to a "specification of separate grants-in-

aid, a maintenance cf effort requirement and...the distribution

of federal funds by a state to local educational agencies" (10,

p. 282).

Congress was not satisfied with the pattern of state and local

spending on vccational education and sought to insure compliance

with its priorities by requiring in the '63 Act that each state

prepare a plan for allocating federal funds and that that plan be

reviewed and approved by the Office of Education before such funds

could be allocated. It made no attempt, however, to contro7. the

allocation of state grant monies. This led to continuing support for

the old traditional occupational categories by states and less

emphasis on national priorities. Given the option, for example,

to use their own monies in the construction of either area vocational

schools or community colleges, state directors of vocational educa-

tion overwhelmingly supported the construction of area vocational

schools because they would serve both high school and postsecondary



students. This federal concern was expressed in the '68 AmLend-

manta by Congress imposing guidelines and set-aside requirements

on the basic grant. Beyond these stipulAtions, however, states

were still free to allocate state monies by means of either grants

or formulas (the former ;eemingly the preferred strategy, as it puts

greater discretionary control in the hands of the state). At the

heart of the issue, of co4rie, was the issue of equity. Without

prodding, in Congress's vol:ew, states were apt to continue obsolete

practices which not only' failed to serve national needs but often

violated the hard-won national commitment to equal educational

opportunity.

In addition to the categorical grants-in-aid, set-asides, and

guidelines for state funding programs, the '68 Amendments authorized

state and national advisory councils and state departments of educa-

tion to recruit staffs and to engage in or to enlarge their

planning efforts. How well these plans ensured the responsiveness

of states to changing needs can be judged by the observation in

the 1975 Government A-.counting Office repoL.:: "State plans are

prepared only for compliance with OE requirements in order to

receive federal funding. States do not use these plans for opera-

tional purposes and they do not measure progress against what is

described in the plan" (8). Suffice it to say, not all of the

joint planning in the names of vocational education found its way

into operating budgets and administrative programs of the states.

MANPOWER TRAINING LEGISLATION

While many of the current features of the federal manp(wer programs

can be linked as far back as the 1930's and earlier, present emphasis



really had its origin in the passage of The Area Rede7elopment Act

of 1961 and the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962.

Both pieces of legislation focussed on the structural unemployment

problems of the disadvantaged and the poor. The climate was right

for such programs as emrloyment aas expanding and the economy was

on the upswing. By providing work experience, basic education, and

training, it was hoped that the ranks of the hard corut unemployed

could be reduced.

Beginning with the early 1970's, a new strategy emerged reflect-

ing the conditions of the times. Rising unemployment levels led to

the passage of the Emergency Employment Act of 1971 which basically

subsidized states to provide public service jobs over a two-year

period. All told, by 1972, there were more than 17 categorized

manpower programs in operavion, all operating in the same cam-

munities, each with its own regulations, funding source and legis-

lative authorization.

It wasll't until the end of 1973 that a manpower reform bill

could be passed which essentially transferred the control of

manpower programs into the hands of state and local officials.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA)

with its seven titles establised a program of financial assistance

to state and local governments (prime sponsors); provided funds

for hiring unemployed persons in public service jobs; authoxized

direct federal supervision vf manpower programs for minorities

and special groups; continued the Job Corps; and established a

National Manpower Commission. Although CETA was viewed as one of

the early revenue-sharing programs of the Nixon administration,

subsequent amendments have reintroduced several catelorical

aid features with 58 percent of the fands earmarked for special use.

r,



More recently, reflecting the mounting concern over the

unemployment of young people, President Carter signed the Youth

Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) in August of

1977. YEDPA, funded at $1.5 billion, is expected to create more

than 230,000 jobs or training opportunities for youth. There are

four main provisions of YEDPA.

Under the Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC), the Depart-

ment of Labor, with the belp of the Employment Service and prime

sponsors, will be responsible for choosing the participants for

the corps. YACC is open to u smployed yo4th age 16-23 who are

experiencing difficulty in finding jobs and who are interested

in conservation.

The Youth Employment and Training Program is perhaps the most

significarat provision for cwo-year colleges and area vocational

schools. Under this part, 22 percent of the funds must be spent

on programs for unemployed or underemployed youth (16-21) who are

in school or will return full-time, including high school, vocational

schools, or two-year colleges. Interested postsecondary institutions

must work through prime sponsors and local education agencies.

The Youth Community Conservation and Improvement Projects are

selected by prime sponsors and designed for unemployed 16-19 year

olds who work to combine job training, work-e:lpkence and relevant

Achool programs. An emphasis is placed on aelping the youth work

-oward a high school diploma or postsecondary degree while iving

him/her a chance to develop work experience and job

The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pil.)t Projects provisioa will

-..-ovide money for experimental projects de31gn,'d to .:.;ve Low-income

7oup4 people up t.) 20 hours a week employment durino, !1.? .zc:10,)1
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year and 40 hours a week dr.ring summer vacations while they earn

their high school diploma or equivalency. The pilot work projects

can be administered by community-based organizations, local school

districts, institutions of higher learning, labor unions, other

non-profit organizations, or units of local government.

HIGHER EDUCATION LEGISLATION

Turning our attention to the realm of higher education, federal

support for this sector has, until recently, been of a lower

magnitude than that enjoyed by vocational education. Its history,

I-owever, dates back to the Northwest Land Grant Ordinance of 1787

which established grants of land to the states to assist in setting

up seminaries for learning. The first really major effort to expand

higher educational opportunities came with the passage of the

Morrill Act of 1862 which provided land grants to all states. The

proceeds from the sale of the land grants were to be used to estab-

lish an endowment for the purpose of funding one college in each

state in which the

...leading object shall be, without excluding other
scientific or classical studies, to teach such branches
of learning as are related to agriculture and the
mechanical arts, in such manner as the legislatures
of the state and territories may respectively prescribe,
in order to promote the liberal and practical education
of the im'Istrial classes in the several pursuits and
professions of live (2, p. 27).

Ristorians have pointed out that the Morrill Act was passed at a

time when agrarian associations and educational reformers had

successfully mobilized into interest groups, and, by chance, did

so when their potential Congressional opponents from the Suuth

happened to be engaged in seces3ion from the Union.
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Between 1862 and 1944, few significant pieces of federal

legislation were passed which impacted directly on higher education.

The Federal Emergency Relief Admini3tration, while not ha'ing

education as the primary focus, did institute during the depression

years the College Student Work Program which provided approximately

620,000 college students with part-time jobs, thus enabling them

to remain in college.

It wasn't until World War II, however, that a significant shift

in policies regarding higher education took place. During the war,

research contracts with universities became a major strategy for

solving war related problems (17). The importance of this relation-

ship took on ever increasing significance until the student protests

of the mid-sixties at which time the federal government found it

necessary to look elsewhere for most of its defense related research.

Also, during the war years, most college and universities

benefited from the Army Specialized Training Program (ASTP) and

the Navy's V-12 Program which made it possible for military per-

sonnel to study and drill in military tactics on campuses. Over

$300 million was provided to higher educational institutions ia

support of that program, a third of which represented a subsidy

for tui:ion fees (2).

Anticipating that the w'r would end soon and that millions of

returning veterans would be hard pressed to find jobs in the labor

my-kat Congress passed the Serviceman's Readjustment Act of 1977

(the Gi Bill) not only to compensate for educational opportunities
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foregone because of the war but also as a way of coping with the

anticipated massive economic adjustment problem resulting from

the influx of returning veterans (19). Largely as a direct result

of the GT Bill, enrollments in colleges and universities doubled

in size between 1940 and 1950.

It wasn't until 1957 that additional legislation was considered

to offset the supposed competitive advantage that the Soviets evi-

denced through their launching of the satellite Sputnik. Between

1957 and 1959, approximately 1,500 bills were introduced into

Congress which would affect education. Eighty of these bills

became law.

Perhaps the most significant single piece of legislation was

the National Defense Education Act mentioned earlier. Title I

of that Act declared a new national goal: "No student of ability

will be denied an opportunity for higher education because of

financial need" (12, p. 547). The seeds of this egalitarian con-

cept had been sowed during the late forties when the Truman Com-

mission on Higher Education (16) argued the need for expanded

educational opportunities beyond high schoo_. Members of the

Commission made much of the fact that 497 of those conscripted

for military duty had the capability to complete 14 or more years

of education. The Cc-mission concluded that "the tim ha., come to

make education throu,h the fourteenth grade available in the same

way that high school is now available." Opening the doors to

postsecondary education for all who wish to gain access regard-

less of race, religion or wealth was a dramatic deparcure from the

meritocracic concept of the past. Since 1958, Congress and the

states have soughr to put a college education within commuting

distance of every poteniial. enrollee (6).



Federal legislation and its policy of unrestrained growth

of higher educational institutions and programs flawed at an

410 accelerating vce.* The improvement of collegiate physical plants,

curriftlum upgrading, the expansion of federally supported research

activities all reflected this commitment. Passage of the Higher

Education Act of 1965 offered an expanded program of student

financial assistance by means of educational opportunity grants,

college work study programs, and the guaranteed student loan

program for all eligible students. In addition, monies were ippl..o-

priated for strengthening Teacher Training (including voc

teaching) through Title V of the Act, which was designed to "improve

the quality of teaching and to help meet critical.shortages of

adequately trained educatianal personnel" (12, p. 358). Not less

than 10 percent of the monies appropriated for Title V was to be

1.

devoted to the training and development of vocational personnel.

In the passage of the Educational Amendments of 1972, Congrebs

signalled its continuing support for the cancept of expanded

access to postsecondary education. The Basic Education Opportunity

Grant (BEOG) esto.olished an entitlement up to $1,400 or one-half

the cost of attendance, whichever is less, for students who pass

the requirements of.a stringent needs test. In addition, the BEOG

Program was designed to serve as a means f.-r stimulating institu-

tions to compete for stt, 0:3. Passage of this landmark legis:.ation

put Congress firmly on the c.a c,f facilitating student choices

rather than expanding direct support to institvtions.

*For a c 3rting of growth in expenditures and enrollment in

higher ee.cation, see Figures 5 and 6, Appendix A.



THE CHANGIFG ROLE OF THE STATES

The degree of involvement of the federal government in both

vocational education and higher education has had the effect of

overextending and over-burdening state and local administrations.

The trend toward centralization of decision-making authority

at the state level can be traced, in large part, to the varied

and ever expanding regulations imposed by the federal government.

The detailed planning requirements, periodic surveys, compliance

reports, not to mention budget justifications and daily head

counts, conspire to force both the local and the state administra-

tor into endentured servitude to the federal bureaucracy (7).

The 12-fold increase in expenditures on higher education and

the 55-fold increase in support for vocational education since

1947, has led not only to growing federal demands for impl..oved

perSormance but also to new forms of control and decision making.

Both area vocational schools and community colleges are "becoming

enveloped in a larger system of relationships with multicampus cen-

tral offices and statewide agencies. Increasingly, the process

of higher education (read as postsecondary education) is becoming

entangled in a thicket of bureaucratic regulatian--fram professional

and accreditlng agencies, unions, the elourts, state governments, and

the federal government." (14, p.xx). What the second Newman report

and other commentaries on higher education raise as a concern with

regard to higher education is of equal importance in the design

and delivery of postsecondary vocational education programs. One

of the concerns of this and other chapters of this report will be

to explore ways in which public support and accountability can

be ensured without building pressures to standardize or "systematize"

all forms of postsecondary education as we have at the elementary and
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An additional provision of the 1972 Amendments was the establish-

ment of the 1202 Commissions as a mechanism for ensuring that such

postsecondary institutions as community colleges, area vocational

schools, technical institutes, and even proprietary schools would

be adequately represented in the formulation of statewide post-

secondary education plans and policies. Subsequent rulings by

the Commissioner of Education gave the Governor of each state,

or eligible territory, the option to designate an existing state

agency or Commission as the 1202 Commission in lieu of establishing

a new commission.

In a speech before the 1973 National Workshop on Federal Pro-

grams and Resource Development sponsored by AACJC, Congressman

James O'Hara. Chairman of the House Post-Seconddry Education

Subcommittee, remarked that "section 1202 does not require the

Secretary of HEW or the Commissioner ^f Education to prescribe

regulations (for appoini:::ng cmmissions). It describes how

they shall be cpoiated Lhe sLates and let's let it go at that:"

(15). It was Congressinal. O'Hara's percETtion that once established

1202 CommiasInns could then be designated as recipients of monies

appropriated by Congress fr,r improved facilities and for the pur-

chuse of equipment. (These two provisions were extensions of

a pi-erious authority passed by Congress in 1963 under the title of

the Aigher Education Facilities Act of th..:t year. However, in 1972,

not only vas the financial assistance for the improvement of under-

raduate inatruction--Title VI--extended but the appropriations

L-n. the construction of academic facilities, Title VII, were

expanded to ievel of $300 million in 1974-1975).
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secondary levels. While the trend has been in that direction, an

argument can be made for the preservation of diversity, not only

among four-year colleges and universities but among area vocational

schools and community colleges as well.

One rather ominous report on the roles and functions of area

vocational schools, technical institutions, community/junior

colleges, CETA sponsored skill centers and other units of post-

secondary education suggests that our concern over the homogeniza-

tion of cervices in response to pressure to strengthen or enhance

enrollments may be too late. In a survey of postsecondary educa-

tional units within the worth Central Acareditation Region, the

North Central Community Junior Colleges Council found th.o.t "all

seven identified postsecondary educational units intend tn increase

the comprehensiveness of their role and function over the identified

mission areas" (9, p. 1). Figure 1 supports the Council's concern

over "the trend toward increased comprehensiveness (and homogeniza-

tion) when educational units find themselves in direct competition

for scarce resources or for limited student clientele...postsecond-

ary educatcrs will need to find ways to cooperate with respect to

role and function, and state planners will need to find ways to

lower the potential for direct competitioi lith respect to mission,

clientele and scarce resources" (9, pp. 1-2).

The Council's report examines in some detail how each of

the 19 states making up the North Central Accreditation Region aze

governed and the number of area vocational technical schools, technical

institutes, and community junior colleges located in each state.

The obstacles they identi y and the solutions the! suggest make

for interesting reading.



TYPES OF
INSTITUTIONS

_ROLES

VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL

LOWER DIV.
COLLEGE

ADULT EDUCATION DEVELOP- CAREER
COUNSEL

CONT. ABE
MENTAL

AREA VOC. SCH. (X) X (X)

TECHNICAL INST. (X) X (X) X (X)

COMM. COLLEGES X X X (X)

JUNIOR COLLEGES 0 X (X) (X) (X)

UNIV. BRANCHES X X X

SKILL CENTERS 0 0 X X X

FIG. I: Current and Future Roles of Post Secondary Institutions (19 North Central States)

LEGEND: X = Primary Role E = Emerging Role

(X) = Secondary Role 0 = None

SOURCE: North Central Accreditation Region Council of Community Junior Colleges Tdsk Force

Report, Oct., 1977.

72
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Both state and federal governments, during periods of financial

stringency or national turmoil, seem to unleash, in response to

political pressures, a flurry of legislative init..4tives which

both enhance and restrict the delivery of educational services.

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching duriag the

period of the thirties sponsored a series of influential studies

of the role of the states in higher education. In their more recent

commentary on the state level status of higher education, they draw

a parallel between the thirties and the seventies:

(1) The current financial stringency wao a problem 40 year

ago and so it is now. (2) There then existed a considerable
tendency toward unification andsingleness of control of state

public higher education; such a tendency also exists naw, but

in a greatly augmented fashion. (3) Some institutions then
had been led to increase their offerings without due regard

to the possibility that at same time they may not be able

to maintain so expanded a service. (4) Attention was called

then to the variations between the states and certain aspects
of higher education (with 24 tables to prove the point); in
this commentary we set forth many divergent patterns (with

more than 24 tables!) (7, p. x).

The Carnegie Foundation's analysis of the*role of the states

in higher education may well be applied to vocational education.

They recommend that where state boards expand beyond the advisory

function to that of regulation, a consolidated board is advantageous

because it has the potential of making better use of funds through

avoidance of duplication of effort and insistence upon interinsti-

tutional cooperation. The report recognized,however, that consol-

idated boards often become more concerned with systematizing the

delivery of postsecondary education and less with the preservation

of diversity. In large states, a consolidated board because of

its span of authority and complexity demands strong administration
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and leadership. In the long run, a consolidated board may yield

to outside pressures to homogenize the services and functions of

its member institutions, thus destroying diversity of forms and

functions which have long characterized higher education in this

country. The report speculates that "it might be better public

policy for a state to be able to relate to several competitive

institutions or segments than to one single power block." (7, p. 14).

While the growth of state boards of higher education and post-

secondary vocational education can be traced to periods of expan-

sion in the demand for access to both types of education, the

growth in authority and responsibility of state boards for com-

munity colleges has not followed a parallel course. Historically,

community colleges evylved under the jurisdiction of state boards

of education or departments of education, as most earlier colleges

(pre-1960) were under the administrative control of local school

districts. In such cases, the state played a coordinating role

even though the review and planning authority varied widely from

state to state. As community colleges emerged as separate autono-

mous institutions during the sixties, some states wisely viewed

them as different from other institutions of higher education and

awarded separate but equal status. Their rapid grawth and wide-

spread appeal, however, threatened some already established power

blocks, who responded by consolidating their control and treating

community colleges as just another rung in the ladder of higher

education. Where state boards for community colleges were estab-

lished they were done so in the expectation that they would promote

cooperation rather than competition between the two-year institu-

dons and other institutions of higher education.
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The establishment of most state coordinating boards and agencies

of postsecondary education were created during the 1960's "in the

hope that they would foster complementary rather than competitive

or duplicative higher education institutions and services" (4, p. 27).

Under the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963, for example,

there was a requirement that states develop coordinative or master

plans for higher education. Similarly, the Vocational Education

Act of 1963 mandated that all decision-making authority regarding

federally supported vocational education programs be consolidated

under one vocational education board. Many of the master plans

adopted during the decade of the sixties attempted to overcome

potential duplication of effort by community colleges, four-year

institutions and vocational schools by spelling out their specific

jurisdictions and goals. It was expected, for the most part, that

state universities would focus their attention on professional

schools and research, that teachers colleges would be primarily

concerned with the training of professionals for work in public

schools, that community colleges would provide low cost, compre-

hensive postsecondary educational opportunities, and that area

vocational schools would serve vocational training needs. While

this was their goal, most master plans were honored more in the

breach than in the practice.

In the onset of the seventies, however, the shift in federal

funding priorities from the support of higher educational institu-

tions to student-centered support programs, and the plateauing of
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federal appropriations for vocational education* led to increased

competition among postsecondary institutions fcr students. Arta

vocational schools, for example, faced the possibility of declin-

ing enrollments of students in the age category 16-20, together

with a "real 'Aar" decline in federal support, are discovering

that they must aggressively market their services to older adults

or suffer the consequences. As competition increases and the educa-

tion tax dollar becomes even scarcer, pressure is building on both

the state legislatures and on Congress to imposa additional controls

to ensure cooperation at the local level.

*For a fuller accounting of the changing federal priorities with
regard to manpower training see Appendix A, Figures 7 and 8.
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CHAPTER 3

PATTERNS OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT*

411
INTRODUCTION

Recognizing the widespread support and interest in expanding

the occupational offerings of community colleges and area voca-

tional schools, state legislators and members of Congress have

been -eluctant to withold increased financial support. Faced with

a persistent rise in operating costs, however, state legislators

and local authorities have opted to raise tuition (in the ,:ase

of communitj colleges), ask for additional tax support, or cut

back on educational programs. None of these options are parti-

cularly appealing. Elected -Aficials are undexstandably reluctant

to raise tuition cost because of the negative impact on one of the

basic purposes of open access educational institutions (3). Support

for Proposition 13 in California illustrates how property owners

411 feel about raisirg tax support And neither legislators nor tax

payers are happy with the option of cutting back on educational

programs.

Financial support for community colleges and area vocational

schools has usually come from some combinacien of local taxes,

state taxes, federal taxes, gifts and grants, and student tuition.

The sources of support have by tradition been property taxes,

excise taxes, sales taxes, income taxes, tntangible taxes, and

inheritance taxes. The eliance on these revenue sources by

different levels of government has been fairly consistent.

)roperty taxes serving as a major urce for local district.;, sales

*This ,:hapter was principally authored hv Dr. 'xoger Beztiex who served
as a consultant to the project.



taxes receiving major emphasis at the state level and income taxes

serving as a major source of revenue at the federal level (4).

Community colleges were largely supported by local districts

until the 1950's when state support became more available. Many

students of the problem believe that the 1 cal control of the

community college waS dependent upon the fact that local support

provided 51 percent of the operating budget. Increased state

interest in the planning and development of community colleges has

been accompanied by increased state coorUnation, increased state

support, and, as ye have already observed, increased state control.

The motivation to obtain more funds from student tu:f.tion has been

a persistent force over the past decade as budget became more

binding (6). Consequently, tuition charges have risen steadily

during the past ten years tn practically every state.

Area vocational schools, while not posessing the option of

raising tuition charges, have also experienced increased centraliza-

tion of budgeting authority at the state 1.2vel. As federal support

has plateaued or declined (in constant, or real dollars), state

and local taxes have had to be raised to make up the difference.

Added federal requirements--expanded programs for the physically

handicapped, bilingual vo ational training--together with new

federal and state requirements further burden an already worsening

condition. What part articulation plays in controlling costs or

adding new requirements (and 'herefore additional costs) to an

aLready -Louded picturo is the conce-n of !:his chapter.



PROBLEMS FOR ARTICULATION

After an exhaustive study of both the goals of the nation's

community colleges and the manner and degree tc, which they were

financed, Wattenburger and Starnes concluded that the financial

support patterns of the states often do not provide adequate

funds or allocate resources in a proper fashion to enable the

goals of the education4/systems to be implemented (7). They

identified a number of problems, some of which are relevant to

articulation. One of the problems concerns those states which

support community colleges by means of a combination of state

and other funds. There is still adequate support in many

instances, especially when the local tax dollar a major

component. This necessity to stretch generally inadequate

buc..ge..s makes efficient programming and institutional articulation

211 the more critical.

Another problem that they identified is that the formulas

used to distribute state funds are usually based upon student

credit houts. The courses for credit constitute only a part of

the community college or vocational school program. States tend

to provide these funds on a flat per student basis or on a per

student credit hour basis even though it is well documented that

some courses are two to three times as expensive as ther courses.

This encourages institutions to offer the least ext give courses

Funds for vocational education are often aLloca separately

and in a manner which encourages duplication of offorr in many

subject areas. Separare financing mechanism f.)r- vocational
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schools and community colleges usually encourages wasteful

duplication. In addition, some states provide support for full-

time day students only, thus part-time students contribute little

in the way of revenue from the state. Finally, some states do

not provide funds for counseling (2). Student service support is

computed upon a full-time equivalent (FTE) basis even though

many part-time students require a similar service.

A FINANCIAL SUPPORT PATTERN TAXONOMY

Wattenburger and Starnes found that the various states' methods

of allocating funds to community colleges and vocational schools -e

very diverse. The fune-og allocation formula in different states

has evolved over time acc,rding to the educational requirements

of the state and the development of its vocational education and

community college programs. They dii tdentify, however, sufficient

similarities in existing programs to construct a simple taxonomy

of funding allocation patterns which fit four general models of

support. The four funding suppert models constructed by Watten-

burger and Sterns are: (1) negotiated budget, (2) unit rate

formula, (3) minimum follndatiolL and (4) cost-based program

funding. Each oZ these funding formulas has different implications

for interinst .tional efficiency and program articulation C7).

Jegotiated 3, 2211,c.fundina

jegotiated budget funding referJ to scate funding for indi-

idual instirucions which must be either annually or bi-annually

negotiated wi*:h a state legislature and/or state board of colleae
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represaltatives. An additional requirement nay be analysis and

approval of each individ.4al college's budget either as a single

entity or by line item.

Most of the states using this method have no formula for

bu4get preparation or fund allocation. Full state support should

enable co.iplete equalization, depending upon how the state faces

its responsibility for full support and the method of budgeting.

One advantage of this method is that every legal institution can be

held accountable for its performance. The major disadvantage,

however, is that a large state level staff may be required, and

this may generate a tendency toward state ,Yontrol. Pressure to

regulate both revenue and expenditures can threaten local decision

making and responsiven 3s to local needs. Combining full state

support and negotiated budgeting can encourage state level decision

110 making.

Unit Rate Formula Fundinz,

Unit rate formula funding refers to state allocation of c-.nds

to local institutions on the basis of a simple formula spet.tifying

a stated number of dollars per unit of measure. The units of

measure in the tormula may be units of instruction, enrollment,

output and/or some combination thereof. A minimum local tax levy

may or may not be requfi. . Unit rate funding is, in reality,

a flat grant method. The state funds are based on some measure

of Out number of students receiving instzuction and/or other serlires.

Both minimum foundaf:ion fund.i.ng and cost-based program fundi.lg

arc. extensions cr... uniz-rate formulas. Minimum foundation funding



represents an advance in thF. guaranteeing of an accep.able level

411
of support for improving educational opportunity where both state

and local taxes are used as fqding sources. Cost-based program

funding represents a refinement in the direction of funding based

upon actual costs for operations. Unit rate formulas represent

a flat grant method, and funding thus does noE depend on the local

tax paying ability of a district. A minimum local tax levy may

ba required for eligibility to receive a state grant but the

rate amount for the grant is uniform statewide. Unit rate formulas

are essentially a flat grant method thus equalization of educational

opportunity for all students in a state is virtually impossible.

The major advantage of this method of financing is local con-

trol of budget decisions and of wajor expenditures. A major dis-

IIIadvantage is that unit rate funding neither relates directly to

an institution's responsiveness to local needs nor provides incen-

tives for articulat:.on or for improvement in programs and services.

Also, accountability provisions are lacking. Funding is not related

directly to expenditures or costs other than through set ceilings

and state support. It is possible to provide prc,ram direction

through funding incentives (as in New York), but only 11 specill

funding rate categories are established in conunction with quali-

fying criteri.: for eligibilit7.

linimum Founda:on Fundine

Xinimum foundation funding refers r.o v:ace

communiy college and vocational education district:s ctAnputed a: a

variable rate depenuent ,:pon :he local :lx rfundir.; availabLe a: a
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presCtibed minimum millage levy and/or providing a state guaran-

teed mimimum level of support per studeni measure when state and

local funds are cambined. The allocation of state funds may be

expressed as either a set dollars-per-student meaaure amount less the

requir-cl local millage levy funds or the approved district budget

minus the amount produced by the required minimum local tax levy.

Minimum foundation funding is also referred to as equalization

funding (7, pp. 19-20).

Equalization can be approximated when there is no local college

or local district discretion to assess higher taxes or modify

tuition and student fees. Local runding depends on the value of

taxable property and state funding varies inversely with the local

property value. However, iL is questionable whether the funding

of community colleges or local school districts should be purely

a function of district wealth, either directly or indirectly.

Minimum foundation funding of community colleges is an exten-

sion of the foundation approach to financir- of public schools. A

major disadvantage of this method for financing colleges is the

impact of student tuition and ices on equalization of expenditures

per student. Only in cases where student fees are .bsent or uni-

form statewide and assessment of property evaluation is unifc'm

statewide can equalization be achieved. Although minimum foundation

funding provides for local board conr.rol at expendirurr-, 4t ho.y

be necessary due to the relatively high local tax fund. required.

The method does not provide ny apparent incentive for promoting

articulation or imptoving aoconto.bilitv. Outputs are not related

to expenditure,; or costs of vograms or services.
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Cost Based Program Fundine

Cost-based program funding refers to the allocation of state

funds on the basis of multiple cost centers, detailed instructional

discipline categories, program b.:actions, and/. r budgeted object

of expenditures. Cost stuiies at either the state level or the

local level or both levels may be an integral part of the funding

process or a required separate activity.

Cost-based program funding has high potential for promoting

equal opportunity when costs are accurately assessed on a statewide

basis and are fully funded. Equitability can be enhanced for

students, taxpayers, and colleges. Accountability is inherent in

this method when cost analyses are an integral part of the process.

State level incentives to promote articulation of local college

operations may be included but there is a danger that funding based

on statewide average costs could discourage articulation an0 effi-

ciency, since lower costs result in lower subsequent fundir. levels.

Responsiveness to local needs and local control decisions wir.h respect

to program direction and budget could be hi-apered by state level

intervention. Safeguards guaranteeing local inputs must be built

into the procedure in Lrder to avoid this possibilicy. Lae most

common differentiation in funding for instructional programs is made

between academic transfer courses and vocational/technical courses.

The use of insiructional discipline categories as cost centers

is evident in both the srates that fund according ro course or

student measure 1n2 in .he stares that fund according to instruc-

tional positions.
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ALTERNATIVE TAXONOMIES

There are many possible ways to categorize the method developed

tO finance community colleges and area vocational schools, taking

into account the various percentages of income from different sources

and the ways in which these amounts can be determined. We have

discussed one taxonomy of four funding support models---negotiated

budget, unit rate formula, minimum foundation, and cost-based.

There is another taxonomy, however, thi.t is based on the degree

and nature of government support for educational institutLons and

which has some significant implications for interinstitutional

efficiency and program articulation. Following Garmes (5) and other

(5) , the financial support patterns for community colleges and

area vocational schools can be broadly categorized into three

groups: market economy models, planned economy models, and mixed

models. Each group contains specific variatior4 of these models.

This section describes these fundLig models and discusses the impli-

cations for articulation of each.

Market Economy Model

There are three main variations of the inarket economy model of

financial support for higher education: the completely private

s*tem with no government aid, the private system in which grants

k
a:-e given to individual students, and the private system in which

grants from government bodies are available to individual colleges.

All three modes and how well each meets various interinsz.itutional

efficiincy 'and articulation goals are discussed bolow.
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A. Completely Private System. This represents the market

economy in its purest sense. All institutions are private and are

neither controlled nor subsidized in any way by the government.

There are no indirect subsidies throug rants to students and no

source of standardized information.

There are presently a few private non-profit institutions

operating in the U.S. that fit this mod 1, and many of the pro-

prietaty (profit-making) vocational schoo in the U.S. also fit

it. However, evsn in these cases, the model is not completely

applicable because private institutions are in competition with other

institutions that receive substantial government subsidies, and

this distorts the operation of the market system.

Implications for Articulation. This financing system does not

prevent duplication among levels of education. Since there is no

control of programs, any institution is free to offer any program

it wishes to. However, this system in practice often does a good

job of preventing wasteful duplication, for duplication that is

not economically justified is soon ended for lack of support.

rhis is a major advantage of this methoq of financing.

Such a system strongly encourages individual institutions to

operate their own programs efficiently, because they must compete

in the open market with other institutions. The schools that

operate the most efficiently will be the most profitable. The

private market provides strong incentives for efficiency, except

where a natural monopoly exists, and community college and vocational

education is not a natural monopoly.
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In general, the major advantages of this system of financing

private junior colleges and vocational schools are the promotion
1

of a greater variety in institutions and programs, automatic

regulation of the amount of education provided, encouragement

of efficient operation, and a lessened burden to the taxpayers.

The major disadvantages are the lack of equity for students (both

in a geographic and an economic sense) and the tendency for the pro-

fit motive to encourage the provision of educational programs that

can give the appew-ance, rather than the reality, of quality.

B. Private System with Government Grants to Students. In this

system, junior colleges and proprietary vocational schools receive

no government money directly, but rather, receive it indirectly

tt..cough government grants (or "vouchers") to students. Control

of the institutions is still completely private and they are free

to provide any educational programs for which there is a market.

Examples of private institutions that fit this model exist in

most states, for the federal government provides student aid that

may be used by students attending private institutions (assuming

they are properly accredited). Many states have similar aid plans.

Student support under the G.L. Bill was similar Lc) this model, as

were the "student voucher" experiments of the early 1970's.

Implications for Articulation. This system retains the

advantages for articulation possessed by the completely private

system and it has the potential of providing, through the use of a

computerized evaluation system, more adequate information for the

potential student consumer. In .,,eneral, the market works well
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where it is easy to evaluate the worth of a product or service.

But the outputs of education are often amorphous and difficult to

evaluate, and in this situation the profit motive may not coincide

with actual needs. However, the private sector does an adequate job

of providing the sort of vocational training that prepares students

for specific jobs, and the proprietary sector is surviving in spite

of competition from subsidized community colleges and vocational/

technical schools.

C. Private System with Government Grants to Institutions. In

this system, junior colleges and vocational schools are private but

they re.eive some direct government subsidies. Tbe subsidization

is usually on a formula basis that (supposedly) dJes not interfere

with the institution's right to spend the money as it desires.

The best example of this financing system is in New York State,

whore private institutions are paid by the State: $800 for each

bachelor's degree awarded, $600 for each master's degree, and

$3,000 for each doctoral degree. This is essentially a system of

revenue sharing, in which the government gives unrestricted money

to private institutions. The New York system of financial support

is, in reality, somewhat more complex than this classification indi-

cates. For a fuller discussion and analysis, see (4) and (7).

Implications for Articulation. This financing model does little

to prevent wasteful duplication among levels and types of institu-

tions. Of course, in the markk.t economy set of modeis it is pre-

sumed that t:he forces of t e maretplace WM. tze care of the
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problem. However, in this case, to the extent that government

subsidy makes it possible for institutions to survive that other-

111 wise would not, the forces of the marketplace are distorted. ThuF,

this financing model does not encourage interinstitutional articula-

, tion as well as the two previously discussed market economy models.

In genera., this model has several disadvantages that do not

exist for a private system with grants to students, and few compen-

sating advantages. However, this model is attractive to private

institutions presently facing financial problems, and may be a more

cost effective alternative than providing public schools to replace

private institutions that discontinue operation.

Planned Economy Model

Same community college and vocational education systems strongly

resemble planned economies with both their advantages and disadvantages

411
--the prototype being the vocational school or the community college

system cr-ipletely controlled by the state (5). In such a system there

is no "Anal financial contribution and the administration of each

institution .2.s responsible to a central state board. Educational

goals for the system are centrally decided and each campus is told how

many student:s it sha31 have and what courses and programs it shall offer.

A detailed budget for each institution is approved centrally by the

board or by the legislature, liae-item by line-itom, with molTement

of funds between line-items difficult or impossible. Complex

methods of budgeting and control are emphasized. Ther s little

opportunity for those involved locally to shape the institudon

to meet local needs. and the bureaucratic control required by
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central authority can be stifling, not to mention added cost burden.

The goals of serving the needs of the state and of elimination of

wasteful duplication and frivolous courses are achieged, but at the

expense of reduction of consumer choite and inefficiency (1). The

two finance models are based on the idea of planned ecoaomy as

discussed below.

A. State Financing With Centralized Control. This is the

purest form of the planned economy model. Individual institutions

are, in effect, branches o.j. a centrally controlled, statewide

school system, and the budget is established by the state board

on a line-item basis. There is no local financial contribution

and no mechanism for local decision making on programs.

It is an oversimplification to categorize any state financing

system into this or any other model. However, the following states

have financing systems which are similar to this model: Alaska,

Colorado, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Montana, Oklahoma,

Utah, Virginia, Rhode Island and Puerto Rico. Massachusetts pro-

vides perhaps the clearest example of such a model.

Implications for Articulation. This financing system does

encourage interinstitutional articulation: it prevents wastefql

duplicat pn among the institutions and levels of education in the

state because the amount of duplication or overlap can be regulated

by the state. However, this system discourages intrainstitutional

articulation. The system of line-item budgeting and appropriations

based on approved budgets enaures the existence of a tendency
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common to all government agencies. Each community college or

vocational school overstates its budget needs, assuming they will

be cut at the state level. Such a budget is rarely underspent,

on the assumption that if an institution E?ends less than appro-

priated, its appropriation will be cut the next year. In addition,

it is usually impossible to carry over a saving to the following year,

for unexpended funds revert to the state treasury. Thus, there is

a strenuous effort made at the end of the fiscal year to ensure

that all unexpended monies are encumbered.

In general, the centralized model tends to provide equity to

students and taxpayers, to keep the monetary demands of the community

colleges and area vocational schools within bounds, and to prevent

wasteful interinstitutional duplication. But it c4cas this at the

expense of being less responsive to local needs, of ignoring the

private sector, and of having inadequate mechanisms for promoting

efficient intrainstitutional articulation.

B. State Financing with Some Decentralization of Control.

This model implies little or no local financial contribution to com-

munity colleges or area vocational schools but it attempts to alle-

viate some of the problems of the centralized control model by

allowing individual institutions to have some say in how they

spend their money. This requires some form of formula budgetir4g,

where state money I.; allocited on the basis of formulas that relate

to the needs of the iastitution. Whatever the type of formula,

rhe emphasis in this model is on state allocations based on a

formula, thus lessenino; the need lor centrlliz.ed state control of
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budgeting and program. The states that have systems that fit into

this model are: Connecticut, Florida, North Carolina, South

411
Carolina, Tennessee and Washington, with those of Florida and

Tennessee fitting most closely.

Implications for Articulation. The major differince with

respect to articulation between this model and the completely

centralized model is that this model fosters same innovation

while increasing the possibilities of wasteful interinstitutional

duplication.

One problem with this approach has to do with the difficulties

of classifying FTE by program. In most cases this can be done by

classifying courses by program and then coudting credit hours

registered in each course. There will be a tendency to design low

cost courses that can be classified into high cost categories, and

then require these cours,3 of all students in certaiv programs.

Another problem is that the fewer the number of cost categories,

efie more likely it is that certain courses or programs will be

badly overfunded or underfunded. On the other hand, if the number

of cost classifications is expanded greatly, the problem of correct

classification courses is multiplied, and the difficulty and cost

of cost studies increases. In general, however, it appears that

the formula budgeting method using program cost classification is

a better budgeting approach (5, p. 61).

Mixed Models

The market economy model and the planned economy model.

411

represent opposite extremes. While examples of both exist

in the U.S., it is evident that in most of the state the public
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has been unwilling to support either of these extremes. The market

economy model represents complete freedom to determine locally

what to offer at the expense of any statewide coordination or

control. The planned economy model offers coordinated statewide

effort toward state determined goals at the expense of a loss of

local control and efficiency.

The third class of models, the mixed models, represent a kind

of middle ground between the two extremes. The thing that character-

izes them all if the existence of a financial and control partner-

ship between the state government and the local government. The

systems fitting these models are public institutions. The idea of

the state/local partnership is to enhance the influence of the

local conmrmity in the determination of the programs so that the

programs can meet the needs of the local community as decided by that

community. The four mixed models discussed here are distinguished

from one another by the manner in which the amounts of the state

and local shares are determined (5).

A. Percentage Matching. States using this method usually

allow the local vocational school and community college to set

their own budget as desired. The state then agrees to provide

a percentage of this budget, while the remainder is to be made up

from other sources, mostly tuition or local taxation or appropria-

tion. Th e. intent of percentage matching iq to encourage local

inst:tutions to provide what is needed in thttir localities without

interference from the state. the state onIv Agrees to shoulder

par. )t- the cost
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There are five states with percentage matching systems for

financing vocational schools and community colleges: Maryland,

Mie rri, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania. However, most

states have been forced to set a maximum on the state's participation.

Where this maxim= is set too low, the effect is that of a flat

grant--only in Pennsylvania does the system appear to be operating

in an almost pure fashion.

Implications for Articulation. The percentage matching system

does nothing to encourage interinstitutional articulation. The

incentives that work in favor of local determination of programs

may work against prevention of duplication. It does, however, pro-

vide an incentive for the colleges to operate their programs effi-

ciently. This concern could, of course, encourage the local college

to make as efficient use of all community resources as possible.

The incentive cames from the fact that the budget it locally deter-

mlned and a portion of it locally raised. The community college

is free to spend this money as it sees fit, and the more efficiently

it does this, the more it will be able to satisfy its local consti-

tuency while keeping taxes down.

In general, the percentage sharing financing model caters

strongly to the right of the local institution to serve its com-

munity in the way it and its community see fit. It doe& this at

the expense of issuing a bl.ink check on the stote treasury and

doing little to encourage equity to students and to taxpayers.

B. Flat Grant. Under this system the state gives each area

vocational school or community college a grant based on a sot num-
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ber of dollars per FTE student. The institution then raises the

balance of its budget through local taxation, tuition, or otherwise.

Primary control rests wich the local school and its locally elected

or appointed board.

At least nine states have a funding formula that is flat grant

in form: Colorado, Kansas, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Dakota,

Oregon, Texas and Wisconsin. The flat grant funding system is

another way in which states have attempted to give community

colleges and area vocational schools money without dictating the

content of their programs.

Implications for Articulation. Under this funding system there

is no mechanism to prevent wasteful duplication of program offer-

ings. The flat grant model, with its local control and opportunity

to vary the local tax rate, has some incentives for achieving inter-

tnstitutional articulation. In achieving this, the flat grant model

doe's better than the planned economy models, but worse than the market

economy models (3, p. 66).

The flat grant system does not require any more in the way of

state regulation than mandating the method of accounting and report-

ing studeat enrollment. If there is only one flat grant rate,

colleges will tend to offer lower cost courses. If there are a

number of rates, they will tend to concentrate on those programs

whose rates are higher than costs warrant. If the state attempts

to citcumvent these tendencies by frequently updat ng the cost

factors, a state-mandated cost-accounting system must be instituted

to accumulate the necessary cost information.
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C. Foundation Program. This funding progiam is a method of

state and local sharing of current ,aducarional costs that emphasizes

evening out the differences in a community's fiscal ability to

support a Community college or an area vocational school. This

method is used extensively in elementary-secondary education.

In essence, the state sets a certain number of dollars per student

as representing the foundation necessary for an adequate community

college program. The state also specifies a local tax effort that

must be made and may specify a tuition rate. The amount of the

budget guaranteed by the state is equal to the foundation amount

per FTE times the FTE of the institution.

There are four states whose state aid programs for community

colleges and area vocational schools are foundation in form:

California, Illinois, Michigan and Wyoming.

Implications for Articulation. The foundation program model

does little to prevent wasteful duplication among institutions

or levels of educatlon. The existence of local controls is the

only feature of this plan that makes it better at achieving inter-

institutional articulation than the planned economy models. The

fixed local tax rate makes it poorer than the other mixed models.

If the foundation guaraatee is set at such a level that the

college with the greatest local taxing ability does not raise as

much as the guarantee through the required tax rate and tuition

and if no college is allowed to raise additional money above the

required amount through local taxes, the founda*,_on progran will
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be absolutely eqnalizing; but this is rarely the case. Often

the legislature because of pressure of other demands on the state

treasury sets the foundation program unrealistically low, which

means that the richest institutioni will raise more money that the

required tax rate and tuition, even with no state aid, the

poorer colleges will get with state aid.

D. Power Equalizing. The idea of the powerequalizing model is

to allow the local entities controlling the vocational schools and

the community colleges to determine in cooperation with their

communities how much effort they wish to put into education while

still not allawing differences in local taxable wealth to influence

the amount spent. The power equalizing plan has also been described

as a "guarantee to assessed valuation" or "guarantaed yield" plan.

Essentially each district is to proceed to raise money by levying

a tax rate dependent only upon the amount of money per student it

wishes to raise.

Of the models discussed here, this is the only community college

financing,. system that is not currently used in some form in the

United States. Power equalizing models have, however, been

adopted in various forms by a number of states for financing elemen-

tary and secondary schools and area vocational schools. There has

been a great deal of favorable discussion of power euqlizing at the

elementary and secondary level, but this new concept took time to

take hold. In 1969, only seven states had systems partially based

on this concept. By 1975, however, 21 states distributed part

of the elementary and secondary funds on a power equalizing basis;

but, as indicated, no state presently uses this method to finance

its community colleges.
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The power equalzing plan has a major disadvantage in that it

has little incentive for institutions to keep expansion within

bounds. Because local districts are allow.d to decide upon their

levy, the amount htat must be supplied by al state treasury

cannot be easily predicted nor can it be easily limited without

ciestroying the equalizing aspects of the scheme. State officials

tend to fear that this plan would encourage poor districts to levy

high taxes knowing that for every dollar raised locally, several

dollars would come from the state. At the same time, the rich

districts might decide to limit their spending thus returning

very little money to the state.

The power equalizing plan also suffers from a flaw of the

foundation plan in that institutions are encouraged to expand enroll-

ments with the knowledge that additional students would be, in

effect, fully paid for er the state. Because it encourages districts

to work out their own programs, this plan does nothing to prevent

wasteful duplication among and within the levels of education.

On the other hand, it is similar to percentage matching in doing

a better than average job of promoting efficiency within a local

community college or area vocational school.

E. Modified Power Equalizing System. For statPs that choose

to have a state-local financial partnership, a hypothetical modified

power equalizing system can be devised (5, pp. 94-97). In such a

system, tuition would be charged and a program of student grants

set up. The state-local partnership would be based on a power

equalizing model. Equity to the student and to the taxpayer
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demands a foundation plan model or a power equalizing model if there

is to be a state-local partnership. The power equalizing model

is preferred because it leaves to the local community the decision

as to how heavily it should tax itself for its postsecondary

educatianal institutions while putting all vocational schools and

community colleges on an equal footing in regard to the amount

raised for a given tax effort. In order to keep the finance plan

from putting such a heavy and unpredictable burden on the state

treasury, power equalizing models should be formulated in terms

of a guaranteed assessed valuation per capita in the district

rather than per student in the school. Finally, the tax base

on which the guarantee is made would be all taxable residential

property in the community school district. Nonresidential property

would be assessed by the state and taxed at uniform rates by the

state. The amount thus raised would be used by the state to help

in its program of power equalization.

This model is better than the ordinary power equalizing model

at achieving the objective of keeping expansion of the system within

bounds because additional students are not subsidized by the state.

However, it is not as good as complete centralized control in

achiev..ag this because the district can increase its state aid

by increasing its tax rate. The plan should be roughly the same

as ordinary power equalizing in the way it achieves inter- and

intrainstitutional efficiency. Its poor ability to promote inter-

institutional efficiency and articulation is its major flaw.
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SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS

Our analysis of the effect of the financial support patterns

and funding formulas for community colleges and area vocational

schools on program articulation and inter- and intrainstitutional

efficiency suggests a number of conclusions. One observation

from the perspective of follaw-on research is that very little

rigorous research has been conducted into the relationship between

finangial support patterns and articulation. A large volume of

literature exists on the many aspects of educational articulation

at the level of higher education. Similarly, a great deal has

been written on alternate financial support for comMunity colleges

and local school districts. Nevertheless, research assessing the

impact of funding priorities, schemes, budget formulas, and alloca-

tion patterns on institutional efficiency and articulation is vir-

tuallf nonexistent. This is a topic that should be given the

highest p-Aority in future research.

A second major conclusion which emerges here is that the specific

method of financial support utilized to support community colleges

and area vocational schools can, and does, have a major influence

on articulation. Some of the financial support models discussed,

such as the private economy model with grants to students, meet

both the inter- and intrainstitvt.onal articulation goals relatively

well. Other models, such as most of the mixed economy models, do

little to encourage program articulation either within or among

institutions. Other models tend to encourage interinstizmtional

articulation, but discourage intrainstitutional articulation, or
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vice versa. For example, the planned economy/centralized control

model perf-rms very well in promoting interinstitutional articulation,

but does little to encourage intrainstitutional efficiency. Very

little of the Aebate over the best methods to um to fund higher

education has ever dealt with the likely impact of the funding

method utilized on program articulation.

More generally, it must be recognized that any recommended

strategy for financing community colleges and area vocational

schools must be judged on the basis of a set of criteria broader

than the likely impact on articulation. Surely the impact of

the funding mechanism on such things as controlling costs and on

promoting equal educational opportunity must also be considered.

Thus, even if we were to conclude that some version of a market

economy funding model would be the best at promoting institutional

efficienciand articulation, we still might recommend against

adaption of this model on the grounds that It does little to pro-

mote equality of educational opportunity. Articulation is an

important, but not necessarily decisive, factor in determining the

optimal financing strategy for community colleges and area voca-

tional schools.

This review also suggests certain implicaticqs relating to the

likely impacts of different forms of federal assistance to education

on articulation. For example, programs of the "funds pass through"

variety, such as the Comprehensive Education and Training Act (CETA),

will have a different impact on articulation than will assistance

programs which provide funds directly to the institutions, such

as the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976,or those that channel



:unds directly to the students, such as Ow Higher Education Act

of 1972 (8). The imact on articulation of the latter two

assistance programs would be similar to those of the "market

economy model".
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CHAPTER 4

COOPERATION AND CONFLICT: TWO SIDES OF ARTICULATION

The exponential growth in public postsecondary occupational

education programs over the past two decades has been one of the

more positive achievements of federal aid to education But con-

tinuing pressures on community colleges and area vocational schools

to expand services and to reach out to serve new groups of students

are confronting a different set of forces set in motion in recent

years. Tightened budgets, centralization of decision making at

the state level, block grants to states, and increasingly rigid

compliance requirements dramatises what can happen when federal

priorities change.

In Chapter 2, we traced the impact of several significant

pieces of recent federal legislation and noted that while each

ect or its amendments laid heavy emphasis upon the importance of

local initiative, each in its own way 'has contributed to the exist-

ing confusion over who is to offer what types of postsecondary

training. Area vocational schools, public community colleges,

technical institutes and even branch campuses of four-year colleges

are expanding their offerings, often without first checking to

see who else in the community is already providing a similar service.

State statutory requirements mandating coordination together

with a growing number of voluntary arrangements stressing inter-

institutional cooperation have helped to lessen the char3es of

confusion, duplication, and ir,efficiency. Voluntary cooperation,

90 -



however, is not easily achieved even when external circumstances

are favorable. In a sense, achieving interinstitutional cooperaLion

is difficult because implementing desired changes in single institu-

tions is difficult. Some states, among them California, Florida,

Michigan, Massachusetts, and New Jersey, have sought to impose

coordination through mandating it by statute. Others have scught

to implement master plans built on voluntary compliance. The basic

question at issue is whether a state mandated program of coordination

or voluntary cooperation is a better means of regulating competition

for scarce reaources and managing interinstitutional conflicts?

In a critique of interinstitutional cooperation in higher educa-

tion, Kreplin and Hanna observe that:

Interinstitutional cooperation represents a form of
interorganizational change....As such, it is subject to
the traditional obstacles to intraorganizational change
as well as to important obstacles and issues specific
to interorganizational change....(such) arrangements
run into double-trouble, since they are themselves
innovative structures within higher education and one
of their central objectives is the encouragement of
innovation among participating institutions (12, pp. 5-6).

What these 'obstacles and issues" are and the types of strategies

needed to exploit or overcome them will be the central concern of

this chapter. A brief review of the literature on educational

rthange will make up the first part of the chapter. This will be

followed by an examination of several hypotheses governing

successful interorganizational linkage. Concluding the chapter

will be an (*tempt to apply the linkage models explored to the

problem of voi Intary cooperation among public and private voca-

tional institutions.
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EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

Mathew Miles (19), among a number of other writers on the

subject of organizational change, observes that innovations are

more likely to be accepted when:

1. the proposed change is congruent with the prevalent

ideology in the target system

2. relevant decision makers are given the opportunity to

voice objections

3. systematic attention is given to all stages of the

change process

4. extensive modifications in existing practices can be

avoided

While introducing change into an ongoing school program

(particularly at the postsecondary level) may be difficult to

engineer, it becomes doubly so when two or more organizations

are involved. The probability of disrupting established practices

and procedures is increased in direct proportion to the number of

institut:.ons involved. Miles suggests that "this difficulty can

often be avoided by creating new innovative structures which bypass

vested interests, provide protection for the development and trial

of innovations and aid high focus (of attention) on the work at

hand; such isola 'on also frees the innovative enterprise from

the usually anti-innovative norms of the target system" (19, p. 643).

Voluntary consortia, while they represent a strategy for provoking

change, ofte -. lack a strong central authority and are characterized

by the existence of both conflict and cooperation (14).
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As has been pointed out earlier by Patterson and Clark, inter-

institutional linkages do not necessarily require building a

separate formal organizational structure, but the existence of a

dedicated support staff does help to insure that agendas and assign-

ments are followed-up. Such alliances may range from the very

informal such as the Physical Science Study Committee, a curriculum

improvement effort, to formal compacts such as the Western Inter-

state Commission on Higher Education (FICHE) where separate and

independent staff help to maintain inter-state cooperative

arrangements (3).

While there has been relatively little research conducted on

the analysis of interinstitutional linkages, a number of tentative

hypotheses have been proposed which differentiate between inter-

and intraorganizational structures. Litwak and Hylton (15) suggest

that in order to understand the process of coordination between

two or more organ4.zations ,
it is necessary to examiae certain

structural links upon which cooperation depends. They argue that

one of the distinguishing characteristics of interorganizational

cooperation is the ability of the organizations involved to deal

with conflict.

Another characteristic is the degree to which authority is

unstructured. Individual organizations thrive on rormal authority

for actions. Interogranizational structures do not.

interorganizational analysis sugges s two important
facets of analysis which differ somewhat from intra-
organizational analysis: (1) the operation of social
behavior under the conditions of partial conflict, and
(2) the stress on factors which derive equally from all
units of interaction rather than being differentially
weighted by authority structlre. (15, p. 398).
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To illustrate their argument, Litwak and Hylton cite the relation-

ship between nations as an illustration of interorganizational

behavior--"a modicum of coordination is necessary to preserve

each nation, yet there is no formal authority which can impose

cooperation"(15, p. 398). In contrast, intraorganizational

behavior is guided by the delegation of formal authority to

personnel who act or fail to act according to their perceived

role responsibilities. What is useful and provocative about

this observation is that the success of interinstitutional

arrangements may be for reasons which are antithetical to or

contrast with the management style which characterizes a well

run, hierarchically structured organization. Administrator's

of bureaucracies require a different set of skills than those

administering voluntary consortia.

Before exploring in greater depth the variables which under-

gird an effective interinstitutional cooperative arrangement,

it would be useful to analyze and compare the organizational

structures which typify educational institutions at the pre- and

postsecondary levels.

CHARACTERISTICS OF EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The literature on education organizations rarely differentiate

between the elementary and secondary school systems with their

traditions and structures and those of higher education. Both

groupings of institutions must acquire and allocate resources,

schedule classes and students, provide guidance and counseling.



There, however, the similarities end. Most public elementary

and secondary schools find it aecessary to keep students in a

111 subordinate role. Students must follow the prescriptions of their

instructors or suffer the consequences. While individualized

instruction and working with smaller groupings of students is

becoming more and more popular, many instructors still follow

the "podium, pointer, and poop" approach to teaching. Making the

system responsive to wide ranging student needs has been the

elusive goal of many a dedicated educator.

Public schools in the U. S. have been characterized "as a

pyramid with siaff sandwiched between administrator and students"

(22, p. 21). Upward communication is less frequent than downward

communication. Public schools have been described as classic

bureaucracies with hierarchies of authoriey, explicit rules to

. AM
Mir

guide behavior, impersonal social relations, a priori definition

of duties and privileges, separation of policies and administra-

tive decisions, use of specialists, and the appointment and advance-

ment of personnel on the basis of merit (6).

How rigidly a school adhers to the classic Neberian concept of

"bureaucracy" depends to a large extent on the principal's

administrative .54% . A human relation3 approach may soften the

vertical structuring of decisions. If he or she tends toward the

authoritarian approach. decisions are handed down from the top.

MacMichael (15), Toffler (22) and Simon (18), have characterized

public schools in this country as well as other industrialized

nations as essentially custodial in nature, drawing mucl) of their



emphasis on acceptance of authority and their rigid system of

grading, grouping and seating from industrial organizations. This

may have particular relevance to vocational education at the high

school level where many vocational teachers are, in fact, recruited

from industry.

At the postsecondary level, by contrast, faculty have a good

deal more influence on decisions which affect their daily activities.

The academician is looked upon as an independent professional (9).

A strong faculty, according to Barton (1), figures importantly in

the quality of the institution. While public schools tend to

relegate the screening and selection of teachers to administration,

colleges pride themgelves in the degree of influence which faculty

exercises over the selection of new staff. They also have consider-

able control over their own teaching schedules, the content of the

curriculum and the teaching environment. They tend to exercise

less influence over the selection of the president, the budget

an decisions on what programs to offer, but what influence there

is contrast favorably with the relative powerlessness of elementary

and secondary school teachers.*

Area vocational schools and community colleges occupy organi-

zational classificatians that fall somewhere between the two ends

of the continuum just described. While the area vocational schools

*Teacher unions have had considerable influence on teacher respon-
sibilities at both the pre- and postsecondary levels. Where suc%
unions are strong, they carry a good deal of weight in the policy
setting aid decision making process.
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have a greater affinity with high schools (many of them actually fall

under the control of the local superintendent of schools) and, in

111
fact, cooperatively serve the vocational needs of high schools,

community colleges are more like higher educational institutions.

Neither organizations fit neatly under the academic or public

school umbrella, however. Area vocational schools could be char-

acterized as single purpose institutions, in contrast with the

comprehensive high school, and community colleges are more diver-

sified than most four year institutions.

Litwak and Meyer (16) suggest that all educational institutions,

could be described as "professional organizations," not unlike

hospitals, research oriented companies, and welfare agencies.

It combines features of both rationalistic and human-
relations styles, side by side in the same organization.
In schools, scheduling of classes, fixing of hours devoted

to subjects, keeping attendance and grade records, build-

. 111

ing maintenance, etc. seam to be run on a rationalistic
basis, whereas classroom teaching, motivation and manage-

ment of individuals and groups of children, communication

and relations between teachers, etc. may be characterized

by a human-relations style. Similar examples of such a

mixed administrative style can be seen in hospitals, in
colleges and universities, in loirge law firms, in industry,

and elsewhere. We have called it professional administrative
style because it so often highlights the relationship between
professional personnel and the organization. One may argue

that most organizations to some degree take this form, but

some organizations, it seems to us, are exceptionally
characterized in this way (16, p. 56).

The value of this model (as contrasted with the rationalistic

or classic bureaucratic model) is that organizations, like schools,

are required to deal with both uniform and non-uniform events.

They, therefore, must invent mechanisms for dealing with contra-

dictory forms of social relations. Since most large scale
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organizations engage in uniform and non-uniform tasks, the

"professional organization model" explains why those administra-

tive tasks which require on-the-spot problem solving also require

a greater degree of professional autonomy. The specification

of job responsibilities may be extensive among the uniform task

but minimal in the non-uniform work areas. Hierarchial authority,

separation of policy and administrative decisions, and the need

for general rules to guide the decision making process, all are

needed in overseeing uniform tasks but are likely to be less

operative in the classroom.

Accepting for the moment the proposition that professional

organizations have to deal with both uniform and non-uniform tasks

(or with multiple responsibilities in the same occupation where

both traditional knowledge or skills are required as well as inter-

personal skills), one of the ke) questions facing these more com-

plex organizations is how to cope with potentially contradictory

social relations within the same organizational setting. One

common practice in professionally oriented organizations is to

physically separate departments that perform separate functions.

Research departments, for example, which engage in non-uniform

activities are often segregated in terms of facilities from the

production lepartments of large corporations Thus the former

can be managed by means of a professional approach, while the

lattJr is more likely to require an authoritarian, rationalistic

arrangement.
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Another mechanism for coordinating potentially contradictory

social relationsihps is to assign certain individuals "transferal"

responsibilities. Where organizations are based upon technological

innovation, non-uniform responsibilities may become uniform

and vice versa. Moving a new product from the design stage to

the production state requires someone who can play the role of

linking agent between the world of research with its highly

collegial relationships and the world of production with its more

hierarchical relationships.

Closely relatPd to the transferal occupations are those functions

which have as their primary responsibility the role of evaluation.

If an organization has within it, as we have suggested, conflicting

social relationships and at the same time is under pressure to

adapt its services to changing market conditions, then there must

be some way by which old procedures and role functions can be

replaced. Decisions on when to replace one function with another

can be given to someone or group charged with monitoring the

continuing effectiveness of the organization's programs. In

community colleges, such a service may be performed by a regional

accrediting association, the Board of Trustees, or, in a more

limited way, by a program advisory committee.

INTERINSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION STRATEGIES

Returning to the analysis of interorgani.zational mechanisms

for facilitating cooperation, how can competing educational insti-

tutions preserve their autonomy while at the same ti:ae permitting

cooperation in areas which mi4ht prove to be mutually beneficial?
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Litwak and Hylton (15) hypothesize that successful interinstitu-

cional cooperation can best be achieved if the institutions

involved are partly interdependent, that they afe aware of this

partial interdependence, and that such interdependence can be

initially established in areas where "uniform" actions occur,

e.g., admission procedures. Too high a level of interdependence

may lead to organizational mergers which are then followed by

intraorganizational mechanisms of coordination. Insufficient

levels of organizational awareness of the degree of interdependence

may lead to unnecessary competition and conflict. And the fewer

the areas of uniform actions, the less likely will be successful

coordination. The key ingredient here is interdependence. With-

out it there would be little or no concern for setting up coor-

dinating mechanisms.

A commonality of goals have been recognized by such authors

as Katz and Kahn (10), Parsons (20) and Simon (18) as the basic

element contributing to interorganizational dependency. If we

hold that organizations are rationally conceived systems for

coordinating the efforts of tndividuals or groups toward a cammon

goal, then an awareness of interdependence among or between organi-

zations occurs when there is communication on the goals held in

common. Consequently, the clear and precise statement of common

goals should help two or more organizations achieve a degree of

cooperation where ambiguous or poorly defined goals may lead to

conflict and competition.
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Lancaster (13) offers an additional dimension to the thinking

about interinstitutional cooperation. He suggests that there

are five natural stages or phases through which a consortium

generally progresses. Stage 1 is prior to the actual organization

of the consortium. At this stage there are few perceived inter-

dependencies and little contact among or between the organizations

involved. Usually forces at play in the external world conspire

to bring the institutions together. The commonality of goals

being served among institutions may be more clearly perceived

by those outside the institutions than those within.

At Stag,. 2, a formal consortium is established. A central

agency or consortium staff takes on the job of programming on a

one-by-one basis projects designed to serve the needs of member

institutions.

At Stage 3, p ...)grams become more interrelated and stronger

ties are formed because the member institutions. Conflicts and

competition begin to rise. Some conflicts are the result of

competition for scarc resources; others are attributable to the

problems posed through association with the consortium. For

example, a decision to eliminate duplicative automotive shop

facilities may lead one organization to object because its staff

will need to be reassigned and students scheduled into the other

facility. At this point, some of the conflict reduction mechanisms

described earlier may come into play to help preserve the intra-

institutional social relationships as 4. 11 as help to maintain

the integritv of the consortium.
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Lancaster identifies certain checks and balances, ajudication

procedures, coalitions, and a spirit of altruism as ways of over-

coming such conflict. At stage 4, continued growth of the con-

sortium depends upon the degree to which links are truely inter-

dependent and well developed. Lacking a strong authority structure,

there must be recognition of the need for interdependency and a

sense of mutual trust if a lasting basis for cooperation is to

be achieved.

At Stage 5, interdependencies often result La specialization

and domain consensus, e.g., one organization is given the respon-

sibility to offer electronic technician training while another

focuses on expanding its office occupations program.

Lancaster argues that the benefits to be derived from parti-

cipation in a consortium are: 1. ini:erpersonal, 2. resource

411 sharing, 3. the development of more professional faculty attitudes

and practices, and 4. through the emergence of conflict manage-

ment mechanisms, unique characteristics of individual institutions

can be maintained and enhanced. He concludes by observing that

cooperatian is a process and not a goal in itself. Consortium

leadership must be sensitive to the changing nature of the

cooperative relationship as it matures. The consortium staff

director must be both adaptable and able to modify his administra-

tive style as requi,..ed. The central office of the consortium

requires strong support from member institutions if it is to both

maintain its coordinative function as well. as attract significant

funding. In those consortia which do noc have a cenral sta:=f
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or well thought out authority structure, decision making often

depends more on politics than on legitimacy.

Conflict within and between organizations is not inherently

a destructive phenomenon but should instead be thought of as a

natural outgrowth of complexity. Pressures to pursue common

goals, to serve a range of community needs, and to expand the num-

bers of agencies involved in policy formulation and planning--all

point to the need for improved strategies for coping with conflict.

Reflecting on the above analysis, we might return to the

earlier question: of the two strategies, (1) voluntary inter-

institutional cooperative arrangements and (2) mandated coordina-

tion, which offers the best hope of reducing or channeling roaflict

into more productive relationships among institutions at the local

level? Going the coordination route is essentially a political

solution. As initially autonomous institutions are forced to

participate in the larger statewide system of postsecondary educa-

tion, conflict should be seen as the principle reason for coordina-

tion. The creation or emergence of coordinative devices such as

boards and joint planning commissions came into existence because

they are needed to cope with the inevitable conflict among agencies

seeking their fair share of inadequate financial resources.

The political process that enables conflicting interests to

be dealt with parsimoniously and to the mutual satisfaction cf all

parties involved requires communication and feedback. Often

decisions are of an interim nature with negotiation agreed upon
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as the mechanism for resolution of differences. In the real

world, most legislative bodies move crabwise toward the solution

of a problem by making fragmented, interim decisions which do not

satisfy all parties involved but at the same time do not engender

complete and irrevocable opposition. The ultimate purpose of the

political process is to reduce conflict and facilitate the serv-

ing of pluralistic interests.

Conflict, however, may not be all that disruptive to organiza-

tions or institutions working cooperatively at the local level.

Grupe asserts:

Colleges do not work together to cooperate. They cooper-
ate to compete. Cooperative planning and programming in
higher education receives impetus from individuals who
believe that by combining their efforts, they will
achieve goals of importance to them, to their students,
to their university, to the educational system, or to
society. Cooperation is not altruism. It is congenial
but it must be directed at objectives that have relevance
to the improvement of the educational process within the
institution responsible for it (8, p. 1).

Lancaster argues, rather than being disfunctional, building

interinstitutional relationships serves as a "means of regulating

competition for scarce resources and managing interorganizational

conflict" (13, p. 10). Foster suggests that interinstitutional

coordination functions best when the university is seen as a

"...forum for permanent conflict" (5. p. 9). The basic ..:oncern,

then, is whether a bureaucratic type of coordination currently

being adopted by many state systems is a better means of regulating

competition for scarce resources and managing interorgani.tational

conflicts than is the formation of ioluntary consortia among local
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institutions, some of which are "professional" in their manage-

ment mode and others tending about the bureaucratic.

GETTING DOWN TO CASES

The problem of building interinstitutional links between

community colleges, area vocational schools and other local

institutions offering some type of postsecondary vocational educa-

tion, is basically one of meshing different adminiatrative styles

and procedures so Lhat interinstitutional cooperation can occur.

Where such cooperative arrangements have been successful, the

contention is that fuller use of community resources are apt to be

achieved and a greater number and variety of vocational education

and training programs made available to potential students.

Following Litwak and Hylton's line of reasoning for the moment,

those policies and procedures of a more uniform nature offer the

most promising areas of initial coordination. Such practices

would in,:lude admission procedures, the awarding of credit, student

record keeping, etc. Non-uniform activities would include the

development of curriculum, the adoption of new teaching procedures,

guidance and counseling, and decisions regarding the need for new

faciiities. Whether or not successful cooperation can embrace

both categories of activities is a matter for empirical observation.

This was the rationale behind the methodology chosen for this study

as outlined in t:Ie next chapter. We adopted as our operational

dofinition of cooperation or articulation the efforts of educitonl

at the local level to "discover, establish flLi continually improve

relationships between poli.:ies, plans. procedures, and poopies'
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(23, p *.1).

Achieving successful articulation among or between two or

more locally based institutions requires not only ....!ommon goals and

uniform or standardized practices but awareness of the degree of

interdependency involved. Institutional self-awareness and the

value of interinstitutional cooperation, while interrelated, are

difficult to establish. Solidly constructed scientific evaluation

of the benefits to be derived offers one mechanism. The number

of institutions, programs, and people involved, the lower the

likelihood of awareness. The more specialized role people play,

the lower will be the likelihood of awareness. Crises of varying

kinds (financial, social, political) will enhance awareness.

Each of these events will add to or detract from the level of

awareness that institutions experience regarding interdependency.

How pervasive the awareness is throughout an organiz:tion will

obviously determine. the eagerness with whir...h one institution is

ready to cooperate with another.

The level at which an awareness of interdependency occurs will

often determine the nature of interaction among two or more insti-

tutions. Highly competitive organizations which are only moderately

interdependent may find it desirable to limit the interaction to

top management, thereby avoiding the danger of building linkages

*In its more conventional usage, articulation is often defined as a

planned process linking two or more educational systems within a

community to help students make a smooth transition from one level

of instruction to another or between programs and institutions with-

out experiencing delays or loss of credit. For the purpose of the

AACJC/AVA Joint Study, however, articulation has been given a broader

meaning. :n the last analysis, It epends ln hcw effectt.ye

tn:erfa eri 7,:-at4cnal r:s

1.
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that might be viewed as subwrsivein nature. In some instances,

intermediaries are selected by top management to represent them

in order to avoid the appearance of weakness in the eyes of sub-

ordinates. Low competitiveness and moderate interdependence, on

the other hand, would support the establishment of multiple levels

of contact, provided a campaign of awareness could be mounted to

justify the effort. This is frequently the case with high schools

and community colleges. Such institutions often find it mutually

beneficial to promote multiple forms of cooperation.

Figure 2 offers a model for displaying the interaction effects

of the various factors which elicit different forms of articulation

among locally based public and private vocational institutions,

assuming a moderate degree of interdependency. Recognizing that

articulation may take many forms, this scheme should serve as a

useful heuristic device in guiding policy makers or administrators

in the seletiot. of an articulation strategy or mechanism which

best suits the situation under consideration.

As an example, let us suppose that two institutions located

in a rural community decide to merge their program advisory committees

in order to ensure a degree of articulation across programs, e.g.,

electronics, and to lighten the burden of industrial firms whose

qualified representatives are likely to be small in number. Both

institutions are moderately interdependent since the r.-aduates of

one frequently enroll in more advanced programs at the other.

Awareness of this moderate degree of interdependence was

forcibLy brought home to rhe leaders of both institutions when a
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recent bond issue was rejected by the voters, thereby provoking

fiscal crises on both campuses. Incidentally, the role of an advisory

committee member is reasonably uniform across all vocational pro-

grams, be they at the high school or postsecondary level (24).

Figure 2 suggests that under these conditions Cell 7 offers

the best strategy. The importance of this function together with

the limited number of qualified industry representatives avail-

able, plus the desirability of a shared awareness acruss institu-

tions would bode well for the success of such an arrangement.

Illustration of this observation can be found by perusing The

Johnstown, New York Case Study presented in Chapter Six.

If we were to alter the conditions just outlined, such a

strategy might prove to be undesirable. The Milwaukee Area

Technical College (see Chapter Six) located in a large urban

setting requixing multiple links with a large number of business

firms and feeder high schools would be ill advised to merge its

program advisory committees because of the multiple linkage

functions which they perform. Because of the likelihood that both

industry and area high schools are relatively unaware of their

dependence upon MATC, other strategies for creating awareness

and a desire to work collaboratively with the various institutions

and orgnaizations involved need to be considered. Cell 10 of

Figtme 2 suggests that periodic presentations to high school

counselors in all area high schools offers a more successful

strategy for implementing sound articulation practices in the larger,

urban setting.
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Before attempting to explore other barriers to articulation,

two additional comments need to be made. Litwak suggests that

where one organization stresses rules and impersonal social

relationships (as in Weber's model of the classic bureaucracy)

and another eMphasizes primary group relationships and decentralized

decision making (as in theprofessional model), the latter tends

to be the more effective in dealing with non-uniform events such

as joint curriculum planning and development (15).

While each of these two organization models are necessarily

overdrawn, they do help to distinguish between the more bureau-

cratic organizations which characterize state departments of

education and even local public school systems and the more

collegial organizations characteristic of most colleges and

universities. Pelz (21) has studied large industrial concerns

who had employees dealing with non-uniform events (e.g. scientists

and engineers), and those who had to work with relatively uniform

events (administrative staff and production line workers). He

found that among the scientists and engineers, there was a high

correlation between motivation and productivity provided they

were free to make their own decisions. Ln contrast, those workers

who were assigned more uniform tasks evidenced higher motivation

and productivity when their decision making authority was restricted.

Litwak observes:

...Where organizations deal with non-uniform events, a
model of bureaucracy may be more efficient which differs
from Weber's in at least 6 characteristics: horizontal
patterns of authority, minimal specialization, mixture
of decisions on policy and on administration, little a
priori limitation of duty and privileges to a given
office, personal rather than impersonal relations, and
a minimum of general rules (14, p. 180).
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This description is perhaps more characteristic of comnunity

colleges than of area vocational schools, many of which have been

reared in the older bureaucratic tradition of elementary and

secondary chools. Some of the tensions that exist between

community colleges and area vocational schools can be attributed

to these differences in administrative modes. Area vocational

school administrators, for example, express concern that community

colleges require students to enroll in "unneeded" Liberal arts

courses in order to qualify for the AA deuee. If our earlier

judgement that area vocational schools tend to mirror the needs

and practices of private industry is correct, then it would

follow that area vocational school programs built around the

development of specific job skills for the performance of uniform

tasks fit more appropriately into the bureaucratic mode. Cam-

munity college administrators, on the other hand, argue that

students need more than entry level job skills to qualify for

and advance in not one but multiple careers. Thus, community

colleges are more concerned with the development of social and

problem solving skills, requiring an institutional structure

that :s more responsive to individual needs (4). While both

institutions may feel they are correctly interpreting the demands

of the private sector, conflicts in value orientations are apt

to erupt.

To speak of just one type of area vocational school or com-

munity collee,e over-simplifies the problem. Gilli (7) describes

four varitlies of postsecondary vocational schools. I. specialf-z.ed
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secondary and technical vocational schools designed to provide

vocational education on a full-time study basis to persons who

are in or who have left high school; 2. area vocational schools*

which provide both high school level vocational education in no

less than five different occupational fields to persons who are

available for full-time study and to persons who have completed

or who have left high school and are available for full-time

study; 3. technical institutes and postsecondary vocational tech-

nical schools which offer instruction in one or more of the

technologies at a level above the skilled trades and below the

professional; and 4. community-junior colleges which provide

vocational-technical education, under the supervision of the state

board, leading to immediate employment and/or usually to a two-

year degree. These differences in goals and approach must be

taken into account as comparisons are made.

OTHER BARRIERS TO COOPERATION

Additional barriers likely to be encountered as bi-lateral

or multi-lateral cooperative arrangements are worked out can be

described in terms of communication breakdowns. Failure to

develop a means of classifying curriculum objectives prevents

a systematic comparison of programs by two or more institutions.

The failure of curriculum planners to understand or appreciate what

*It should be noted that the original argument in support of area
vocational schools was based on the advantages to be gained through
providing specialized vocational education to area high schools
working together cooperatively.



sequence of skill training activities are being offered often

leads to duplication of course requirements. Teachers in area

vocational schools find it difficult to free themselves up for

collaborative planning purposes because they are expected to

spend most of their time in the classroom teaching. Faculty

members at community'colleges, on the other hand, demand a freer

hand in determining how they can or should spend their time.

Another barrier, one that has been nourished through the impo-

sition of a separate teacher training system for vocational educa-

tion, reflects the requirement that vocational teachers be trained

in a vocationally certified or approved manner. Teachers trained

and recruited in this way travel a different route than the typical

faculty member employed in a community college. The differences

in both prior experience and training are reflected in their role

perceptions and teaching modes.

There are a number of other administrative problems which keep

vocational schools and community colleges apart. The first is

concerned with adequately differentiating a degree program from

that of a certificate or a diploma program. The second is the

concern with determining how best to prepare students for work,

a topic we have already tuuched upon. What constitutes a meaning-

ful response to changing employer needs and to the career interests

of potential employees? In other words, what assurances does the

vocational student have that what he or she is receiving in the way

of training will after all be job relevznc?



The next chapter will outline the methods used to

identify those practices and procedures that led to successful

articlation among institutions engaged in vocational education.

The following chapter will present a series of exemplary models

ehich, hopefully, can be used as guideline3 by other institutions

seeking to enter into various types of articulation agreements.
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CHAPTER 5

:TUDY METHODOLOGY

Having traced the historical, the political, the econamic and

the social variables contributing to the problem of articulation,

we are now in a position to take a closer look at those practices

and policies which enable local practitioners to implement and

carry out sound articulation programs. Historically, the growing

mandate for articulation in vocational education can be traced

to the positive demand for access to same form of postsecondary

education. During the decades of the 50's and 60's, this demand

was met through expanding facilities and programs in a variety

of new and already established institutional forms, with particular

emphasis on making such programs locally available. Politically,

this demand was reflected in the national educational legislation

passed in the 60's, together with significant amendments passed

during the 70's. Fiscally, this expanded udsh for equal educational

ortunities was financed through the allocation of more and

more tax dollars and modest tuition increases. We have also

documented why states and localities tended to rue the day when

the federal government modified its priorities and failed to increase

its support for vocational education sufficient to offset the

impact of inflation.

While these factors have been 1,i..!! i as external forces at

work in shaping local policies, a number of other ethnographic

considerations have also been touched upon. Our predisposition

as a nation co support altruistic ventures through voluntary cooper-
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:Afton; our propensity for rationalizing and systematizing education-

to-work programs; and out capacity for adjusting institutional

111
structures to meet new needs; such factors help us to understand

why people in organizational settings respond as they do to pres-

sures to coordinate. In spite of Frank Newman and his warnings

regarding creeping bureaucracy in community colleges, much the

opposite has occurred. The questior of the moment, though, is

how have local administrators and policymakers responded? What

demands are being served and through what arrangements? Who is

involved? How are conflicts handled? What are the practices

which give credance to the claim that this community is success-

fully articulating its programs, this one is not? It was with

these basic issues in mind that the data gathering phase of the

Joint Study was undertaken.

THE STUDY PLAN

In August, 1976, the two national associations, AACJC and AVA,

representing most of the institutions and professional educators

involved in postsecondary occupational education agreed to jointly

sponsor a study of administrative policies and practices at local

levels which have re.sulted in exemplary programs in interinstitu-

tional cooperation at the postsecondary non-baccalaureate degree

level. A proposal was jointly written and funding secured from the

U. S. Office of Education.

Before discussing the rationale for the conduct of the scu.

it- should be mentioned that while the two national association; have

overlapping interests and common goals, each serves a different type

of constit.aenr. The American Association of L tmutiiin i V and
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Colleges, established in 1920, is an sociation of institutions

and indtviduals. The institutional membership is usually repre-

sented by local community and junior college pre;idents. Indi-

vidual members have associate member statu.3 and tend to represent

the points of view of various special interest groups such as

those concerned with legislative affairs, student services, state

administration, university-based consultants, etc. Activities

of AACJC staff cover a wide variety of brvices to its members

as well as special projects. Ongoing services include liaison

with governmental and educational agencies, public information

programs, conferences, data collection efforts in support of a

membership roster, and numerous publications. Special projects

in recent years have been in such areas as the implementation

of new occupational educational programs, the role of the humanities

in community college education, education-work councils, programs

for older Americans, community education, women's opportunities,

etc. Historically, the Association has been concerned with estab-

lishing a favorable environment for the acceptance of two-year

colleges as significant contributors to the education community

and wi.h providing an informAtion exchange for its members. While

the Board of Directors is principally composed of institutional

representatives, membership on the Board has been expanded to

include representatives of special interest groups on a rotating

basis. The Council on Occupational Education is one aul:h group.

ilow effect-1..1e their voice is must be judged in terms of rhe Board's

willingness to undertake a study the magnitude of this one.
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The American Vocational Association, founded in 1917, repre-

sents a different cadre of people. Its membership is composed

of vocational educators and administrators at the local, state,

and federal level. While its board of Directors advises on many

of the same issues as those imposed upon the AACJC Board, its

populist character and sensitivity to political nuances has made

it more responsive to the needs of established interest groups

such as the state directors, those representing vocational divi-

sions (e.g., trade and industry) and, .orhaps most importantly,

people employed at the secondary school level. Its Executive

Director over the years has enjoyed an enviable record of longevity.

The president of the Association is elected to serve each year.

It, too, offers various services to its members, such as publica-

tions, government liaisons, and the sponsorship of voluntary task

forces.

Both Association heads have given unstintingly of their time

and support to the project. Members of the Boards of both Associa-

tions have also expressed continuing interest in The Joint Study

and have given almost unanimous support to goals and purposes

of the study. In the past, however, both Associations have dis-

agreed on needed federal legislation or on che wording of that

)?gislation. It was this c(Inflict that led, in part, to the legisla-

tive strictures described in Chapter 2. Resolving those disagree-

ments was in no small manner the motivation for getting together

on this study.

Sensing an important merger of interests oa the part of two

ire national aqsociatiowi, the P. Office of Education willinviy
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funded the current study with the admonition that the recommenda-

tions of the study should identify policies and practices that

411 facilitate or impede cooperation among community colleges, post-

secondary area vocational schools, proprietary schools, and other

local institutions or agencies engaged in vocational education.

They insisted that all community resources be they industry-

based training programs or public institutions be inventoried

in the process.*

The objectives of the study were to:

1. Identify policies andprocedures that facilitate or

impede cooperation.

2. Develop recommendations for consideration kit the

federal, state and local levels that would promote

cooperative working relationships.

410
3. Dissemi.zate widely the findings and recommendations

of the study through a series of regional conferences,

reports, articles, and a national conference.

4. Establish a mechanism for continued cooperation ti,tween

AACJC and AVA.

The Joint Study staff was appointed in December, 1976 with

its headquarters at the AACJC office in Washington, D. C. A

National Advisory Council (for a iis.ing of the members of the

Council, see Appendix B) joint17 appointed by AACJC and AVA, was

*CETA prime sponsors and skil! centers were not included Ln t

survey because of theirancillarv status with regard to vocational

education. This decision was endorsed by t.he National Advisory

f:ouncil of the Joint Study.
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established in January, 1977 to advise the project director and

btaff on the scope and strategy to be employed in carrying out

the study. While it was not envisioned at the time of the invita-

tion to join the Council, most of che Council members later be-

came involved in conducting site visitations. In addition, most

were called upon to participate as discussion leaders and presenters

at the regional conferences and the national conference. Finally,

each member has willingly given of his or her time to critique this

final report and the recommendations emerging from the overall study.

Between December, 1976 and the latter part of February, 1977,

when the first National Advisory Council was convened, an indepth

review of the literature was conducted, several criteria for judg-

ing successful articulation programs developed, and the cooperation

of state directors of community colleges and of vocational education,

and the executive secretaries of State Advisory Councils on Voca-

tional Education were solicited. Anntuncements and presentations

at various national conferences and articles in the publications

of the two Associations helped in the achievement of that purpose.

Among the groups to whom announcements were sent or presentations

made were the Council for Occupational EducaLiun (AACJC), the Com-

mittee for Postsecondary Education 'AVA), the two Boards of the

two Associations, the American Technical Education Association,

the National Advisory Ccuncil on Vocational Education, State

Directors Associations if Vo,:ational Education and of Community

Colleges, the Educational C:.mmissio% of the States, the National.

Association of Trade and Technical Schools, the Chief State

School Officers kssoLiation, and State Higher Education Officers
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At the first National Advisory Committee meeting in February,

1977 some 16 issues were set forth by members of thct committee as

111

topics worthy of attention. Each member was then ask to rank the

issue discussed in terms of their significance as areas warranting

further investigation. The following issues received top ranking:

A. Functional Structural Issues. By initially arraying the

needs to be served in a community against the various delivery

systems and structures provided to serve those needs, the Joint

Study Team could determine what programs were being offered as well

as where gaps and overlaps existed. Each delivery system or insti-

tuticn would need to be contacted in a given region or community

in order to insure that a complete inventory has been carried out.

B. Articulation of National and State Manpower Prosrams With

Vocational Education. A number of questions were raised but no

strategy formulated for answering this issue. What are the emerging

411 delivery systems and how do they potentially overlap already es-

tablished programs? What is the role of federal agencies in encourag-

ing or promoting fragmented services, some for the poor, some for

children of the mIddle class, and some for members of higher income

families? Emerging from this discussion was the recommendation that

the focus of the Joint Study should be on AACJC/AVA related programs

and activities and not on all federally sponsored manpower programs

such as those originating in the Department of Labor, those in the

Department of Commerce, and other HEW supported programs such as

those designed for the 700ationa27y handicapped or to support cc

Dperati:e workstudy progi-sms, et2. Ry focusing attention on -.hose

!3nd nre;gramo -:er hih .r,;c1t1,=a1 -?ducatcrs ha'ie som
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control, it as felt that the Joint Study Team would be able to

come up with recommendations that could be acted upor by the ap-

III
propriate decision makers.

C. AACJC and AVA Image. One Advisory Council mem*Der felt

strongly that the study should attempt to make an assessment of how

both Associations are perceived by people in the field. What are

their feelings concerning the goals or purposes of the two Associ-

ations? How will the two Associations measure up in terms of re-

presentation? According to a recent survey which this Council member

had conducted, approximately 60 percent of the technical institutes

in the country had institutional membership in AACJC while 95 per-

cent of the public community colleges do so. Conversely, only three

percent of the membership of AVA were people who operate at the

postsvcondary level. Only seven percent of the Board of Directors

of AACJC were from technical institutes whil such institutions make

up 14 percent of the total institutional membership of the Associa-

tion. It was this person's feeling that a survey of local members

of one or both Associations and their perceptions would help both

Associations in their future recruitment programs.

This same Advisory Council member commented that Congress'

concern was not so much with how well the needs of young adults and

high school graduates were being served, they were convinced of that.

They expressed frustration, however, with their inability to get a

handle on who was doing what at the postsecondary level. The parochi-

alism reflected in the testimony of the two Associations' represent-

atives and the inadequacy of the data used to present -.heir eases

left some member of Congress with the attitude that both Associations

should reconcile their differences before appea-1
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D. Identification of Exemplary Practices. The princi-

pal concern of this issue was one of identifying what criteria

or practices should be accepted as indicative of successful

articulation of programs. "Practice" was suggested as a con-

cept that more accurately reflects what local practitioners do

in order to achieve successful articulation. "Programs," it

was felt, often carry with it the conn&ation that the practi-

tioner should describe what it is they would like to do doing

rather than what they are actually doing. The term "practices"

was broad enough to encompass both policies and procedures

employed. Use of the term "practices" would enable the inter-

viewers to assess the quality of relationships among and between

local institutions as well as what it is that practitioners do

in achieving articulation.

A number of practices illustrative of successful articula-

tion efforts were reviewed by the Council. These were then

refined further for incorporation into letters to be sent to

state level administrators. Each letter (for copies of the

letters sent, see Appendix C) would ask the respondent to nominate

"one or more local communities in your state where you feel

successful collaboration between area vocational schools, com-

munity colleges, propr tary schools, etc. has been achieved."

the sugg-sted criteria covered in the letter were:
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14 The existence of a written agreement between two r more

local institutions stating haw such institutions will

collaborate in their effort to provide support for post

secondary vocational education.

2. The use of criterion referenced tests or other systematic

assessment procedures making it possible to offer course

credit to students who have already acquired specific know-

ledge and skills in a given area of vocational education.

3. Closely related to giving credit for already acquired

knowledge and skills is the willingness of local insti-

tutions to accept the transfer of credi from another

institution.

4. The use of joint follow-up surveys to ascertain how well

students in those occupations forwhichthey have beet$

trained are doing.

5. Existence of joint planning committees and joint member-

ship in advisory commiz..tees.

6. The provision of individual study opportunities and flexibly

scheduled courses giving students access to programs when

convenient for them.

7. Jointly sponsored community needs surveys.

8. Procedures where key staff are provided release time

to participate in joint planning sessions.

9. Shared counseling and job placement programs.

10. Budget review procedures giving key administrators the

opportunity to review each other's budget requests.
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Respondents were asked to apply these criteria "and other

criteria" they felt would serve as useful guidelines in their se

lection process. Based on responses from the field, the wording

of several criteria were modified slightly. All criteria, includ-

ing their suggested rewording, were then incorporated into the

interview schedules for use by the site visitation teams (see

Appendix L).

SOLICITATION OF NOMINATIONS

In considering how best to solicit nominations of successful

practices, the Council suggested that nominations of exemplary

models should initially be solicited from state officials and then

a second wave of contacts initiated a'ter a sample of local

communities has been selected. By giving states the opportunity

to nominate local institutions, we would be in a better position

41/

to judge what states view as "successful" practices. Informed

state officials it was suggested, should be given a predetermined

set of criteria to work from, but should be allowed to add to or

modify the criteria as they saw fit.

While it was agreed that state level officials were probably

the best source of nominations, same of the Council members urged

us to tonsider "self nOminations" as well. Because of the wide-

spread publicity provided at the time the project was launched,

a number of local communities and institutional representatives

would.probably initiate contact with us. Nominations received

from other than state officials were therefore included in the sites

to be selected for closer investigation.

Letters to state directors of vocational education, of cora-

1, munity colleges, and to state executive secretaries of advisory
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councils on vocational education were composed (see Appendix C)

and distributed during the latter part of May, 1977.

Solicitation letters were mailed during the last week of

May, 1977 and a response cutoff date establ shed for July 1, 1977.

Letters to the state directors of vocactional education were signed

by the then Executive Director of the AVA, Lowell Burkett. Letters

to state directors of community colleges were signed by Edmund J.

Gleazer, Jr., President of AACJC. Executive secretaries of state

advisory councils on vocational education were also contacted by

means of a letter signed by the Joint Study project director. In

all, 150 persons were contacted in this manner. The five U.S.

\
territoties, however, were not included in the solicitation because

of the potential cost of site visitations to these remote locations.

Just prior to the mailing of the letters, editorials were

written by the two Association heads and published in the relevant

journal, e.g., The American V. cational Association, April 1977;

and rLl_.s.yj_i._J&TheCotmnuanuniorColleeJournal, May 1977 (see

Appendix E). Both statements strongly endorsed the purposes of

the project.

Overall 203 institutions were nominated as locations where

successful articulation was taking place. ResponSes were received

from 37 of the 50 states contacted (a 74 petcent response rate).

In 17 states (46 percent), only one of the three state officials

contacted responded with one or more nominations. Two of the three

officials responded in 15 states (40 percent). And in 5 states

(14 percent), all three officials responded. Not all respondents

in each state nominated the same communities or institutions. Of

the 203 institutions or organizatLons identified, many had bilaterol
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TABLE I

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS NOMINATED BY

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

COMMUNITY COLLEGES 120 59

AREA VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS 66 33

FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES 10 5

MISCELLANEOUS* 7 3

TOTALS 203 100

* Proprietary schools, industrial firms, hospital,i.
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agreements with nereby institutions (usually named as well). Only

eight of the nominations oripmated independently of the three

110 state officials contacted in each state.

Table 1 shows that of the 203 institutions*, 120 or 59 per-

lt were pubtic community colleges, 66 or 33 percent were technical

institutes, career centeri or area vocational schools, 10 or

5 percent were four-year postsecondary institutions, and the re-

. mainder .fell into a miscellaneous category. In this last cate-

gory, several proprietory schools and one industrial firm were

nominated. Most of the link-ups were bilateral in nature while

only a few were considered to be multilaterial. Not shown in

Table 1 were the high schools mentioned as linking with nereby

community colleges or area vocational schools. Also excluded

from the table were those consortia organized around a single

occupational program.

S:TE SELECTI-JA PROCEDURES

Following the receipt of the nominations, each institution

or organizatior nominated was matched with those institutions

with which it had bilateral or multilateral links. Since commun-

ity or junior colleges received the largest number of nominations,

they became ate principnl sampling unit. Where an area vocational

school or other type of educational institution or organiza-

tion was :he only institution nominated in a given region or

sector of a state, it became the sampling unit. The distribution

of nominated institutions by census region is presented in Table Z.

*Five co=munty or technical colleges, t-An area vocational schoo1.3,

and one branch campus of a four-year college were nominated fcr

consideration by other than state officials.
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In order to insure .a good regional mix of sites, a m mum

of two sites were selected from each region, irrespective of

the total number of sites nominated in that region. Ln order to

keep the number of site visitations at a manageable level, no

more than three sites were chosen from the census regions whbre

a higher number of institutions has been nc imated.

In addition to geographic location and number of sites

nominated by census areas, eleven other variables were chosen

as selection criteria because they were likely to influence the

articulation process. Each of these variables is described in

Table 3.



TABLE 2

:IUMBER )F .INSTITUTIOaS NOviiNATED BY CENSUS Rt:..11:-.M

State No. by State No. by Re,sion Sample by State

New England,

6

2

-
3

-
4

15

1

1

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

Middle Atlantic 29

New York 11 1

New Jersey 10 1

Pennsylvania 8 1

East North Central 22

Ohio 8

Indiana
Illinois 5 1.

Michigan 8 1

Wisconsin 1 1

West North Central 37

Minnesota 3

Iowa 3 1

Missouri 10

North Dakota
Dakota 1

-araska 2

Kansas 18 1

Sou.:h Atlantic

Delaware
Maryland

IMO

Virginia 2

West Virginia 6

North Carolina 1

South Carolina 12

0.eorgia 11

Florida



TABLE

State

2 (cont.)

No. by State No. by Region Sample by State

East South Central 12

Kentucky 6

Tennessee 1

Alabama 2

Mississippi 3 1

West South Central 14

Arkansas 2 1

Louisiana 2

Oklahoma 2

Texas 8 1

Mountain 17

Montana
Idaho
Wyoming 1

Colorado 6

New Mexico
Arizona 1

Utah 4 1

Nevada 5 1

Pacific 21

Washington 3 1

Oregon 4

California 14 1

Alaska -

Hawaii



TABLE 3

CRITICAL 7ARIABLES CCrarEFFL :N :7"C=CN CF

SAVLE SIMS

1. Community Type: a. Urban, within SMSA (13); b. Suburban, outside of *-

but adjacent to -- SM5A (11); c. Independent city, outside and non-

adjacent to SMSA with a population greater then 10,000 (5); d. Rural,

outside and nonadjacent to SMSA with a population less than 10,000

(3).

2. Size of Community: minimum, 7,100; maximum, 1,157,000.

3. Size of Institution: a. 999 FTE students or less (4); b. 1,000-1,999 FTE

students (5); c. 2,000-2,999 FTE students (4); d. 3,000-4,999 FTE

students (1); f. 9,000-14,999 FTE students (2); g. 15,000 FTE students

or more (3).

4. Governance Structure: a. State (6); b. Local (14); c. Private (2).

5. State Board Responsibility: a. Governing (3); b. Governing/Coordinating

(4); c. Coordinating (13); 2 Private.

6. State Board Organizational Type: a. Board responsible for community col-

leges only (7); b. Board responsible for all higher education (5);

c. Board responsible for university system (2); d. Board responsible

for all levels of education (6); (2 private).

7. Financial Support: a. State only (8); b. Combination state and local (12)

c. Local only (0); (2 private).

8. Age of Institution: a. Founded 1955 or earlier (7); b. Founded 1956-65

.
(5); c. Founded 1966-70 (8); d. Founded 1971-77 (2).

9. Percent of Area's Taxes Devoted to Education: a. 20%-29t (0); b. 30%-39%

(1); c. 40%-49% (4); d. 50%-59% (11); e. 60t-69% (4); f. 70%-79% (2).

10. Community Average Annual Per-Capital Income: a. $3,000-$3,999 (9); b. $4,000-

$4,999 (6); c. $5,000-$5,999 (7); d. $6,000 or greater (0).

11. Growth Rate of Region: a.-15% to -5% (1); b. -4.9% to 0 (7); c 0 to +4.9% (6);

d. +5% to +15% (8).

*The numbers in parentheses show the number of sites adhering to the particular

characteristic.
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Definitions of each variable considered in the selection process are as

follows:

1. camity Type. A. Urban: A district within a Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area (SMSA); B. Suburban: A district outside of the

SMSA but in close proximity to it--a district within "commuting"

distance oE the SMSA; C. Independent City: A district in a city

a considerable distance frail an &NSA withapopulation of 1,000 to

49,000; D. Rural: A district in an area with a population less than

10,000 and well removed from the rearest VSA--corresponds to the

traditional definition of a rural school district. The rationale

for including community type and densitywas likely to shape the

nature of the articulation agreement. The sample contained 13 urban

communities.

2. Size of Community. Variable closely related to type of community is

the community's population. TO control far this variable, the sample

contained communities that ranged in papluation front a low of 7,1CJ

(St. George, Utah) to a. high of 1,200,000 (Milwaukee, Wisconsin).

Within this population range, the other tmenty sites were spread fairly

evenly.

3. Size of Institution. The schools were grouped by numblexs of full-time

equivalent (FIE) students into seven categories:

a. 999 FTE students or less; b. 1,000-1,999 FTE students;

c. 5,000-8,999 FTE students; f. 9,000-14,999 FTE students;

g. 15,000 FTE students or more. Most institutions reported a

sizeable number of part-time students. The number of part-time

students was divided by four and then added to the total numbcr of

5.111-time students enrolled at the institution to yield the FTE number.
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The size of an institution can be an important variable influencing

articulation. Fbr example amaller schools may not possess the staff

or resources to be able to offer up-to-date courses and services, and

may thus have a greater motivation to actively strive for effective

arttculatian. TO explore this hypothesis, care was tiken to ensLre

that schools of all sizes were included !, this study. The number

of FTE students ranged from low of 52 at the Gradwohl School of

LabaratoryTednique to a high of 62,705 enrolled in the Milwaukee

Avma Technical College. The sizes of the schools in the samplL were

distributed evenly among the seven groups identified above.

Governance Structure. A. State, B. Local, C. Private. The

governance of community colleges and vocational schz.41s may be

entered either at the state or the local level. It is hypothesized

that those institutions with local governance structure are more likely

to achieve successful articulation than those with state governance

structures, seven fell under the state structure; 14 had local govern-

ance structures; and one was a private institution.

5. State Board Responsibility. A. Governing, B. Gcverning/Coordinating,

c. Coordinating, D. Private. State boards for community colleges

differ in their authority and responsibility. As Uhttenbarger and

Sakaguchi report (5), states could be divided into three groups accord-

ing to theirresponaibility far the community colleges. Some states

actually "govern" the community colleges and area vocational schools,

same meimain a "governing-coordinating" role, while the largest number

of states maintain a purely coordinating role. It has been hypthesized

that state boards with authority to govern T.4ould have different interests

dhan the state boards chamed only with "coordination." Here we wished

to determine whether the type of State Board responsibility hcs ariv
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impact on the success of articulation efforts within the state.

Three of the sites in the sample are located in states within4lich

the boards have governing authority, four sites are located in states

within which the boards have governing/coordinating authority, and

13 sites are located in states withinwhich boards have coordinating

authority. One site involwiprivate schools and is unaffected by the

type of state board. responsibility.

6. State BaamiChmonizational TWoe. Whttenbarger and Sakaguchi (5)

also classified State Boards according to their organizational type.

The four types identified are: a. Staze board for community colleges

only; b. state board for all higher education; c. university board

responsible also far community colleges; and d. state board responsible

for all public educed.= This variable was included here to determine

*ether the organi7Wicnal type of state board nay have an influence on

the success of articulation programs within the state. Seven sites are

located within states with the first type aboard; seven sites are

located within states with the second type of board; two sites have

university systems wbich oversee community colleges and five sites are

located within states with the fourth type of board. One site involves a

private school whichwes unaffected by the orgsnizational type of state

board.

7. Financial Support. Financial suppart for community colleges or area

vocational sdhools can be provided exclusively by the state or by a

combination of both state and local revenues. None of the schools in-

volved in the r ady wit= supported entirely by local revenues, although

one ues a private school. TO examine the impact uhich the pattern of

financial support may have an articulation, eight sites were selected
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within states where financial support for camunity colleges is derived

excltisively &cm state funds and 13 sites wtre selected in states

where financial. support is derived frcm a canbination of state and

local funds.

8. Age of the Institution. The age of the caumxiity college ,.)r vocational

school being analyzed is important to know. Is there a correlation

between the age of the school and the success of its articulation

efforts? On the one hand, younger institutions may be more innovative

and dynamic in seeking memingful ari.culation. Cu the other hand, older

schools may have found from elpee.ence Ira necessary and important artic-

ulation agreements are. To examine these and related issues care was

taken to ensure that a mix of both newer and older institutions were

included in the maple. Seven salmis in the sample were founded in 1955

or earlier; five schools were founded between 1956 aid 1965, eight schools

yam founded between 1966 and 1970, and 0.$) schools ware founded between

1.971. and 1977.

9. Percent of Area's Taxes Devoted to Education. The propori:ion of an

tams devoted to education may be a good predictor of successful

articulation efforts. Other thIngs being equal., one vmuld expect to find

=re effective articulation efforts in those areas that devote larger

proportions of local tax revenues to education. Cne of the schools in

this study was located in an area where between 30 percent and 39 percent

of local tax revenues were devoted to education; facr schools were located

in areas where between 40 percent and 49 percent of local tax revenues

were devoted to education; eleven schools were located in areas where

between 50 percent and 59 percent of local tax revenues ware devoted to

education; four schools ware located in areas where between 60 percent and

69 percent of local taxes were devoted to education, and two schools were
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Located in areas wbere between 70 percent and 79 percent of local

taxes were devoted to education. These data were obtained fran the

1970 Cams.

10. Cannunity Average Annual Per Capita Income. It is expected that

more affluent regions will be those with the roore successful articula-

tion efforts. Nine sites were Locked in regions %tare the annual per

capita incane was between $3,000 and $3,900; six sites were located in

regions where the annual per capita Inc= was between $4,000 and $4,900;

seven sites were located in regions where the per capita was between

$5,000 and $5,900. These data were also obtained from the 1970 Census.

11. Growth. Rate of the Region. *The rate at which a particular region is

growing--heremasuredby net population change between 1970 and 1975--

can have a significant impact on articuLationprograms. Once again,

however, from the literature there is little consensus as to the likely

relarialstdp between regional growth and. articulation. It has been

hypothesized that pressures ofuesmingfUl articulation are especially

acute in declining or stagnant regions, mime funds to maintain even

existing educational programs or services myna:be available. Con-

versely, it can be hypothesized that regions experiencing rapid econanic

growth offer the best opportunities for successful articulation efforts.

The sites analyzed in this study range fran those experiencing rapid

outmigration to those which hame been growing rapidly. Of the 22 sites

in the study, one experienced a deal:I:Lig rate of growth between 15 percent

and 5 percent; seven experienced growth rates between 4.9 percent and 0;

six experienced growth rates between 0 and 4.9 percent and eight: ex-

perienced growth rates between 5 percent and 15 percent.
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TO briefly summarize the methodolgy employed, the sample of sites

selected for visitation was purposely drawn; even the universe fran

which it was drawn was not truly representative of all camunity colleges

and area vocational schools. Rather, it was an attempt to insure that

the sample of site nominations suggpsted by state officials would take

into account gpogpaphieal location and all 11 other critical variables.

In drawing the of 22 sites, the 203 nominations received were

arranged by state and by type of institution or organization nominated.

Those involved in bilateral or multilateral articulation agreements were

then inventoried, reducing the number of Institutions to be sampled to

112 locations. Following this analysis, the new locaiot3 were groved

by the 9 regions and arrayed against the 11 critical variable described

above. An 11 by 112 data matrix was then constructed In order to assign

each of the sites to a particular cell within the matrix. Tternext step

in the sampling process consisted of &awing no less than two and no more

than three sites fran each of the nine census regions according to the

number of locations falling into each region. The 11 critical variables

thought to influence the articulation process were also weighed as each

of the site selections were made. Finally, the 22 sites selected were

analyzed to ensure that they did represent a satisfactory overall mix

of the relevant variables when compared against the distribution of

characteristics of communities in which the various nominated institu

tions were located (See Table 4).



TABLE 4

=HER OF SITES :10TTIMED BY CSIS.TS REGION

STIES SEM=
NO. OF LOCATIONS

NOMMATED

NEW ENGLAND 9

Manchester Community College
Manchester, Connecticut

Kenebec Valley Vocational Technical Institute

Waterville, Main

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

FUltom-Montgpmery Community Collegg
Johnstown, New York

Somerset County College
Somerville, New Jersey

Williamsport Area Community College
Williamsport, Pennsylvania

EAsr Fem mem

Milwaukee Area Technical College

:itilwaulm, Wisconsin

John Wood Community College
Quincy, Illinois

Macomb Cam:unity College
Warren, Michigan

15

20

WEST NORTH CENTRAL 20

Coffeyville Area. Vocational Technical institute

Coffeyville, Kansas

Iowa Central Communit: College

?ort Dodge, Iowa

Gradwohl School of Labaellechno1ogy

St. Louis, Missouri

13: -
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TABLE 4 (CONT'D)

SITES SELECTED

NO. OF LOCATIONS
NOMINATED

WEST SOUTH CENTRAL 6

Tarrant City Community College
Fort Worth, Texas

Garland Ccunty Community College
Hct Springs, Arbansas

MCUNTAIN STATES 11

Dixie College
St. George, Utah

Yavapai College
Prescctt, Arizona

PACIFIC AREA 4

Bellevue Conaunity College
Bellevue, Washington

Peralta Community Ccalege DistrIct
Oakland, California

SOUTH ATLANTIC 21

Tri-County Technical College
Pendleton, South Carolina

Floyd Junior College
Rom, Georgia

Florida Junior College
Jacksonville, Florida

EAST SOUTH MURAL 6

Mississippi Gulf Coast Junior .7o11ogr

Perkinson, Mississippi

Madisonville Community College
Madisonville, Kentucky
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DATA rIATHERENG PROCEDUM

The strategy chosen for conducting the data gathering phase

of the project was that of a series of indepth interviews with

the administrators, faculty, community representatives, and

students in communities where successful articulation was taking

place. Because of ths exploratory nature of the study and the

desire to present a series of case studies depicting successful

programs, qualitattve, indepth analysis procedure involving

site visits was adopted. This approach while probably not the

most preferred research strategy in educational circles today, was

justified on the basis that the st d; team needed to gain a first-

hand understanding of the play of forces in a given community

and a description of the situation as seen by the participants.

While sous members of the National Advisory Council urged the

study team to consider identifying matching communities where

unsuccessful, or little articulatton was being attempted, the limited

budget and relativsly brief time period available for site visita-

tions militated against such a strategy. Precedence for the approach

adopted could be found in earlier anthropologically-oriented efforts

such as those reported by Becker (1), Rist (3), and Shapiro (4).

Rist has commented that "qualitative research is predicated

upon the assumption that this method of 'inner understtnding'

enables a comprehension of human behavior ia greater .1pth than

is possible from the study of surface behavtor, the focus of quan-

titative methodologies " (4). If theory begins with an extrapo-

lation from grounded events, then our understanding of the patterns

of human interactions can be achieved more readily through lookim;

for the broader patterns that emerge from such observatiorn; acros:;
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communities. By viewing the world through the perspective of the people

interviewed, it was hoped that the reality and the meaning or understand-

ing of their behavior could be more readily and validly achieved.

Conducting the study required that successfUl collaborative effort-

be initially identified and then f011owbd up with site visitations of all

nominations or a sampling thereof. Througt, the use of structured inter-

views, relevant data would be obtained and =raze against several criteria

established as the standard against which collaborative efforts could be

judged.

Cnce having determined the site locations to be visited, the project

director organized a master schedule of site visits extending frau nrLd-July

through the end of September, 1977.. Appendix F presents.a master list of

site locations, the names of the site visitation team mmbers, and the dates

on which the visitations occurred. In almost every instance, a two-person

site visitation teamspent approximately two days at each location interview-

ing a cross-section ce administrators, faculty, students, and community repre-

sentatives. In 15 of the 22 site visits, the Joint Study project director

served as team leader. In the remaining seven, one of the two interviewers

present had previously worked with the project director in one or more previous

visits. Each site visitazion teamrember was given an orientation to the

interview schedule to *:e used (see Appendix D for a copy of the orientation

guide), and when involved in interviewing for the first time, was invited to

sit in with the team leader during the Initial interviews. Over the course

of two days, the site visitation team would Jointly or separately interview

:0 to 25 people. Appendix D presents the structured interview schedule ani.

identifies the tlocks of questions asked of various classifications of inter-

74..wers presidents, irector, business marawrs, etc.)



An attempt was made to meet with the following persons at each

institution visited: 1. The President or Director of the institution.

2. The Director of Occupational Education crequivalent. 3. The

Directc:11PFlacement Services and of the Counseling Office. In addition,

a cross-section of faaulty, students, and coneunity representatives (often

nembers of advisory committees) were Interviewed, usually in groups of tgo

or three.

In arranging for the site visitations, the project director would call

three or fOur weeks in advance amd set up a mutually convenient visitation

date. He would then mail to the president ordirector of the institution

involved apacket of materials containing a description of the project and

a ccpy of the intervieg schedule. He would ask the chief administrator of

the institution to be visited if that person would appcdnt someone on his

immediate staff to serve as coordinator and, when necessary, coordinate the

schedule of interviews with the schedule being developed at the other insti-

tutions with, whom they had articulation links in the conmunity. In instances

where certain backgrolzal inficirmation was not available at the time of the

visit, the site-based coordinator toOk an the responsibility of forwarding

suCh information to the study headquarters.

In all, cver 300 interviews were conducted, considerable illustrative

materials gathered (including articulation agreerents), and intervieg results

recorded. Of the 22 sites visited, nine locations involving nine community

colleges and five area vocational schools were found to be practicing success-

ful arti:tulation. when judged by the ten criteria initially formulated by the

National dd..nory Council. These communities were: Prescott, Arizona; Rome,

leorgia; Fort Dodge, Iowa; Battlecreek, MiChigan; Williamsport, Pennsylvania;

Johnstown, New York; Fort Worth, Texas; Bellevue, Washington, and Milwaukee,
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Wisconsin. Using the interview results and other data gathered during

O
the two-day site visits, togetherwith follow-up telephone irterviews,

five case studies were then prepared covering five of the nine locations.

Mese are presented in the next chapter. The remaining locations should

not be viemed as having serious shortcomings insofar as articulation was

concerned but each lacked one or more practices which would have other-

wise qualified themes an exemplary progrem. These 13 together with the

four remaining exemplary locations serve as sources for se1,3cted illus-

trations of articulation practices presented in the second part of the

next chapter. People to contact for those interested in additional infor-

mation are presented in Appendix G.
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CHAPTER 6

CASE STUDIES IN ARTICULATION

To dramatize what may otherwise seem to be faceless beneficiaries

of collaborative efforts between local educational institutions,

consider the two individuals described below. Both, at different

stages of their living--working cycles, are currently involved in

postsecondary occupational education programs:

George is a recent high school student who has not made up

his mind on what he intends to do with his life. To date,

he has given very little thought to the problem and, if left

to his own devices, will probably postpone making a career

commitment as long as possible, He has enrolled in a trans-

fer program at the loc.a. community college. After spending

several months in that academic program, he has discovered

that he is not sure that he wants to transfer to a four-

year institution. Having heard through the grapevine that

there are a number of good job opportunities in the health

services field, he decides to try for an Associate Degree

in Nursing. He had worked the previous summer as a hospital

orderly and would like to get some credit for that prior

experience. During high school he took a biology course

and a course in physical hygiene and did well in both.

Unfortunately, George's community college counselor has no

way of judging his previous experience and'therefore requires

that he take a refresher course to meet the prerequisites
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for study in his newly chosen field. Through his counselor,

George also learns that soma already completed college level

academic courses cannot be applied toward an AA degree in the

health services field. Apparently, there is no way in which

he can accelerate his acquisition of an AA degree.

Beatrice is a housewife who wants to qualify for a job out-

side of her home. Her children are old enough to be enrolled

in school aad she hopes to find part-time work. She stops

to chat with a counselor at the local CETA headquarters.

They recommend her for a job at a nearby company. She enjoys

the work but soon discovers that she could advance to a

higher paying position if she tool. additional traini-g.

She decides to enroll in a nearby Vocational T.0-aining Center

only to discover that she must wait five months until the

course she wants to take is offered agaln.

Although the problcms Geov-ge and Beatrice face are not uncommon,

such frustrations are not necew.ary. Many communities have success-

fully ovengyme these anel other barriers to contiruing education,

often as a direct resnlr of local efforts to articulate their

occupational orograms In one community, a comrnnity college,

an area vocational center and a high school work together to offer

students help in career decision making. In another, collaborative

efforts are direcced toward Llentifying the needs and offering

a continuous up-grading program for the employ,)es of an expanding

comrany. Why is it that some institutions can achieve articulation
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and others cannot? What are the .ingredients of a successful

articulation strategy? How various communities achieved their

current status is a story worth relating. To tell fully each

story could easily occupy matly pages. This we will not do. How-

ever, the strategies and efforts required to achieve successful

articulation can be summed up and made available to those interested

in replicating these practices.

Earlier chapters identified factors thought to influence success-

ful articulation. These factors included the real and perceived

degree of interdependency of the institutions involved, the quality

of community and institutianal leadership, the clarity with which

local institutions set forth their goals and the degree to which

procedures have been systematized.

The five cases to be presented here were selected not only

because of their outstanding articulation programs, but because

they were representative of institutions loc:cited in communities

of -rarying sizes and geographic locazions. One of the two urban

sites is a large urban center, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; while the

other, Battle Creek, Michigan, is a comparatively small urban area.

The third site, Johnstown, New York, is located a rural area.

A fourth site represents a suburban area, that of Bellevue, Washing-

ton. The fifth, Williamsport, Pennsylvania, is both rural and

urban. In each of the case studies, five types if information

will be covered. These are: 1) Relevant economic and demographic

data; 2) the variety of educational institutions linkecl through

articulation arrangements; 3) governance structure and funding

patterns of the statewide vocati education system; 4) historical
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background; and 5) a description of the articulation program

as it is currently practiced.

Following the presentati n of the case studies, a brief des-

cription of selected exemplary practices faund in the other 17

locations visited during the summer of 1977 will also be presented.

These practices have been grouped under one or more of the ten

criteria used initially for soliciting nominations from state

administrators. Appendix G will provide the names and addresses

of appropriate contacts for those wishing to explore further the

polinies and procedures briefly described.

ARTICULATION ACHIEVED: FIVE CASE STUDIES

It makes little sense for community institutions not to articu-

late their vocational education programs. However, the countervail-

ing pressures to such coor3ration are often overwhelming--given the

barriers imposed by the subsystems making up our educational cam-

munity, each with its own administrators, faculty, philosophy,

curriculum and advisory bodies. For cooperative arrangements to

work, these units must first recognize their common, but sometimes

competing, interest *? and then acknowledge that cooperation must

occur at the individual as well as the institutional level.

Articulation agreements whether formal or informal are strengthened

as the process gathers momentum and a solid base of achievement

is built up. In the following cases, differing external circumstances

led to the recognition of the need for articulation. The variables

of size, wealth, tradition, geography, type of control and student

needs had important effects on the level of success achieved. However,

none of these factors was as significant as the other variables

..)f leadership, degree of interdependency, and the clarity of goals.
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In Bellevue, Washington, where cooperation at the curriculum

111

development level has been in operation for only a relatively short

time, the major incentive came from the state organizatIon of local

vocational educators; in Williamsport, Pennsylvania, the pattern

of articulation is as old as the institution itself; in Johnstown,

N.Y., institutional leaders began slowly opening up lines of communi-

1

cation and have now achieved multiple linkages. In Battle Creek,

Michigan, articulation sprang from the community itself; and,

finally, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where the nation's largest

area vocational technical school is located, articulation has

become a fine art due in part to the quality of leadership in

the community and the integrated state system of education.

Bellevue - A Suburban Model

Bellevue Community College, (BCC), just over a decade old,

serves a student population of more than 8,000 (3300 FTE, 4700

part-time).* Located east of Seattle, BCC is part of the 68,000

member community of Bellevue, a close suburb of Seattle with a

long history of energetic educational leadership. Median family

income stands at nearly $19,000 and 47 percent of the cammunity's

inhabitants have occupations that are professional, highly tech-

nical, managerial or administrative in nature.

As a part of the Seattle metropolitan area, Bellevue has been

confronted with the dual problems of limited fiscal resources

and an interest in modest growth. Pressured, in part, by cancel-

lation of the Boeing SST project, the area has successfully diver-

111
*Full-time enrollment equals 10 or more credit hours
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sified its economic interests since the early 1970's. Area educa-

tional funding has remained constant. In a state where local bond

issues frequently are in trouble, Bellevue has lost only one bond

issue in the past ten years, and that proved to be a short lived

problem as it was passed on a subsequent referendum.

Governance. In Washington, there are two separate boards of

governing vocational education under the coordinating direction of

the State Commission on Vocational Education: 1) the Common

School K-12 Education Board and 2) the State Board for Community

College Education. Both commissioners and boards are appointed

by the governor, and are responsible for planning and policy set-

ting.

Regarding vocational education, the state government's major

role has been to define the functions of the separate types of

institutions offering vocational education. High schools offer

traditionally comprehensive programs, both academic and vocational.

7ocational-technical institutes are structured strictly along

occupational lines and the state common school board ths:zres that

their offerings are functional, not comprehensive. The five insti-

tutes provide the link between secondary schools and occupations

requiring vocational and technical training. The community =11eges,

n the other hand, have the dual responsibility of being comprehensive\

and responsive to special community training needs as ell.

4.: percent of the -..r.r:1ent in communi.:y cclleges were vs

41.. raure. The state community college b.,ard loordinates,

and p-sviles 3 2 percent the :)perating budget f7yr the :2

004 Am- 1 0. 3

lational

sets policy,
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Budget monies are allocated on a cost-based program funding

formula approach. Each district receives its allocation based on

a percentage of the maximum support allowed by separate detailed

budget categories, e.,g., instruction, libraries, student services,

plant maintenance and operation, etc. Vocational education pro-

grams tend to receive more monies because of the lower student

to staff ratios assigned to each 14 separate program classifications.

No local contribution, other than student tuition and fees, is re-

quired.

Within these demarcations of responsibility, the state govern-

ment provides an unusual element of flexibility which encourages

articulation. There are no area residence requirements, aside from

state residence, for admlssion to vocational-technical institutes

and community colleges. The state, in fact, regularly publishes

a state-wide course directory so that students may take advantage

of course offerings throughout the state paying extra fees.

Curriculum Rationalization - The NEVAC Project,. The Bellevue

area has a strong tradition of local initiative which has contri-

buted significantly to articulation. Acting on recommendations of

the Washington Coucil of Local Administrators of Vocational Educa-

tion's (WCLA) Sun Mountain Conference convened in May, 1975, Bellevue

local institutional administrators sought to promote articulation

efforts among the vocational education delivery systems through-

out the area. Their goal wa3 to explore ways In which students

411

would be assisted In movIng smoothly from one educatIohal program

to another.
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Agreeing with WCLA's belief that local cooperation of voca-

tional directors and teachers in participating institutions was

II! bound to be more productive in the long run than programs im-

posed by state mandate, the state-funded Northeast Vocational

Advisory Council (NEV.:), which serves the northeast portion

of King County, decided to act on the Conference's recommendations.

NEVAC is comprised of three community colleges, including BCC,

ten public school districts and two vocational-technical institutes.

With BCC taking a major leadership role, representatives from

the school districts, vocational-technical institutes and com-

munity colleges undertook the task of developing a curriculum

articulation model for the three types of iastitutions involved.

To do this, they surveyed both enrollment and vocational offer-

ings so they could identify and compare program profiles.*

In its second phase, the NEVAC study identified three subject

areas for concentrated attention: business and office education;

child development; and health occupations. In the third phase

of the project, 24 instructors from these disciplines representing

both secondary and post-secondary institutions gathered in half-

day Saturday workshops to agree on parameters for the work and

and develop sets of materials to take back to the schools.

*After development of measures for full-time equivalent vocational
enrollment in courses in each field and school, the relevant
enrollments for articulation purposes were determined to be

24,200 at the high school level; 7,900 tn vocational-technical
schools; and 12,200 in community colleges.
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Recognizing their lifferences, workshop participants sought

411

common ground. The instructors specified career clusters which

made up their curriculum areas and decided to develop job titles,

career ladders and competency star.4.ards for each rung of each

ladder in secretarial and clerical, nursing and health support,

and child development careers.
*

In the fourth phase, descriptive materials were produced and

a matrix was designed for each career step which clearly outlined:

the local schools that were offering the necessary training; the

required credentials (state exams, licenses, academic or professional

degrees); the form of training; a list of ?otential employers; com-

petency and expectatim check lists for each career ladder position;.

the teaching, if any, that the career person would have to do; the

leadership skills required and other job responsibilities;and the

individual's "team role" or place among fellow workers.

In addition, teacher participants received university.credit

for designing the assessmsnt techniques, including sample test

materials, which could be vsed to assure student attainment of

competencies.

Curriculum Articulation. The next step in the NEVA study was

to match the materials (career ladder expectations and competency

*The number of specific career was purposely limited to insure
completion of course materials.
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check list, and assessment techniques) with course offerings in

the various schools. Major benefits emerged:

The progressioa of competencies allowed for mapping of core

courses so that it could be determined how well programs are out-

lined to meet career laddei requirements.

The progression provided teachers with planning aids for their

courses and an overview of each courses's place in the whole

program.

The materials served as counseling aidr for students, parents

and counselors offering a realistic picture of the c, Neer field's

advantages, requirements, potential for advancement and disadvan-

tages.

Further Benefits. Beyon4 the valuable curriculum and counsel-

ing materials prepared by :he instructorz and introduced into the

schools, the joint study effort bore additional fruit. InP formal

and informal cooperation that existed in the past WAS strengthened

at the instructrr level. Although no exchange of teachers takes

place, the schools now cooperate in inservice training for their

instructors, and exchange visits to demonstrate new equipment

and materials.

These cooperative efforts have, in turn, extended communication

among vccational educators within regional system. While

advisory boards are still separate for each institution, WCLA

representing all educational levels throughout the state gather

five times a year. Local educa:ors meet formally lnd informally

4C each education le-ll and local program directors neet monthl7

Pxchanv.e ideas and recommendatioas.
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Finally, there was a mutual agreement to continue the curri-

culum workshops for a second year. NEVAC administrators expanded

the program to bring professionals from the occupational fields

into the curriculum planning process. Besides validating the

first set of career ladders, NEVAC plans to develop new ladders

for data processing and accounting,, as well as criteria for

advanced placiment in vocational courses.

Overview. The Bellevue experience identifies three elements

common to successful articulation: clearly identified institutional

goals; the capacity of leadership to deal with conflict, and the

degree of struct:ured cooperative effort within organlzations. Program

or curriculum content goals were clearty identified for the com-

munity colleges, the vocational technical institutes and the second-

ary schools in King County. Since areas of overlap were already

identified, program leaders were free to initiate state and regonal

meetings to discuss articulation and to follow through on recommend-

at:ions resulting from these meetings.

As a result of local initiative, cooperative efforts by teachers

from varying institutions was encouraged. Their work on

sequencing, Leading to standardization of instruction, admissions

and transfer procedures then made i possible to rationalize educa-

tional' offerings. Bellevue educators, beginning with a shared

belief that the commurity's vc ational needs and resource limita-

tions were common ground for joint effort, have proven thar coopera-

tion e:an and does lead to improved educoP:ional oppo4:tunLties for

he studen!-.
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Williamsport's Pioneer Program

The only community college in the state to combine secondary

and postsecondary services, the Williamsport Area Community College

(WACC) serves as an outstanding example of a no-frills, minimally

financed buthighly successful articulation mode.. The college

serve 20 public school districts in a largely rural 10 county

region in north central Pennsylvania with a combined population

of over 440,000. The region Is slightly smaller than the state

of New Jersey, and although 70 percent rural, nonetheless encom-

passes important industrial and business centers. Population

is sparsely distributed in the forests and farmlands of the north

and is more concentrated near Williamsport, one of the chief

urban centers in the south-central area with a population of

40,000.

411
The economy of the region is based on a stable wrk force,

a steady b modest growth rate, and a diversified industrial

base including timber, agriculture, mining, manufacturing and

service industries. Median family income, according to the 1970

census, averages $8,600, well below the national average of $9,867.

Unemployment in 1977, however, was a relatively high eight percent.

Area residents look to WACC as t bulwark againt;!: the tide of con-

_4nuing unemployment.

The Williamsport Area Community College was established in

L965, but its re-ponse to vocationC education needs dates back

to 1919 when the School Board set up a tr ining program for disabled

servicemen of World War 1. Vocational-technical education for adults

was added to t:he program in 1920. And in 1941 the adult education

411
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program and the vocational high school program merged into the

Williamsport Technical Institute (WTI). The Institute sponsored

programs for training handicapped persons for war production in

cooperation with local industry and the Pennsylvania Rehabilitation

Service as early as 1942. It began a job training and safety

program to meet the needs of rural electric cooperatives in the

state in 1947; and pioneered the development of a vocational

diagnostic program to provide counseling of rehabilitation clients.

Among its satisfied sponsors were suchgroups as the United Mlne

Workers and the State Council for the Blind. By the 50's, the

institute had earned an international reputation and became a

popular training center for foreign educators vho enrolled to

study mezhods of vocational education.

111

Articulation Within a State System. As a result of the

Pennsylvania Community College Act of 1968, WTI was given a new

structure and renamed Williamsport Area Community College. In

addition to the operation of its in-toNn campus, WACC was given the

responsibility for maintaining facilities at the county airport

for aviation courses, and establi'shing forestry and earth science

courses elsewhere_

Governance. Under the provisions of the Pennsylvanll Community

College Act the State Board of Education has t:Ie author4-.7 to

approve the establishment of a college. Colleges are, hr ever.

locally controlled by an independent board pf tr..Istees. 7..!;e7 serve

:heir owt. specific geographi.: regions.
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411

by a 15-member board of trustees, elected by the sponsor districts'

Boards of Education. Sponsoring district residents receive the

benefits of lower tuition and admission preference, and each spon-

soring district is a direct shareholder in the College.

Financin&. WACC's 1976-77 operating and capital budget was

almost $7 million. Operating costs are shared equally by the spon-

soring school districts, the state and the student. The 20 district

sponsors may raise revenues through local taxes. The student

portion is met through tuit4 n fees.* Capital costs are split

between the sponsors, assessed on relative market value, and the state.

Like the majority of community colleges, WACC has suffered in

recent years from a:combination of inflation and flattening of

enrollments. In 1976-77, the 20 spansot* were forced to increase

111 their payments per full-tima postsecondary student because the

state had not raised izs fixed allotment since 1974 resulting in

a shortfall of nearly $100 per student. As in other areas, costs

for the part-time secondary vocational-technical programs are

allocated to participating districts on a per-pupil basis.

pudvt. The p'.'iparation of WACC's budget is a three-tiered

orocess. The bu .less officially tnitially prepares the proposed

budge: for review by the deans and the peesident. The budget

requ st is then reviewed by the college trustees and superintendents

sponsoring districts and presented for public consideration in

1.1.10.111.1111==.1.

postsecondary students from sponsot distric&3 Day 332'

per wmesceri non-sponsored students nay :3720.
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regional budiet review meetings. In the third cycle, the revised

budget is presented as an appYopriation request for consideration

by the state legislature, along with requests from 13 other com-

munity colleges in the state.

Student Population. WACC's 1977 student population includes

1,500 secondary vocational students; 3200 degree and certificate

students (2600 full-time, 600 part-t:me) eniolled in day programs;

and 3,000 non-credit commulaty and continuing education studen_s

in night classes. Some 55 percent: of the postsecondary students

come from non-sponsoring districts in other parts of Pennsylvania,

other states and some foreign countries. Forty-five percent

come from the 10 counties in the region. Ninety-five percent

are in career oriented prog ams, and only five percent are transfer

oriented. Significantly, enrollment of the 3,000 non-credit :om-

munity and co :tinuing education students is not included in WACC's

budget. Community education has a separate fund and operates on

a self-sustaining basis with no financial support fram sponsor

districts or the state.

Articulativn of Secondary Level Instructional_Services.

Pennsylvania requires all of its school districts to offer voca-

tional programs. Hign schools in WACC's service area fulfill this

requirement by contracting w4rh WACC for services provided on its

campus. This articulation program, while a logical extension of

WACC's history of cooperative efforts, is uniqu2 in tne state.

The secondary vocational programs are arranged on a rotating schedule.

High scilcol studentl are bused to WACC where '...hey attend classes
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for two or nine weeks. They theu spend an equal amount of -ime.

at their home high schools. This strunture allows inter-program

scheduling and minimal duplication of facilities, equipment and

programs, and has resulted in reduced operating costs. WACC's

cost of $792 per year per secondary student is substantially below

the average cost per pupil of $1,000 for.vocational education through-

out the state.

Vertical Articulation. The vertical movement of students from

high schools to WACC is fac.aitated by the close link between the

college and its sponsoring districts which have cooperated in

establishing a preferential admissions policy. WACC's secondary

students are given first priority in enrollment in WACC postsecondary

programs; graduates of the secondary 7)rogram c%n Lontinue at WACC

with advanced credit and earn an associate degree or certificate

with only one additional year of school.

Interinstitutional Cooperation. Articulation is enhanced by

the interinstitutional meetings of WACC officers. administrators

and staff with various groups representing the public schools

and postsecondary institutions in the area. WACC's dean of

secondary instructional services chaixs a orofessional advisory

committee made up of local school district superintendents and

other officials of the communjty college's district sLaool systems

to eAchange inforwtion on vocational programs. An executive

council composed of school board rep:esentatives for the 20

sporsoring districts and WACC board members oversees policy decisions.
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Information and ideas are regularly exchanged among school and

college counselors, principals and other staff. And a blue ribbon

committee offers guidance on all vocational education offerings

of the college. Separate advisory committeesfor each occupational

program have also been established.

Postsecondary Articulation. Postsecondary instructional ser-

vices involve many positive linkages with other institutions and

with industry. WACC offers job training and job sharing as a

postsecondary instructional service program in a variety of fields

including business and computer sciences, transportation, building

construction and earth sciences. Two :tudents share one job and

rotate instruction with work. Each instructor develops a set of

learning objectives for individual students, coordinates with

employers and is responsible for monitoring progress and upgrading

performance.

Agreements with Other Postsecondary Institutions. Although

most students at WACC do not transfer, those that do can do so with

credit for their WACC courses because of formal articulation

agreements with neighboring four ye;r colleges. WACC students

may also cross register to take courses at local colleges. When

cross registration is equal, no fees are levied. In the field

of cosmotology, WACC has arranged contracts with two private

schools for the provtsion of cosmotoiogy.

WACC, in turn, accepts course credits of students tra:erring

from ofther area vocational-technical schools. Stuc:Ints can also

gain credit for life or work exi,erience if they pass a competency

exam.
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Community Continuing Education. WACC provides additional

training for industry and the community through co-sponsored courses.

In the past, the school has worked with Williamsport Hospital,

Piper Aircraft, the State Department of Health and various unions

to provide apprentice training. last year, WACC offered 23 I3-week

programs in fire science, demonstrating new techniquvs for local

fire departments.

Fees are shared by students and participating industries. The

resulting low tuition is a strong incentive for student entry, and

the programs beneEit WACC by guaranteeing the fullest use of its

facilities.

Survey. If employment is an articulation outcome measure,

then one of WACC's outstanding statistics is its placement record.

Most 1975 WACC graduates found employment despite a poor economy.

Seventy-four percent indicated they were working in their fields

of training, another nine percent transferred to other college:

to continue their education and 12 percent were employed in other

fields. Only four percent were unemployed, an(' starting salaries

averaged $7,500, comparing favorably with state and federal reports

for starting salaries for entry level positions.

The above figures come from WACC's extensive follow-up of

former students which not only charts former student progress, but

serves as a guide for othersentering occupational programs and as

an evaluation tool for the college. Its survey covers statistical

data on the number of students graduating in various programs, those

employed in or out of their fields employed out of scate, unemployed,
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transferring to other colleges, and average starting salaries. A

comparison of the college programs and the employment outlook for

the next seven years (through 1985) is also reviewed, using

Department of Labor data. The total information is assembled for

easy reference and is distributed to high school counselors,

division directors and the State Department of Education.

Placement. WACC's philosophy is that employment is directly

related to WACC training, but placement cannot be left to chance.

Graduates should be given the best employment assistance that time

and staffing can provide. The College's placement services include

a one hour career placement seminar given to students before they

graduate. It includes writing a resume, letters, interview

techniques and employment outlook by field. Sample resumes, letters

and addresses of firms are some of the handouts included in the

seminar package.

The placement director coordinates with 30 firms located within

a 100-mile radius of the College. These firms visit the campus

to recruit. An estimated 30 to 40 percent of the graduates find

their first job through leads given them by the College and its

faculty.

Overview. Williamsport Area Community College's successful

articulation stems from its response to local training needs. The

cooperation betwen WACC, district public secondary schools, industry,

private proprietary achools, other colleges and hospitals ranges

from formal ./ritten contracts to advisory committee participation

and informal one-to-one contacts. WACC offers examples of both
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vertical and horizontal articulation, easing the progression

of students through training into the.work force and tack again.

Its administration is energetic and focused on substance rather

than frills. Structurally, the financing and budgetary processes

facilitate articulation because sponsors are involved in setting

priorities and absorbing costs. In an atmosphere of lively and

continual interaction, the lack of modern facilities and occasional

funding problgms have not deterred WACC from a consistent attack on

articulation barriers.

Battle Creek - A Community Mandate

The Calhoun Area Vocational Center (CAVC) and the Kellogg

Community College (KCC) face each other across a common pond in

Battle Creek, Michigan. This physical proximity symbolizes the

realization of a carefully prepared long range plan for vocational

education articulation. In 1962, the area had no vocational center.

This was of concern to business and industrial leaders and school

officials who knew that high school graduation was the end of educa-

tional training for 70 percent of the area's youth. Though the

community college founded in 1956 offered a limited number of occu-

pational programs, its curriculum emphasized comprehensive studies

rather than entry level skill training. Recognizing that a voca-

tional center for the area would help supplement its offerings,

KCC responded to the recommendations of a community sponsored

Committee of 100 on vocational-technical training needs. The

college conducted a feasibility study for area vocational service, and

the resulting report. Patterns for Progress, offered a blueprint

for cooperation.

The report concluded that an area vocational center could provide

education for high school graduates or dropouts; quality occupational
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preparation for those still in high school; retraining; part-time

supplementary training for employed persons; and counseling for

youth and adults. Funds for the capital and operational expenses

of the center, they felt, should be provided by the intermediate

districts. Policies should be set by an advisory board composed

of school administrators, members of boards of education, and

appointed representatives of business, industry and labor. In

1967, the three-county Calhoun Intermediate District approved a

program of secondary and postsecondary vocational education services

and voted to support construction of a new facility. The Calhoun

Area Vocational Center opened its doors in 1970.

Kellogg Community College and Calhoun Area Vocational Center

serve a largely urban and industrial Michigan area with a population

of 180,000. In 1970, the median family income was $8,946. Median

years of education was 11.5.

The community college currently enrolls 4500 students. The

Area Vocational Center has an enrollment of 1200 and serves the

15 area high schools in a three county area.

Since the opening of CAVC both institutions have operated

under contractual agreement to share facilities and articulate pro-

grams. Administrators of both have agreed on the concept of career

education and, with the approval and support Jf their respective

boards, submitted a joint proposal to the Michigan Department of

Education in 1972 for funding of a demonstration project on
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articulation of career development education.*

The joint articulation project was funded ($381,244) by the

state department of education and the local community for three

and a half years (1973-1976). The proposal identified significant

barriers to articulation in career education as:

A delivery system for education whicU was in reality a series
1

of nearly autonomous subsystems including local K-12 districts,

intermediate school districts, area vocational centers, adult

and community education offices, community colleges, and colleges

and untversities;

The teaching faculty in each of these subsystems which typically

operated in isolation from one another;

Vocational advisory committees that functioned independently

of one another;

Courses and curricula in the various subsystems which had not been

coordinated into sequential experiences;

Inadequate recognitiangiven to prior learning gained outside

the standard academic setting through work experience, military

training programs, apprenticeships, and proprietary schools; and

Inadequate attention to post-employment needs for job improve-

ment and career changes.

*In Michigan, the vocational-technical division of the state
department of education advocates such articulation efforts.
The state calls for written agreements between two or more
educational agencies, the development of curriculum, criterion
referenced tests, procedures for the recognition of knowledge
and skills, joint planning c-mmittees, and time for key staff
to participate in planning sessions.
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Articulation. The progress in articulation made possible by

the project was substantial. A plan was developed permitting

students to continue college programs at the level they had reached

in the Vocational Center programs. In addition, a policy was

established for providing college credit for prior experience,

whether acquired at the Vocational Center, in the military, on

the job or in public or private school training.

KCC shared its learning resources center with the Area Voca-

tional Center, making it possible for the center staff to produce

instructional slides, filmstrips, videotapes and graphics without

duplication of equipment and personnel. The college assumed primary

responsibility for most postsecondary education programs and adult

education: students enroll in the adult program through the College,

pay their fees, then take courses at the Vocational Center. The

Center in turn offers intensive training in a variety of occupations

for adults fa.um 4 to 10 P.M. Adults also attend classes during

the day at CAVC whenever openings occur in the regular high school

programs.

To prevent overlap, review committees. were set up to examine

performance objectives and develop learning modules. Formal

agreements stated that students at the Vocational Center who

reach certain performance levels do not have to repeat the work

if they transferred to Kellogg Community College. These agreements

now cover 16 different program areas And 200 learning modul . that

can be used by either institution.



KCC has produced curriculum guides which allow students to

fill exact requirements of a university or college to which they

wish to transfer. These guides are actually signed contracts with

department heads of universities stipulating course requirements.

KCC now has such contracts with 11 universities. This is believed

to be the first time that transfer curricult..1 has been agreed

upon in advance between a community college and a receiving

institutian in Michigan.

Cooperative Guidance Effort. CAVC's guiiance staff and

counselors at area high schools and Kellogg Community College

have also developed a common career decision guide. The object

was to provide information to students at the high school level

as well as the postsecondary level. Assistance was sought from

the Michigan Employment Commission and now all schools in the

area have from one to three full-time placement persons available

to help students find.employment.

When it comes to program planning, representatives from all

vocational education nrograms within the three-county area meet

monthly to articulate their courses. This coordinating committee--

made up of 20 members representing labor, business, vocational

teachers, and student minorities--reviews current programs and

approves new ones.

A policy advisory committee which includes representatives

of the high school districts also meets monthly. Calhoun Area

Vocational Center is represented in the Area School Masters

Association, a group of school administrators who are concerned
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with a wide range of administrative matters, including vocational

education. CAVC and XCC jointly sponsor vocational teacher train-

ing programs for their own staffs as well as for the local high

schools.

Overview. Articulation at the two institutions seems to be

proceeding effectively. In 1976, an outside three-member team

evaluated the three and a half year old articulation project end

noted as positive results the initiation of communication channels,

development of innovative teaching methods, adoption of competency

based education concepts, shared use of personnel, equipment and

materials, and cooperation in the placement of students. The

community initiated push for cooperation has now been institution-

alized.

KCC and CAVC are currently responding to the reactivated

Committee of 100's recent needs assessment report. Concentrating

on a new, non-traditional population, the institutions are cooper-

ating in further articulation agreements for the benefit of the

adult continuing education student.

Johnstown -- Articulation in Rural America

The small, ten thousand member community of Johnstown is a

population center for three largely rural and sparsely populated

counties near the foothills of the Adirondacks in New York State.

Like many other rural areas, the counties surrounding Johnstown

have suffered from high unemployment (11.5 percent in 1977) and

an economic slump as major industries moved south, attracted by

lower taxes. Median family income, ($9,300 in 1977) and median

years of education (11.4 in 1977) are lower than the national



average ($14,958 and 12.4 years respectively). Against this

background, it is not surprising that 50 percent of the high .

school graduates attend soles form of pOstsecondary educational

training with the goal of improving their employment status.

Students seeking such training are reaping the benefits of a

mutually profitable arrangement between Fulton Montgomery

Community College (FMCC) and the Board of Cooperative Education

Services (BOCES) which serves high school districts in Hamilton,

Fulton and Montgomery counties. To understand their cooperative

efforts, it is necessary to understand each agency's part in

New York State's educational structure.

Fulton Montgomery Community College. Fulton Montgomery Community

College* was established in 1963 in Johnstown as one of thirty

community colleges operating under the State University of New

York,(SUNY). In the New York system, community colleges are called

"comprehensive" since they provide the first two years of a bacca-

laureate education for students wishing to transfer to four-year

colleges, a variety of career programs teaching specific occupation

skills particularly appropriate to local needs, and wide ranging

continuing education programs. FMCC's governing structure, like

that of the other 29 New York Community Colleges, starts with the

SUNY Board of Trustees which approves the establishment of a com-

munity college, the academic curricula of all of the colleges,

tuition and fee schedules, the budget submitted by the local boards,

*FMCC has a full-time enrollment of 1,094; part-time is 548 (non-
credit, approximately 3,500) and an operating budget of $3.7+ million.

I!;
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andthe nominations of presidents. It is stipulated, however,

that their mission is to be carried out without eroding the local

control of the sponsoring agency (usually the county board) or

college boards of trustees.

At the local level, FMCC is run by a nine member board of

trustees chosen from citizens living in the sponsorship area, four

appointed by the Governor and five by the local sponsor. A student-

elected representative sits on the board as a 10th member. The

local board appoints personnel, prepares the budgets, adopts the

curriculum and establishes tuition and fees according to legal

guidelines.

The sponsoring community contributes about 287. of FMCC's

funding .. state aid is approximately 37 percent and student revenue

31 percent.

New York State operates on a unit rate funding formula basis.

Following the Pennsylvania principle of one-third each from state,

locality, and tuition, a maximum of $518 per FTE is currently

provided on a flat grant.basis with additional money coming from

the state for special programs.

The Board of Cooperative Education Services. Authorized by

the state legislature in 1948 and originally established to provide

small rural school districts with specialized services such as art,

music, and driver educatioL, BOCES has become the focal point for

delivery of vocational education throughout the state. The BOCES

exists independently of the school districts which it serves,

provides only ser,tces requeot'cid by the district, and operates
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under its own board of education. Funding for requested services

comes directly from the school districts, the state or the federal

'ernment with local school district expenditures reimbursed the

following year through a state aid formula.

Marriage.o.: Convenience. The common bond between these two

very different educational structures was the growth of a mutual

concern for effective deltvery of vocational education. In the

late 60's, Johnstown BOCES' district superintendent joined local

school districts in encouraging FMCC (formerly limited to liberal

arts curriculum) to expand its offerings to include technical

education. The expansion served two purposes: It was a solution

to the college's declining enrollments and it filled a local void

in postsecondary training.

Even before this bond develved, a cooperative base had been

411
established as early as 1964 when BOCES agreed to allow FMCC to

use its data processing equipment and facilities to automate their

student records and business operations. When FMCC later obtained

a couputer, they housed it in the BOCES facility and the cooperative

venture was expanded. For a nominal fee, FMCC attained a fully

operative data processing center and BOCES gained a fully equipped

educational facility which was used to train secondary students

in data processing.

Voluntary sharing agreements expanded in 1967 when FMCC agreed

to extend to BOCES students access to personnel and facilities

at its new Enrichment Center in order for them to carry out a

project involving the development of curricular materials in local

history and non-western cultures.
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After the federal funding for the Enrichment Center expired

in 1970, the success of the project stimulated the school districts

to request BOCES to take over the operation of FMCC's Enrichment

Center with local funding, expand the project, and bscome'the

inservice training unit for school districts. In 1975, the

Enrichment Center as enlarged with continued local district funding.

High school students, as an added plus, gained access to college

resources for research projects.
1

When FMCC expanded its curriculum to include technical programs

in 1972, BOCES offered technical assistance in setting up the

programs and obtaining faculty. In addition, BOCES offered to

share trade and technical shops. Formal agreements were made

ill 1974 which allowed the college to use ii0CES facilities daily

after the regular secondary day program was completed and prior
/

(

to the adult evening programs. Service costs were allocated

'by Ian agreed formula, and purchase of equipment, replacement

costs of equipment and supplies were shared by both agencies.

Curriculum Articulation. As early as 1970, BOCES joined FMCC

in an effort to expand educational opportunities. The first target

was graduate courses. In 1970, BOCES became the regional teacher

certification office. Recognizing the hardship placed on local

teachers, required to complete graduate courses in order to maintain

certification, but living in an area lacking an accredited gradu-

ate program, BOCES supported FMCC's efforts to stablish off-campus

graduate courses in cooperation with 4 year institutions. The

program has grown rapidly with five graduate schools now offering
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courses at FMCC year round.

From this first step of erticulation, BOCES and.FMCC moved

to specific institutional arrangements. It had become apparent

to both institutions that the BOCES program in data processing

and advanced business machines was similar in scope to.several

of the business courses required by FMCC for an associate degree

in business. It was also agreed that more high school students

might be interested in .attending a postsecondary institution if

they could obtain college credit for work completed at BOCES

during high school. A joint BOCES/FMCC staff meeting resulted in

FMCC review of BOCES curriculum requirements to determine which

training was equivalent to college courses. The college committee

recommended that any student successfully completing the one year

data processing or business machine program at BOCES should be

granted 6 semester hours of college credit at FMCC, provided they

received the recommendation of a BOCES instructor. Through

this agreement, high school students were given, forlthe first

time, advanced placement for regular high school courses. By

1977, the agreement had been extended to five other course areas.

Most recently BOCES and FMCC have extended cooperation to adult

evening classes in the vocational technical area. Each agrees to

a rational separation of responsibilities with the result that

BOCES operates the shop, hands-on aspects, and FMCC generally

runs the classroom-theory parrs of the program.
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Authorized by the state to provide apprentice training in
4

trade and technical occupations,-BOCES offers programs in electricity,

411 auto mechanics, automotive'body and fender repair, welding, graphic

arts and building trades. With the. enthusiastic support of trade

unions, FMCC and BOCES have worked out a system whero., apprentices

may complete their 144 hours of instruction at BOCE . nave the
4.

appropriate credit transferred to FMCC for application toward'

requirements for completion of FMCC's Associate Degree program.

Future plans call for an articulated program in nursing education.

Efforts are under way to establish transfer of partial credit from

BOCES' LPN program.to FMCC's registered nurse program so that with

one additional year of collegiate study, a BOCES graduate could

obtain the Associate Degree and licensure as a registered nurse.

Liaison By Committee. The joint committee structure is an

ongoing feature of BOCES/FMCC'd articulation process. In 1975,

a permanent liaison committee consisting of the Comptroller, Dean

of Students and Dean of Career Education from FMCC and the Director

of Occupational Education and Assistant Superintendent for the

BOCES was established. The committee meets on a monthly basis

and covers a wide range of issues from budgeting, advanced place-

ment through future planning. Recommendations are submitted to

the heads of both institutions and then to the boards of trustees

if required. It is felt that the use of the permanent liaison

committees reduces problems and keeps crisis situations to a minimum.

It is particularly important diet the members of the committee are

at the middle management level and carry both the authority and
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responsibility 'to settle the issues involved.

Joint'Advisory Committies. Both the College and the BOCES

had long established community-based crrft advisory committees

for each vocational program, and a general' advisory committee

for overall programs, but they operated on a separate basis. In

1977, the BOCES/FMCC liaison committee suggested the cambination

of craft committees and the establishment of a combined general

advisory committee. At the present time, the appropriate com-

mittees are functioning well. In addition to furthering articula-

tion progress, the joint committees have had a unique practical

benefit. Since eligible membership for the committees is limited

in this rural area, dual service makes more efficient use of i

members' time' aLmost 100 percent attendance has restated since

members are required to attend.only one meeting rather than two.

111 Overview. Start .* with informal support arrangements in

the 60's, BOCES and FMCC have established in elaborate community

articulation network over the years. With advanced placement,

apprentice training agreements, shared use of shop facilities

and the Enrichment Center, the Johnstawn model serves as an example

of cost cutting without reduction in the quality of service.

Milwaukee's Area Technical College

The largest metropolitan area in Wisconsin, Milwaukee has fared

better than much of the rest of the nation during the recent period

of high unemployment. In December of 1976, the unemployment rate

was 4.8 percent, well below the national figure of 7.8 percent.

The median family income of $10,980 (according to the 1970 census)

compared well with income levels across the state, as did its



median education level of 12.1 years. The city has, however,

had its share of pressing Cbncerns. While low by national standards,

the unemployment rate was substantially higher than this skilled

and blue collar laboring city had experienced fram 1970 through

1974.* In spite of a diverse economic base sustained by small

engine and heavy machine manufacturing, brewing and printing,

increasing industry demand for higher level job skills, and

structural unemployment among the young and the 10 percent minority

populations have posed problems for vocational educators.

Fortunately for its residents, Milwaukee has long had a deep

belief in the value of vocational education, stemming from the

cultural background of its heavily European immigrant population.

As a result, the city supports, with substantial state cooperation,

an all-inclusive institution devoted to vocational and technical

111 entry skills, retraining, reWedial or special education, transfer

courses and continuing adult'educatian for enrichment. The Milwau-

kee Area Technical College (MATC) serving 70,000 full- and part-

time students, ages 16 to 80, through 185 programs and 2,300

Individual courses, stands out as one of the finest articulation

models in the nation.**

The Milwaukee Area Technical College District, one of 16

Districts in the Wiscansin system of Vocational, Technical and

*As,of 1976, 32 percent of the work force was employed by manu-

tacturers and two-thirds of these wets blue collar workers.

**F.T.E. is approximately 12,340 Less than 10 percent of the

student population is (academica.ly) transfer oriented.



Adult Education, is the smallest in geographical area but the most

populous with over 1.2 million residents. What is now the Milwaukee

Campus was supported by tlhe City of Milwaukee until 1969, when the

District concept was authorized by state lsw. MATC's District,

composed of 21 high school distriCts in the area, includes compre-

hensive downtown Milwaukee campus and three smaller specialty

campus centers in the south, west and north of the district which

offer specialized programs in technical, industrial, agribusiness,

health service, and business occupations.

Governance. Wisconsin's educational governance system has been

a major factor in MATC's achievements since 1969. Unlike most

other states, WIsconsin doels not have a single community college

systam: it has two--the University of Wisconsin( Center system,

uith 13 degree-granting centers and a statewide extenbion network,

and the Vocational, Technical and Adult Education systeVVTAE),

made up of 16 VTAE districts which operate 36 technical institutes

and 500 outreach centers. The state superintendent of schools,

the president of the University of Wisconsin's Board of Regents,

and the president of the State VTAE Board sit on the boards of

both systems, insuring articulation at the highest level. The

Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education governs

the statewide system of vocaLional, technical ead adult education

and administers federal and state funds for vocational education.

The individual schools are operated by the districts, autonomous

municipal taxing units governed by locally appointed boards.

The statutory authorities vested in the state and district

boards compliment one another. The state board has responsibility
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44 for the approval, development, maintenance and supervision of

prograMs with occupational orientations above the secondary level

IIIand baccalaureate level, including adult education and apprentice

training. The sevin-member MATC district board (rwo employee

representatives, two employer representatives, two at-large repre-

sentatives, and a public school representative) approve the annual

budget and set the tax rates and levies for the MATC District.

Local autonomy remains strong within this structure, since

local districts.provide 57 percent of the financial support for

postsecondary vocavional education in Wisconsin. 12 percent of

the remaining funds comes from the federal government, 20 percent

from the state, and the rest from fees and tuitions.

The rlitionalization of goals and programa provided by this

system of separate but linked governing units has established a

III

pervasive climate for cooperation.

Internal Articulation. MATC articulation with high schools

iand other po tsecondary institutions has occured mainly in the

areas of advanced placement, coordination of instructional programs

and cdntinuing education courses, and shared facilities.

However, all such cooperative arrangements have been aided by

MATC's own integrated structure composed of four separate yet

related campuses each with its own specialties. The downtown

Milwaukee campus is the most comprehensive. It offers classes for

adult high school and general education programs among other programs.

The North Campus at Mequon emphasizes agribusiness. South Campus/

Center in Oak Creek is largely devoted to district-wide indust;lal i
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and technical programs, and the West Campus Center In West Allis

specialises in stall engine repair. Each of the fapilicies pro-

vides a b4siness curriculum since the necessary equipment is not

as expensive as other specialties and the need for business skills

is evenly distributed throughout the district.

Major articulation benefits result from this use of a specialty

campus approach. It promotes:

more efficient and economical use of facilities, resources

and personnel;

the elimination of duplication in programs requiring expensive
Ir

equipment;

the integration of ethnic and minority groups because of

assignment and scheduling of programs throughout the district;

site and program flexibility because of decentralized, non-

conprehensive locations.

Coopftzation With High Schools. A :culation with high schools

began with the formation of the MATC District in 1970 by the

state legislature. MATC furnishes teachers and facilities for public

high school students who enroll in specialized classes at MATC by

agreement with local public school administrations.* Students

receive credit for work successfully completed at MATC while still

enrolled in their high schools. Contractual agreements worked out

by MATC also provide services ouch as the evaluation of job skills

*MATC shares facilities with 19 area higl schools on a lease basis
during the evening hours, and the high school districts pay MATC
at the rate of $1.55 per class hour per student.
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developed, exploratory work experiences and diagnostic work-

related experience. Participation has nearly doubled since

1970-71 when MATC served 544 students. In 1976, 945 students

from 13 districts were enrolled.

o "Early Leaver" Program. Another example of MATC service to

high school aged youth, the "Early Leaver" program enables students

who have completed the Ilth grade and have satisfied graduation

requirements to enroll in diploma or associate degree training

programs, receive credit for work successfully completed at MATC

and still graduate with their high school class.

Advanced Placement for High School Students. MATC staff work

closely with vocational counselors and teachers to develop high

school courses that dovetail with postsecondary vocational-technical

programs at the college. An advanced placement agreement'allows

111
high school graduates to bypass basic typing, shorthand and a

technical drafting courses when they successfully complete a

competency-based challenge examination. Commercial art students

can bypass commercial art courses in a similar manner.

Since its initial advanced placement agreement in 1971, MATC

has worked continuously to expand such options for qualified

students. A pilot articulation project at Oak Creek High School

has resulted in a graphics curriculum that enables Oak Creek

graduates to receive credit for up to six courses in the MATC

commercial art program. A MATC instructor and two science teachers

at Nathan Hale High School are developing an advanced placement

program for graduates enrolling in a MATC program which requires
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natural science courses; and in the area of computer science, some

high school contract students are receiving both high school and

college credit.

Youth Skill Center. MATC's most ambitious effort at providing

rationalized and cooperative service to high school populations

is a Youth Skill Center, which will be built when federal funds

become available. The Center will serve youth 14 to 18 years of

age providing exploratory experiences in vocational-technical

careers as well as training in specific skills.

Although providing a full range of job guidance services,

cooperative on-the-job traitiag opportunities with industry and

placement services, the Center will not replace any high school's

curriculum. Students attending will be required to take academic

courses at their high school.

Other Linkages. Representatives of MATC meet annually with

area high school counselors to communicate on career opportunities

and respond to questions regarding course requirements. MATC

faculty serve on a number of Milwaukee area specialty high schools

advisory committees. In addition, "writing and research cammittees"

composed of high school teachers and MATC faculty are formed to

develop curriculum guides for articulation purposes. Some state

board funds together with MATC monies are used to compensate

participants in these projects.

Postsecondary Articulation. Each of the following examples

represents a well-organized model of articulation which either

facilitates student progress, efficiently utilizes resources,

rationally extends MATC services to its constituents, or a combina-

tion of all three.
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o Advanced Standing Admission to Associate Degree Programs. MATC

allows students advanced standing with the transfer of credit from

technical institutes, colleges or universities; and/or the evalua-

tion of work experiences and non-traditional education experiences

that have been gained from correspondence or extension courses,

military training program*, educational television courses, college

level work completed in high school, apprenticeship, on-the-job

training or independent study. Evaluation depends on either

departmental review, passing challenge exams, or presenting satis-

factory scores on College Level Equivalent Program Tests (CLEP).

Advanced standing options are a major part of MATC's efforts to

allaw each and every student the fullest possible opportunity to

enter training at the point most beneficial to him.

* Crossover. An encouraging answer to the problem of remedial

needs of enrollees in associate degree programs, "Crossover" helps

students improve basic academic skills before entry. Career coun-

seling is provided along with assistance in reading skills, study

techniques, communication skills and mathematics. Significantly,

the courses carry regular credit that can be applied to the pro-

grams the students eventually enter. Of the 3,000 Crossover

enrollees, over 70 percent have successfully completed the program.

University Cooperation. MATC has agreements with the University

of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Marquette and Nova Universities which allow

these institutions to offer courses at MATC regional campus centers

as long as the courses do not conflict with MATC's. Such shared

use of facilities is regarded as a significant method of cost

reduction.
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Consortium. MATC has joined with seven other colleges and

universities in the area to form the Metro Milwaukee Consortium

with the aim of reaching adults not reached through traditional

recruiting methods. The various learning opportunities offered

by all bf the institutions have, as a result of the Consortium's

work, been compiled in a catalogue and widely distributed through-

out the area.

Urban Outreach. During 1977-1978, MATC cooperated with employees'

and the State Division of Apprenticeship and Training to provide

related instruction for 348 apprentices who completed their

indentures to become journeymen in diverse trades. In this same

period, MATC also conducted 42 training courses (some as short

as 3 to 6 weeks) at the request of business and industry. Such

short term courses offer substantial economic benefits to MATC

since they are scheduled when facilities would not otherwise be

occupied.

At; the Department of Labor's approved skill center for Compre-

hensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) funds, MATC is the coor-

dinator of these federally funded programs in its district.

MATC also taught English and technical skills to some of the

23,000 Vietnamese who moved to the Milwaukee area.

MATC offit Lls note that all of these community outreach pro-

grams serve as feeders for some of the college's more conventional

education offerings. Students exposed to MATC by these sessions

often become students in Crossover, or specific vocational programs
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Surveys--Basis for Improvement. Individually, and in coopera-

tion with other institutions, MATC periodically conducts various

411 surveys. Long before detailed planning for a new program begins,

MATC's Division of Instructional Services surveys business, indus-

try and agencies as well as employers in the field to determine

the need for the program, current and future job opportunities,

minimum training requirements, starting salaries and other

necessary data.

MATC's Placement Center conducts thorough follow-up surveys

of graduates at six-month, two-and-a-half year, and five-year

intervals to determine the number employed in their chosen field,

the number unemployed, salaries and wages and related information.

The survey data is sent to all district high schools and job ser-

vice organizations, and annual reports are also issued on the wages

and salaries of graduates.

MATC retently assisted the Center for Studies in Vocational

and Technical Education, UW-MAdison, in a federally fUnded over-

view project, "Systems Approach to Assessment and Evaluation of

Postsecondary Education." Periodic surveys of employers and

assessment needs surveys of all high school districts also provide

essent..al data for further articulation of curriculum.

Advisory Cammittees--Tools for Articulation. Articulation has

been successful in Milwaukee because of MATC's ability to establish

an effective communication system with business, industry, labor,

other educators and educational administrators. One of the most

important links in the communication chain is MATC's use of advisory

committees. Internally, MATC has a Blue Ribbon Committee which
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meets yearly to assess the college's progress in meeting its overall

goals and objectives. In addition, advisory coumittees have.boen

established for each of MATC's vocational-technical programs. MATC

faculty also serve as members of Milwaukee area specialty high

school advisory committees. When questions arise on the need

for a new occupational program, WC forms an ad-hoc committee to

assist in preparing recommendations for a program proposal which

is submitted to the state VTAE Board. A fourth type of advisory

panel is used to judged the adequacy of programs fJr apprentices.

Since MATC sees its primary mission as occupational education

with emphasis on hands-on training, constant contact with a wide

world of business and occupational groups is deemed essential

to fulfilling the college's goal of styaing abreast of changes

and emerging needs. Composed of community leaders, business

and industry representatives, educators and employees, each of

MATC's advisory committees has played a significant role in

furthering the institution's responsiveness to both students and

community.

On the state level, MATC has cooperated since 1972 with other

VTAE schools and the University of Wisconsin system on two joint

administrative committees. The Joint Administrative Committee

for Academic Programs evaluates present and future programs that

lead to a degree, diploma or certificate before they are car .

sidered by the Wisconsin Board of Regents or the Wisconsin Board

of VTAE. The Joint Administrative Committee on Continuing Educa-

tion evaluates present and future non-credit programs in order to

avoid unnecessary duplication. Service on each committee allows
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MATC initial input and influence .in the state-wide articulation

process.

Overview. Response to community needs is Milwaukee Area

Technical College's major goal as reflected in the words of Robert

L. Cooley, first Director of the Milwaukee Vocational School:

"Our time is your time.

Your needs determine our curriculum."

Lxtending.fram secondary education through lifetime learning,

MATC's educational mandate and performance are proof that a

.comprehensive institution can also be cost conscious, cooperative

and efficient.

THE STATE OF THE ART

While the five case studies just presented serve to dramatize

what can be achieved through desire, leadership, and modest dollar

resources, other successful articulation strategies were found in

use at the 17 additional sites visiteu during the summer of 1977.

Each of the brief examples that follow were chosen in an attempt

to illustrate one or more of the ten'criteria used as the initial

guide in the nominations of local communities by state directors.

The illustrations selected document policies or practices which

should be of interest to community college presidents, area voca-

tional school directors and othetswho are searching for ways to pro-

vide better vocational services without adding appreciably to their

costs of operation. No attempt has been made to describe in

intimate detail just how these policies or practices were implemented.



By consulting Appendix G. the reader can initiate contact with

those responsible for the practice or policy described.

Formal and Informal Articulation Arrangements

a. Coordinating Councils--Florida Junior College of Jacksonville,

Florida and Duval County Board of Education have established a

Coordinating Council for Vocational Education and Adult Education

as mandated by the Florida State Board of Education. Membership

in the Council includes the County 'Superintendent and Directors

of Vocational and Adult Education Programs from each of the local

school districts, the presidents aad deans or directors of vocational

education of the community :allege, the Mayor's Manpower Director

(representing CETA programs), the manager of the local State

Employment Office, the representatives of the Duval-Nassau Blue

Ribbon Advisory Board, and a local citizen. The purpose of the

Council is four-fold--1) to jointly review the total vocational

education, adult general education, and community instructional

services programs in the area; 2) to,encourage the development

of new offerings or changes in existing offerings; 3) to take

action so that uawarranted duplications in programs may be avoided;

and 4) to make recommendations to various local regional and state

education agencies. Since the Council was founded in 1972 (one of

28 established throughout the State of Florida), it has among other

tasks fzepared an inventory of all existing vocational programs and

courses in the area served, developed an inventory of facilittes

and Lijor training equipment available (including the number of

stations and level of facility utilization), disseminated this
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information to counselors in each of the key institutions in the

arta, and prepared and disseminated information to interested

parties regarding assistance programs for those wishing to prepare

for a particular occupation.

b. Formal Articulation Agreement--Somerset County College (SCC) and

the Somerset County Technical Institute (SCTI), located in Somer-

ville, N.J., have drawn up a joint agreement designed to give over-

all direction to a joint program between the two institutions and

to tie down specific administrative regulations. The purpose of

the joint agreement is five-fold: 1) to encourage cooperation

between the two institutions; 2) to provide comprehensive day and

evening career programs; 3) to implement coordinated educational

planning; 4) to support the business-industrial-technical community

through appropriate education programs; 5) to provide a coordinated

educational delivery syatem. The joint programs encompass such

career fields as technical, health, and business occupations but .

can be expanded to include newly eeveloped career programs as

well. Program scheduling is coordinated to deliver services on

a year-round basis including day, twilight, evening, and week-ends.

SCC for the most part offers the general education courses and SCTI

the laboratory and technical courses. Library facilities of both .

institutions ewe available to all students enrolled.

payments are shared between the two institutions and laboratory

f es are established at a rate pertinent to the specific lab involved.

The over-all prograr is administered by a Joint kdministrative
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Committee composed of the chief executive officer of each insti-

tution end two.key administrators of each institution as appointed

by the chief executive officers. Policy considerations for the

joint programs rest with a Joint Board Committee consisting of two

r members from eadh board (SCTI's Vocational Board of Education

and SCC's C14ege Board of Trustees).

c. A Contractual Common Market--John Wood Community College (JWCC)

and six other schools in three contiguous states are cooperating

in a "common market" approach to community college education. The

underlying philosophy is one of making full utilization of all

available educational resources in the area to provide educational

opportunities to district residents. Thus, two four-year liberal

arts colleges, two private junior colleges and two proprietary

vocational technical schools (one business school and one technical

institute) offer, ,by means ol a contract with JWCC, career programs

in 13 fields of study. Students entering John Wood Community

College work out an educational program with the assistance of

a JWCC appointed counselor or advisor. Students may enroll in

those courses offered directly or indirectly by JWCC on or off

campus. While the student registers for his classes at JWCC, he

attends classes wherever they are held. A copy of the registration

goes to each school where his classes arh to be taken. The

instructor of the course has no way of knowing whether the student

is a JWCC student or registered at the school where the course

is offered. :t the end of the semester, grades are turned in to

the appropriate registrars who then forward the grades to the

registrar at JWCC to be recorded on a permanent transcript. JWCC

counselors and other staff members maintain contact with students

throughout their educational programs, and a full range of student
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services are provided.

Follow Up Survitli

a. Student Information Service--In 1974, Tarrant Junior College,

under contract with the Texas Education Agency, developed a manage-

ment information system for the follow up of students who enter

Texas community junior colleges. Dubbed Tex-SIS, this totally

computerized follow up system has been designed to track students

at various points of attrition. Seven subsystems have been

developed (using 14 questionnaires) for follow up of both transfer

and occupationally oriented students. The seven subsystems are:

1) Student educational intent; 2) withdrawal follow up; 3) non-

returning student follow up; 4) graduate follow up (first-year,

third year, and fifth-year); 5) employer follow up; 6) adult

and continuing education; 7) state follow up reporting. An

expanded Tex-SIS system for state wide use has been designed

to generaLe employment data for Postsecondary educational/demand

systems (to be implemented by the state's 1202 Commission of

Postsecondary Educational Planning) and to help fulfill other

reported requirements of state departments of vocational education,

veterans :.dministration, and guaranteed student loan agencies.

T.J.C.'s use of Tex-SIS has been in such areas as formulating

college policies and guidelines, ideatifying needed student develop-

ment and instructional improvement activities, student recruitment,

labor market supply/demand information, institutional planning

and evaluation, cost effectiveness studies, institutional research,

college promotion activities, and communication and sharing of data

with other colleges and agencies.
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b. Placement ServicesYear after year, the Iowa Central Community

College (ICCC) in Fort Dodge, Iowa succeeds in placing 95% of

111 its graduates in jobs for which they are trained. Approximately

62% of those graduating from vocational educational programs at

ICCC remain in the nine counties making up the service area.

These statistics are just part of the data gathered annually

through a student by student survey conducted by ICCC's Place-

ment Office. This continuous effort to monitor and report

on the success of graduates (and non-graduates) is part of the

reason why ICCC enjoys the reputation it does ror student service.

The surveys indicate that the students are not only well

prepared and well paid to do the work for which they are trained

but such information helps to reassure potential enrollees

from feeder high schools that they too will find work.

410

Employers are also surveyed and the results indicate that

ICCC graduates do well in the fields they choose. Frequent. visits

from local employers requesting graduates testifies to their

success. Students moving on to four-year institutions also re-

port that they are able to compete effectively with students who

begain their education in a senior institution. Through a

broad dissemination of its annual report on student placement,

the Student Services Division provides dramatic evidence for high

school counselors, advisory committee members, and state legis-

lators that ICCC ie. doing an effective job of vocational

education.
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b. Samle'SeLeaverrvs--The Peralta Community College

District in Oakland, California makes effective use of the data

it gathers annually on graduates and "non-renewers." By systemat-

ically sampling approximately 13,000 students who lerve the Peralta

District's 89 different occupational programseach:mar,the occupa-

tior41 =gran director can determine what relationship exists

between a student's coursework at a Peralta College and his or her

current work status. The follow-up questionnaire, a pre-addressed

postcard, contains questions on current employment status, the

relationship (if any) between college training and current job,

the value of that training, and other items concerning the quality

of instruction, counseling, and placement services at the College.

Responses are analyzed and results reported to all occupational

division chaimersons and to the state.

Modularized Curriculum and Individualized Study

a. Career Clusters--Tri-County Technical College, One of 16 located

throughout South Carolina, has successfully pioneered a career

cluster project in conjunction with the high schools in its surround-

ing counties. Machine Tool Technology and Heating and Air Condi-

tioning-Refrigeration are two of the instructional program which

have been organized into a continuous program of study such that

students can move easily from one program level or type of school

to another. The basic unit of instruction is the Learning Activity

Package (LAP), with each package offering a specific, measurable

behavioral objective (and the criteria for use in determining

satisfactory completion of that objective); directions on how to

t:otplete the package; written and performance tests;



utep-by-step instructions far all shop procedures; and a rational linking

the individual LAP to the overall purpose and content of the course.

b. :.)pen Entry,_ .1pen EXit--Several years ago, the Hississippi lulf :oast

Junior College in Ferkinston, Mississippi, incorporated an "open entry/

open exit" system for its vocational education students to better accommodate

the needs of students enrolling and employers seeking graduates. Students

seeking.admission to a vocational programmay apply to be admitted the first

Monday of each month. Instruction is primarily along the competency based

initvidualized instructional mode so that these students can be

acconcodated on anaggermdbasis. The college has experienced considerable

success in attracting students to this proven.

Credit Transfer

a. NUrsingL aver LadderStudents seeking to qualify as nurses
in Rome,

Georgia, have the best of two possible worlds. They can enroll at Coose

Valley Technical School as candidates for a Licenced Practical Nurse

certificate with the understanding that they can transfer Some of their

credits to Floyd Junior College Should they decide to go to qualify for

the Associate Degree NUrse. Both:transferees and people with prior nursing

experience are encouraged to take a nationally standardized lattonal League

of Nursing approved achievement test for which they can receive up to two

quarters worth of credit toward the ADN Degree (15 credit hours). Currently

Floyd junior Colleges is cooperating with Georgia State University :3.S.U.

to offer 1.S.U. approved courses on its van campus for students wishing to

qualify for a 3.3. in NUrsing. n other joint progrws berween 3,30se

Technical and Floyd junior College, 3LE3 exams are u.sed to provide credit :r

exemption from selected occupational programs.

b. joint EnrollmentThe .3radwohl School of laccratory Tecnnique, a

trivate not-far-profit vocational school lc:lazed in Ct. Louis,
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has worked our credit transfer agreements with both in- and out-of-state

community-colleges, four year colleges, and universities. Tpically, a

student will jointly enroll at GradwOhl and the cooprating institution.

he college guidance counselor reviews students before entering Gradwohl.

The counselor will help determine which would be more beneficial to the

student - entrance either first at Grandwdhl or the community college.

Because.of the practicaanature of laboratory teChnician training, students

are encouraged to take their initial courses at Grandwohl before transferring

to another institution. Fbr those who complete the Gradwonl course of study

(a 52 weak program), cooperating codmunity colleges grant one year's credit

toward an Associate Degree. Since Gradwdhl's units of instruction are

modularized students nay enter at the beginning of any month. Publicity for

the joipt program is offered in the catalogs at cooperating institutions,

through advertising in medical journals and periodicals, and through a

dizectory of allied health programs in Missouri and Illinois.

Joint Planning

a. Coordination Throuoh Committee--Coosa Valley Technical SChool adminis-

tors in Rome, Geongia, spend considerrble tine meting with and serving on

the Area Manpower Council and The Area Planningand Development Commission.

Both the Council and the Commission must sign off on proposed CVTS programs

before the state will give its approval. In addition, the local Vocational

Advisory Committee meets twice a year to advise and council vocational

directors at the secondary and postsecondary level. A Health Coordinating

Committee links the allied health programs of CVTS, Floyd Junior Collecp

(FJC) and the local hospitals and medical clinics. Both CVTS and FJC assign

propriate faculty members to serve on each other's occupaticnal advisory

'2ouneils Ln .)rder o etter zoordinate related prcgratrz lt LnstItuticns.



Kentucky's ::oonerative :limate--In :ecember 1-1%1 ,

Kentucky State Board of Education and the on
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Ins and agreement on post-secondary vocational technical education

;see Appendix I). Reflecting the spirit of this agreement,

adisonville, Kentucky, area vocational school and the local

community college have worked out a continuous pattern of inter-

action such that staff at both institutions meet frequently to

jointly plan course offerings. Industry and education heads

meet quarterly to project skill needs by skill level. Joint

advisory committees work to see that various programs (mining,

allied health, etc.) mesh smoothly.

Both institutions have benefitted from jointly sponsored community

needs assessments surveys. Co-authored proposals submitted to state

and federal agencies for funding have enjoyed considerable success.

in Madisonville, cooperation is contagious.
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efforts brought to our attention by the state executives initially

contacted in the survey. To those programs and practices which

fell outside our sample of 22 sites, we owe an apology. ?erhaps

follow-on studies will enable these deserving efforts to be de-

scribed and publicized.

Before closing this chapter, it would be unfortunate if

several state-wide initiatives now under way-In Illinois, Michigan,

:linnesota and North Carolina were not given at least honorabl.:

mention. Appropriate points of contact for those wishing to ob-

tain further details have been included in Appendix 3.

By Identifying and describing practices and procedures that

have 'resulted in successful articulation among institutions

engaged in vocational education, we hope to not only give recog-

nition where it is due but to encourage risk taking in locations

411
where little cooperation .has been achieved. Hopefully,the models

offered in this chapter will prove to be useful. ,33st cuttinq

and expanded enrollments may result. The ul

of course, ought to be the millims of full

seeking to enroll In or c complete courses

timate beneficiaries,

and part-time students

3f study.



CHAPTER 7,

CONCIZSIONS AhT RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The major purpose of this chapter is to provide a set of guidelines

by which community colleges, area vocational schools, and other post-

secondary institutions offering non-baccalaureate occupational programs

can develop their own policies and strategies for improving interinstitu-

tional planning and cooperation. The recommendations which follow offer

a framework for formulating policies and are therefore not to be interpreted

as substitutes for existing policies. If they are sound, each state and local

district should be able to enhance services and reduce the cost of operation

through articulation. Not only are such benefits expected to redound to

individual institutions, but communities should, benefit through providing

410

greater access to andvariety of programs. Many of these recrmmendations are

directed at local and state educational decision makers. Some will have

applicability at the federal level. From our earlier discussion, it was

established that much of the legiLlative authority already exists for im-

plementing many of the recommendations that follow. What is needed is

individual and institutional commitment to carrying them out.

Earlier chapters have established that states are taking on increased

responsibility for insuring loca2 coordination. It has been the general assump-

tion that a state plan for coordination in conjunctionwith volunteer interinsti-

tutional consortia can achieve effective and mutually beneficial linkagps. It i3

not enough, however, to prcmote an attitude of mutual respect and cooperation.
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Articulation, can s.rcst successft112:j be achieved where .t.nstitutions

voluntarily cooperate because each stands to benefit. It is our belief

that as these intitial efforts mature and expand, !r.terinstitutional

dependence will grow stronger. In the end, the needs of the local ccr .

munity, individually and organizationally, will be better served.

It should be noted that the recommendations v'rat fc:1,74 are the

product of five regiamal and one national conference where over 500 local

and state officials met to examlne key issues and to formulate recamda-

tions for the improvement of interinstitutional relationships. Many of the

recommendations that emerged were tied to five topics of discussion under-

taken at eadh of the meetings.

The first topic, finance, was built upon the recognition tha. tne comer-

ative higl cost of vocational education requires scme ccnsideration of how

to expand financial support if equal access to post-secondary traiming

opportunities is to be available. The secand topic, improvement of data

systems, was organized around the concern that national and 3tate level

planners need better data upon which to base their decisions. The growth

and proliferation of post-secondary occupational programs in recent years,

particularly in thenontraditionalsphere such as in business and industry,

the military, proprietary schools, unions, and voluntary and professional

associations, have focussed attention on ways of gathering amd reporting data

from all sectors of training. and what should be included was the focus

3f those concerned with this topic of discussion.

A well rounded education covering both career orientation, preparation,

and advancenent, requires more than narrow job skill preparation.
mmt,c1
.44. role of

secondary and p.st-secondary vocational programs in ;uaranteetng that multiple

needs at various age levels 4nd experiences are being =et was the there ,.;.f

:his topiz.
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Barriers to interinstitutional coordination and planning was the

focus of the fourth discussion group. Federal, state and local prcvam

articulation where increasing competition fOr resources and clientele was

concerned, became the focus of the various poups discussing policy recan-

mendations xnd procedures needed to overcomethis barrier to articulation.

Credentialing and the awarding of credit are important functions which

educational institutions perform on behalf of students and employers. 'Ahat

is needed are ways of insuiing that credits and credentials accurately reflect

what they are supposed to communicate. In addition, some way of building

into the present system a mans by which knowledge and skills attained througi

life experience in or outside of educational institutions must also be weighed.

Had that exprrience can be assessed and credit provided without penalizing

the institution or the student was t'.4 concern of this last discussian

At each of the regional.conferences and the national conference, a

questiormaire was distributed to each participant far the purpose of deter-

mining nIs perception of needed Improverents in articulation practices.

The questions were grouped under 10 headings with each gmzping containing

3 to 6 items rated on a 5 point scale from "110 problem" to the practice is

"nonee.stalt." (Far a copy of the survey instrznent as adapted frcm a

2exas M4: 1:niversity guide, zee 4pendlx 2r. addition, each resrondent

asked to circle the tivee problems which he or she would like to focus an

:luring the oanference.

The primary use of the results of the survey questionnaire was one of

provd.ding discussion leaders at each conference with sore indication II.

major ocncern that conference participants had regarding -?ach sf the l*Pe

topics on which the discussion zrcups ocncentrated. :he discussion leaders

had the 'option sf sonducting their n infsmal assessment *.sy invitir.g :renters
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of the discussion group to comment on the issue =der discussion or of

administering the survey instrument.

Each discussion glow leader was asked to explore issues, rank order

these issues, and then prepare a set of recommendations for presentation

to a, plenary session on the second day of the conference. During the

second da, the audience was seated at tables of no more than 6 to 8 persons

and asked to listen to the presentations by each of the five discussion

leaders of the prior day's recommendations. Furthermodifications and/or

additions to the recommendations present& were then collected in written

form before the close of the conference. In each ease (with the possible

exception of the national conference where tinewaslimited), ample opportunity

was provided for a full expression of views and fOr mdnority opinions to be

heard. What follows then is the result* of these discussions and delibera-

tions presented, as they relate to federal, state, or local policy concerns.

Alch recognition is due those individuals who voluntarily gave of their

time to serve as group discussion leaders at the various regional conferences

and the national conference. This cconitment, usually without compensation,

required background preparation, skill at leading discussions, and an ability

to forcefUlly present the recommendations emerging from their discussions.

Collectively, they are the authors of this chapter and other portions of the

report.

*Because of the number of recommendations proposed and the frequently

overlapping nature of those recommendations, it became the responsibility

of the project director, with the able assistance of the various discussion

leaders, to sort out and phrase the recommendations in as accurate a, manner

as possible.
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FINANCE

A. Issue: The'shift in federal financial policy from institutional

O
support to direct Pm3ding of students together with a

leveling off of federal appropriations fOrvmational
education has led to increased competition among local
vocational institutions far students.

Discussion: As federal policy has shifted its emphasis tram institutional

to student support as its primary vehicle Dar Danding post-secorriary educa-

tion, increasing competition for students has put pressure on institutions

to offer an array of appealing programs and services. EXpansion of existing

programs or the ctfering of new ones cost money. Unfortunately, to systematically

determdne a community's needs and to insure an adequate response costs evenmcre

dollars. The issue of survival is at stake. The degree to which articulation

can occur under stringent budgetary conditions is a matter that deserves our

earliest attention.

Tight educational budgets at both the state and local levels together

with the high cost of vocational education have limited the availability of

programs and student services whidh contribute to the successful movement of

student from one institution to another or fran education to work or vice versa.

Adequate counseling regarding; the requirements of occupational programs particu-

larly where a student has not yet made a career commitment is essential.

Placement services are a.m.ast fOr 17 to 20 years olds entering the labor market

for the first time. Financial counseling is critical for both students ari the insti-

tution involved. Special orientation programs for occupaticnally oriented transfer

students are needed to insure the smooth transition of a student from one insti-

tution to another. Developmental or remedial education programs are sorely

needed. Costly vocational programs clearly depend upon same form of fimancial

3upport other than those driven by enrollments. Unfortunately, the more expen-

sive programs are often the ones serving the greatest demand.
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As states have moved to comply with recent court naings (not

to mention increasingly burdens= federal reporting requirements), little

in the way of additional monies to help cover such' costs has been made

available. This fact coupled with plateaued federal appropriations on

behalf of vocattonal education has added to already overburdened local end

state appropriations.

Recomandations:

1. Federal Level

a. Pkinding formulas for post-aecondary occupational education

proems need adjustmnt to provide a proper enphasis on

avvticulaticn. While there may be a number of models which

reinforce interinstitutional cooperation, mast have yet to

be thoroughly evaluated in terms of their potential contri-

bution to articulation. nnds should be made availaiole

through the N.LE. five year evaluation study of vocational

education for this purpose.

b. Given the fact that for the past seven years, federal support

fcv vocational education has declined in relation to other

manpower training and education priorities, budgets requests

for For79 should be raised from as estinated $430 million to

$630 million. Provam improvement and support services

(Section 130) should be expanded fran the estimated $107.5

million to $157.5. Such services include support for research

and the development of exemllary and Innovative program.
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2. State Level

a. Since local institutional competition ean inhibit artic-

ulation practices, re4onal approaches need to be tested

with regard to fiscal support patterns or rodels.

Current manpower development programs such as CETA with

their pass-through provisions in support of local prime

sponsors need to reflect through joint planning and budget-

ing procedures at the state level the potential contri-

bution tbat vocational education pliograms and facilities

ean make to a statewide manpouer developnent efftrt.

c. State and local officials should be advised as to the

long term financial obligations likely to be incurred at

the time a new occupational program or vocational educa-

tion facility is being considered. A carefUl inventory

of already existing programs and facilities may help to

avoid overbuilding.

B. Issue: Past emphasis in vocational education on secondary

programs has led to Insufficient fAndirg of post-

secondary programs.

aiscussion: The rapid growth in vocational education enrol:rents, partic-

..Z.arly at the postsecondary level, reflects the fact that both traditional

and nontraditional students are turning to vcatiarlal education as a rears

of qualifying for higher level occupational opportunities. Both comaunity

colleges and area vocational schools during the 60's helped to give added

.tmpetus to the expansion of enrollments at the postsecondary level, a growth

rate which.currently exceeds that of secondary programs. The passage of

7ccatIcna.1 EducatIon Act of 1963 and Its *arrlouz Amendments :las ser,:-!

:a broaden t!le scope of 7ccaticnal iducatIzn uld Its appea: :f
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all ages. Unfortunately, state and federal expenditures have not 1<ept

pace with the spiraling costs oftost-secona=%vocational education.

Among the argumnts in support of alternative strategies for expand-

ed Acting of vocational education is the suggestion that f"Jnds be allocated

by program level. Special interest groups have advocated percentage set-

asides of federal fUnds for postseconl%ry vocational education or have

advocated that state coordinating bodies be given responsibility for a

more equitable allocation of federal fUnds. Less attention, however, has

been given to the argument that fUnds should be allocated on the basis of

demonstrated need or costs.

Recommendations

1. Fedaral'LeveI

a. It is suggested that Congress provide some way of expanding

support for postsecondary vocational education, as well as

secondary programs, with built,Lin assurances that federal

funds will be allocated prinerily on the basis of level of

education. Such a rrechanism should cover not only post-

secondary vocational education but adult vocational educa-

tion programs as well. (Such funds should te under the aegis

of the State Board of Vbcational Education 30 that they can

be distributed in the most equitable way to meet the needs

of all individuals th each state or region).

Ctate Level

a Ctate :oordinating Boards for 7ocational Eduaatian anculd

consider setting 4 regional =ordinating bodies whose
ort1.1"

mary resrcns4b4"ty w4" :o determine -;Ioatiarial ..?ducati=

needs in :he region and encourage the .4,0e state and

regional resourtes La responding t:Icse needs.

41: I .
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DATA SYS:EMS.

A. Issue: The absence of a national uniform data system has

hifldered the expansion and articulation cf vocational

tion at the pcet-secondary level.

Discussion: The growth both in programs and expenditures on post-

secondary education has increased the need at the national level

fdr information on which to judge the impact of these federally

supported programs. The opportunity and ability to collect at4

analyze these data, however, are hindered by the number of federal

agencies involved, the definitions and procedures employed in data

collection, and the time it takes to gather, analyze and report the

information collected. The Educational Amendments of 1974 and 1976

specifically address the federal government's responsibility far contin-

uously monitoring the impact of vocational education. A major part of

that responsibility will be to determine I= well the needs of employers,

potential or current employees, the unemployed, the underemployed, women

and other specifically identified target groups are being:St, :he set-

ting up of a National Cccupational Information Coordinating CornIttee

(NOICC), and its counterpart at the state level (the SOICC), was specific-

ally aimid at helping states to devise compatible data networks for the

purpcee of improving ti.e planning of vocational eduoation.

A uniform reporting and accounting systemmust serve several masters.

:onvess is concerned that the data being collected be usable. The U..

=ice of Education is conderned over the burden that too much lam col-

lection Imposes an local institutions. The Naxional Center far Eduoational

Statistics Ls concerned that various legislative enactments define tarzet

;maps tr. .,:crini..ntrus :errs.
z " z *WW1 MC, 4,

Sir 0* %A 4...,%..1.rod
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supplyink the data requested and at the sane tire vsing the data

.
available to guide their own decisions. Each concern mast also be

reflected in the formulation of an improved strategy for encouraging

interinstitutional cooperation and coordination.

Currently, three data collection systems concerned with manpower

development and training aie operating at the state level. Mist, the

State Board of Education collects and reports data on vocational educa

tion enrollments and expenditures. Second, the State Hoard of Higher

Education or itslequivalent gathers data concerning occupational.educa-

tion program expenditures and output of community.colleges, technical

colleges and branch campuses of four year institutions. Third, the State

Manpower Services Council oversees the CETA sponsored programs and col-

lects data on programs and enrollments. The challenge is to somehow

unite these three efforts, each operating under a different governance

structure, so that the data on program outputs can be compared and

appropriately

Focuang on post-secondary occul;ational education in purticular,-

earlier efforts to design state level data systems w;re based primarily

on the need to evaluate how well the needs of state residents were being

served: Enrollment projections, the assessment of participation rates of

various income and ethnic groups, and enrollments by type of programs were

among the data gathering: efTorts prior to 1974. Since then, however,

there has been an increasing interest in matching demand with the supply

of programs and services. Data on the geographical location and types

of programs offered together with types of institutions has been added

to an already extensive data collection effort. Of more recent origin,

progrmn "output" and competency data is being emphasized in a number of

Jtates.
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Among the datarequirements of local administrators interested in

better articulation is the need for information on potentially overlaping

occupational programs in a even region, students in need of training, types

of services required, and institutions or facilities available. Most local

administrators also need training in the use of education and manpower data

for planning purposes.

A caveat should be offered at this point: most peaple don't reallj care

about haw carefUlIy definitions have been worked out and data gathered; ther

rea2 concerns are with the availability of pro6ramb, the quality ofthose

programs and the overall cost. While neny states and the federal goverment

are putting increased e:fort into the development of a compatible definitions

and data systems, there has been a concern among students, taxpayers and, to

some extent, eamational administrators, with meeting educational needs at a

reasonable cost, not with filling out detalle. statistical reports.

111
Recommendations

1. Federal

a. NOICC and 3013C provisions in tL. Educat.4-mal Amend:lents of 1976

and in =A should be fully funded. The benefits to be realized

will more than offset the modest cost ($13 =d1lion per year) fcr

building an adequate national data retwork.

.- As a result of the Educational Arrandnenta of 1976, state post-

secondary education commissions gained a new set of responsibilities

fbr interstate cooperative education projects. We reerrrend thal-

the provisions fbr implementing this action need to be built intc;

state plans for gathering data on both the denand and supp'4I

ocsupational education within and between 3tates.
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c. Federal, regional, and state forum should be sponsored periodically

by the federal government so that information can be exchanged on

the gathering and interpretation of data fOr planning purposes. Such

'fon= should be based on systanatic needs assessment surveys and

regional or statewide ernployment projections.

d. Congress should authorize and appropriate full Aanding of "At le III

of tiv current pending CETA legislation in order to put local educa-

tional agencies and post-secondary institutions into a position where

they can be of assistance to prim sponsors.

2. State and Local

a State coordinating boasts should require the publishing of a list

of all cccupational program and their sponsoring insfAtutions for

distribution statewide to assist students in identifying where pro-

varm: are available and to assist planners in pinpointing where

maerbessary gapd or overlaps occur.

b. the local level, gui.dance aad placenent counselors at both the

secondary and the post-secondary levels should be thoroughly familiar

with the occupational programs of the institutions in their area.

Such persons 8230 need to be trained to conduct emplo::(?r surveys,

follow-up surve:is of graLluates, and in the effective use of ma-

power data.

c. Across the board accountability far placement of vocational education

graduates places a severe burden on those programs and institut!.ons

having responsibility for -he training of tl,e handicapped and disadvan-

takled. CQ 3iven to further rfinement

lrlterla f)r lud-2r 1,.. the success of vocational traininf.,- lt r,:iat.af;
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to the potential achievement of selected target froups.

ot Promo based cost accounting as currently proposed by the

rem, Vocational Education Data System (VEDS) would give con-

sumers and taxpayers a. mudh needed mechanism for flaking cost

comparisons among local programs and institutions. hirther

refinemnt of the VEDS system is needed to separate out those

costs associated with vocational education activities fram

those in related areas that should not be directly identified

as vocational education.

INE MAIURE CEIVCCATIONAL EDUCATICN

A. Issue: Before the issue of articulation can be fully resolved, the

role of vocational education within the larger sphere of

education needs to be clarified. What is the relationship

between vocational education and adult education, between

vocational education and academic education, and most im-

portantly, between vocational education and career education?

Should, the primary emphasis be on preparing students far entry

into the world of work ar should vocational education be con-

cerned with @ring people of all ages opportunities for pre.4

in-service, and post-eareer trainingl

Discussion: The fundamental question confronting vocational educators is what

:ype of-Aucatlon should be provided, at what age levels, and in what fore

Should educators be content to teadh entry level job Skills so that students

can become self-supporting at an early age or Should they be concerned with

helping students sort out and que]V'y for longer term careers? Advocates of

this latter positon argue that students must assume many life roles--consumer,

worker, citizen, parent, family memberand will spend more of their waking

hours off the job than on it. Advocates of the fOrmer point of view contend

that once the student becomes self-sufficient and develops a sense of cohfidence

and self-direction, that student will voluntarl:y return to sdhool on a part-

time basis if necessary to prepare him or hemelf fcr new careers :yr develop

those skills needed to move up a career ladder.
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are the special needs of women, the older worker, the offender, and the;
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graduates be given not only entry'level job skills but also a better under-
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Supporters and critics alike agree or the need fOr a national debate.

Intensifying competition, particularly annng young adults for better Jobs,

continued Shifts towards expanded service occupations, changingmix of students

enrolk011 in post-secondary occupational education programs (fewer white males

and tore females and minorities)---all of these factors suggest that institu-

tions most likely to succeed in the Nture are those that can respond flexibly

to this chsnl4ngsarket. One of the strategies that we have advocated throughr,

out this report is, of course, more effective interinstituticnai cooperation.

An open inallkoet exists where much of the freedom to Choose and respond to

institutionally provided occupational opportunities liesin the hands of pro-

spective students. SuCh a market is forcing area vocational sdhools, technical

institutes and community colleges to expand theix range of services in order to

take on the increasingly tough educational chores--that of remediating and

adapting to the learning abilities and skills of students of all ages who

with to improve their qualifications for work.

Recommendations

1. Federal Level

a. The U.S. Office of Eduaation Should through the Bureali of

Occupational and Adult Education develop a data bank of

competencies needed by individuals to enter or quall for

work in a broad range of occupation.s. Appropriate criteria

far assessing whether or nct these competencies had been

achieved would also be required.

b. The U.S. Office of Education and the National Institute of

Education should consider the development of guidelines for

incorporating competency objectives into vocational ,-Nclucation

curricula including the developrent of life skills*.

*T.ie ,,
^kil..., are defined az those.irdual capabilities which enable one to

qualify far employment, advance In a career, and enjoy the benefits of a lifetine

of employment.
4.
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Such obectives should te geared to the 7artous levels of

education, e.g. secondary, post-secondary, and 'adult, as

well as to the career goals of the individuals concerned.

2. State and Local

a. State administrators shoyld be encouraged to convene periodic

state-wide and regional workshops to explore the missions and

programs of post-secondary vocational education institutions.

Sudh issues as the relationship of vocational education to other

forms of education, the shifting needs of consumers and how these

can best be served, the philosophy of vocational education, and

the role of state governing and coordinating boards far vocational

education would be discussed.

b. State leaders should take an active rola in developing a state--

wide system of vocational education outcome measures for use by

local school districts.

c. State administrators should be encouraged to set up in-service

training programs far vocational education teachers, counselors,

and administrators, directed toward irmproving carramication and

joint planning among local or regional secondary and postsecondary

institutions.

Local Level

a. open entry-open exit progpTams often facilitate st..4ent access to

nrogracs at times convenient to st1;dents. Programs snould e rgp.nized

Lnto mcdulized .4nits of instnIction, witll each ....nit *navtng Itz =et'

4 ..0 1=1: v.

criterion re.-..zrenced "

-,"oa 4
:curse

'-an""'"

JrvAti4.Z1,tch'so. 1.
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b. By means of a community-wide "truth in advertising" campaign,

local education and training instituticrs should zonvey to

111

interested parties the scope and nature of the occupaticnal

offerings available, the prerequisites to be met before enroll-

!
ment, the cost, the probable outcomes, tme time involved, and

the transferability of credits received to other institutions.

^ Local secondary and postsecondary institutions should collaborate

in seeking fUnds for the purpose of jointly planning and artic-

ulating their curriculum programs.

e. Local vocational educators should accept responsibility far comr.

muni.cating to employer, parents, and students that the development

of vocational skills is a lifetime process. institutions in the

area should meet to orchestrate a set of coordinated programs designed

to serve the needs of people at various stages in their working careers.

411
7-:=737177.771:01AL COOPERATICN

A. :ssues: Program articulation is viewed by some as simply enlightened

self-interest. Achieving successful articulation among two

or more institutions requires leadership, resourtes, and a

plan. Haw to implement such plans in a variety of settings,

some hostile, some receptive, is a process requiring skill

and commitment.

:iscussion: Improved provam cow-I:nation at the state, regional, and local

level was clearly the most pressing concern of participants in the five regional

and the national conference. Approximately 70% of those responding to :he needs

survey conducted at each conference indicated they saw a need for improvement In

area and state-wide ,:cint planning efforts, in developing cooperative in-servi:e

=Lir.ir.g programs, in determing who should offer new programs, and ir sharing

resources such as staff, facilities, and equipvent.
^U4. .4rn.141 .4~

:curse, been the ma,;:x =cern :f this report. To rev4ew

111
ments at this 4-;a457e would be redurdant.

"Avc,r".... =4.

-ua f tdent3

--"Aor -re .ave. Qducati:n --r-grar -vmen...!_ras
. -- _

a wel'-deve'coed, caret.z:ly :snceived plan far building :cllatorative relatt:n-

ships. Me dilemma faced by the mcre traditional institutions is t'is.at they find
4. f p
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*;c4 compete for the nontraditional student with pro-

prietary schools, =TA sponsored programs and even industry Itself. we

have argued that the best way for traditional institutions to complete is

to cooperate.

Sorting out who is to provide what to whom haS become over tine the

responsibility of state governing and coordinating boards of vocational

education. However, as new state commissions are put in place, sore without

the participation of professional educators,they have taken on stronger

policy making roles. Where loeal institlational competition has been most

pronounced, these new commissions amd agencies often assume erlditional

powers. Local educators are understandably concerned that when the primary

policy making authority is vested in the hands of noneducators, political

issues and tiancial problems are likely to predordnate. 'Jhat, then, should

be the role of state level coordinating agencies and advisory boards in

developing and encourwr.ng local cooperation? 'elhat should be the role of

the federal government, and various natio4a1 interest vows ta supporting

a policy of Interinstitutional cooperation without usurpiag the legitimate

responsibilities of those charged at the Iocal level with serving educational

needs? How :an the history of misunderstandinp, mspicions, and poor com-

ramication among local institutions seeking to offer many of the sane tyres of

provans and services be overcome?

Recommendaticns

A. Federal Level

The iducat.1-rsq_ ATendre....:3 Irg '74-- )».-4,2) shou..1.-1.. e .10A

be amerced tc permit a 7ort-izt iach state's asi vocatfznaL

ucati.x gnnt o be :zed A enccurage suppcm

:ccrdlnati= a ,T.e rez..z1.3.1 :r 1,:cal Level.

Ai" '"3 41 4am.

C
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would be analogous to the provisions under Title III of the

teer Mutation Act of 1065.

b. The Bureau of Adult and Vocational Education of the United

States Office of Education should develop zuidelines which would

encourage state and local advtsory and governing boards to

jointly establish policies and procedures that will facilitate

articulation. Compliance with these guidelines should be volun-

tary, not mandatory.

c. AVA and AACJC should continue to exert leadership, provide models,

and prauote articulation policies ahd guidelines for use at state

and local levels. The advice and counsel of*the AVA/ARCJC Joint

Advisory Committee should be retained in order to continue the

cooperation of the two agpncies on behalf of promoting the goals

and benefits of vocational education. Such cooperation should in-

clude consideratian of the recent developments in CETA and related

manpower trag programs.

2. State Level

a. State manpower advisory councils, state boards of vocational educa-

tion, state commissions on vocational education, state advisory

councils on vocational education, and other agencies or commissions

having some responsibility for vocational education should work

together jointly to establish a policy statement encouraging local

articulation among secondary and post-secondary institutions offer-

ing vocational trairtng.

b. Using federal funds appropriatedforstrengthening and improving

programs and support services in vocational education as authorized

by 94-482, coordination between the legislative and the administra-

tive branches of the state government should be enhanced.



o. 3oth short and lam-range Nocational education plans should

emphasize the need for improved articulation and offer incentives

to local districts to move tn"that dfrection. As states under-

take their annual review of state-wide plans for vo.lational educa-

tion, such interstate agencies as the Zducation Commission of the

States and regional acarediting orgailizatiohs could be looked to

far assistance in developing articulation plans.

3.. Local Level \\

a. Articulation planning should begin with specific activities which

have been welIworked out in two ar =re local inAtitutions froulthe

standpoint of procedures. Such activities as recruitment, admissions,

and the evaluation of credit offer logical areas in which initial

agreements can be worked out.

b. Articulation efforts Should involve the personnel who must deal

directly with the problem(s) under consideration. Appropriate

representation needs to be solicited fran those institutions in-

volved such as high schools and proprietary schools. Students as

well as staff views are needed to achieve a weil-rounded perspective

on all aspects of articulation.

C. Consideration should be ven to the establishment of an overall

administrative coo ttee whose responsibility it wouId

be to adjudicate issues t are,unresolved at lower administrative

levels. Such a standing committee should be called upan only as a

ocurt of last resort.

4 ll forms of Interinstitutional cooperation and oammunication should

be encouraged appropriate to the tasks at hand. ::ensletters, visits

between campuses, follow-up Interviews ith trwsfar students, rcutine

feedhack of performance data an transfer sr:dent: and working graduates

represent ;cssible ways cf insurimg .ar4ve :ammuncal:lan.
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e. Any formal articulation programs should build in ameans for

pioviding a periodic eve_mtion by some outside agena or group.

The crieria Dar evaluation should focus on the prccess strategy,

the rersonnel involved, the appropriateness of activities worked

out, and evidence of concrete achievement.

CREDEWIALING AND THE AWARDING OF CREDIT

A. Issue: Nomstraditional, older, career oriented students are

demanding, and getting, credit for prior learning.
Abdifying the current system to accommodate these de-

mands while at the same tine maintaining appropriate
standards is anejor concern of state and local admin-

istrators.

Discussion: With the increased acceptability of educational credentials

as a, measure of a job applicant's qualification for work, the question

of how accurately such credentials reflects an applicant's true skills needs

to be examined. On the educational side, representatives of post-secondary

educational institutions haNe been attempting to build into their current

credentialing system a way of accommodating lalawledge and skills acquired

outside the enrolling institution. On the work side, business and industrial

orgarlations are increasingly asking themselveS just what qualifications

should they seek in nee job applicants.

The shift in enrollment in post-secondary occupational programs wow

frau the traditional college aged student to older, part-tire students

has put pressure on educational institutions to adopt their credit assessment

and aredentialing procedures to more accurately reflect the experiences and

backgrounds of those students. With the inarease in nontraditional modes of

education and in direct financial support for students (rather than for in-

stitutions) educators are concerned with devising procedures Dar giving credit

where it is due but at the same tine neintaining the integrity of the insti.
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tutions involved.

Granted that the institutions we have studied have evidencvd

creased willingness to modify their credentialing procedures and offer

credit fOr prior knowledge and skills, critical issues still remain as

to who should decide what credit is to be given and how, what role and

responsibility should external C&vanizations such as licensing groups,

accrediting agencies) employers, unions, etc. play in setting criteria,

and how can sending and receiving institutions work out arrangements such

that students move smoothly from cne institution to another without loss

of credit?

Full recognition of learning achievemnts is a worthy educational

and social goal. Achieving this goal will depend to a large extent on

providing equitable recogpition for all prior learning experiences. Un-

fortunately, the adoption of the procedures necessary to implement the

granting of credit far prior learning run counter to well entr.nczhed insti-

tutional interests. It possesses a threat to already established program

requirements and implies a, neld for more individualt7edahdmodularized

curriculum naterials. In addition, it introduces a whole new set of fiscal

problems. The more credit awarded fOr prior learning, the lower the F.T.E.

allowance. Ways of determining and allocating the not insignificant costs

of performance testing and assessment need to be worked out if the practice

is expected to gain widespread acceptance.

Another set of issues revolve about the priority that many higher

educationalinstitutionsplace on maintaining pcaicies that dIscrdminate

against students who do not plan to complete a baccalaureate degree.

Sending institutions (such as high schools) are unsure of just what to

recommend to their vaduates in the way of preparation for transfer.
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Anvng the other issues discussed at; both the regtonal conferences

and the national conference were the varying requirements that Institu-

tions inosed on students enmlled in the san:e occupational training 'o-

gram. The number of credit hours required, subject ratter mix, and pre-;

requisites frequently vary fran one institution to another. 'Transfer

students often are forced to cover much of the same subject natter in order

to accumulate the necessary limber of credit hours Imposed by the receiving

institution.

Cn natters of evaluation testing, students entering into a post-secondary

instituticp are frequently not given the opportunity to denxnstrate their

occupational conpetencies or co "challenge" a course In order to qualifY

fcr advanced placenent in it. Me practice of advanced placement is hampered

by ccmplicated qualifying procedures: oncerns of sending Institutions over

loss of F.T.E.'s through dual enrollment, and the reluctance of receiving In-

stitutions to honor prior credits for the sane reason. In addition, students

with outside work experience are mettles not nede aware that they can receive

advanced credit if they ask to be evaluated.

Recamendations

1. Federal Level

a. AVA and AACJC should publicize exemplary practices of awarding

credit for prior learning now wider developnent by such groups as

the Cooperative Assessnent of Experiential Learning (CAM) and the

American Council on Education's Task Force on Educational Credit

and Credentials.

b. Guidelines for inplementing perfonnance standards for new and

energing occupations need to be established and support given

to developing new curricula built to meet the specifications 3f



these performance standards.

c. Congress should consider support of a national study of fiscal

implications of alternative ways of futliing the awarding of

credit for life experience.

2. State Level

a. State level administratoreshould work out appropriate criteria

for awarding credit for knowledge and skills already acquired,

regardless of how they are acquired, with licensing groups,

accrediting agencies, and other special interest groups.

b Mini= competency standards should be worked out for all

relevant occupations In a particular state.

c. State level agencies shoULd support through grants and contracts

the development of models and procedures for awarding credit for

life experience.

3. Local Level

a. Institutions Should llearly communicate their policies of awarding

advance credit t6 students through challenge exams or other

procedures. Sending and receiving institutions should agree in

writing an procedures to be adopted.

b. Appropriate staff members of cooperatiag institutions should meet

periodically to exchange information on curriculum programs and

requirements, identify common learning objectives, oompare notes

on their review procedures being used in awarding credit for prior

learniag experiences.

Procedures should be worked out whereby receiving institutions

agnee to accept credits previously awarded by the 3ending

7h.1.1 suggastz that all faculty ccncerned by joIntly
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involved in the establishing of performance criteria for :-Iven

courses in selected occupational fields.

d. Appropriate nethcds for charging students for advanced credit

received through challenge exams or other means need to be worked

out so that local institutions are not penalized.for adopting

more flexible credit awarding procedures.

SUNMARY

Articulation and coordination offer a nosoible way out fram under the

burden of the increasing cost ofeducation. We can no longer afford

strict institutional autonomy. While the present status f the consortium

movement in higner education bodes well for the future, a comparabl%i

effort has yet to be carried out on behalf of postsecondary vocational

education. There is a need for educational leadership in both sectors of

postsecondary eduoation to demonstrate a willingness to grapple with the

issues of autonomy, oentralized decision making, and bureaucratic demands.

Resolving these issues will not be easy. Butthe potential retu rn. on

the investment will fully justify the effOrt.

In the near term, it is likely that tensions between area vocational

schools and community colleges will increase unless one or more of the

recommendations presented in this chapter are acted upon quickly. ::ompetition

among segpents of the public as well as the private .7;t2r.O.V3 of ...ducatton

will increase and the desire to engage in accperatIve ventures will .ce

lessened.

:a the longer term, hoaever, there lz :Icpe that a ratl.:.nal e:lan

ultimattri=pn brngt,r,g with 1.t a dec;r?e :%f z'zntrl rahawv 21;zt.3

and limited student cptims. this -,?.pcm. 1-mchz17r1t-

that artic...ilatIzn
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shoultl be .ven serious consideration by the Educat.on

for follow-up action. While we have been able to uncover a wealth

of leadership among local institutions, positive support and rein-
forcement at the national level will help to insure an expanded
program of articulation.
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-----'/Atnericari Vocational Associwion Inc. 1510 H Street N W Wasnington, 0 C 2QCC5 I-42.737.3722)

May 31, 1977

de

;ear

As you may be aware, AVA and the American Associaiion of Community and Junior

Colleges have jointly undertaken to study the benefits to be derived from success-

ful articulation of vocational program offerings at the local level. We are

asking for your nomination of one or more local communities in your state where

you feel successful collaboration between area vocational schools, community

colleges, proprietary schools, etc. has been achieved. Once these locations

have been identified, the AACJC/AVA Joint Study team will undertake to visit

a selected number for the purpose of identifying those practices and benefits

which moire articulation desirable.

The following list of practices is offered as a guide for you to consider as

you contemplate which communities to nominate. The following practices are

suggested as selection criteria:

L. The existence of a wrltten agreement between two or more lacai

institutions stating how such institutions will collaborate

in their effort to provide support for post-secondary vocational

educat'-n.

2. The use of criterion referenced tests or other systematic assess-

ment procedures making it possible to offer course credit to

students who have already acquired specific knowledge and skills

in a given area of vocational education.

3. Closely related to giving-credit for already acquired knowledge

and skills is tae willingness of local institutions to accept

the transfer of credits from another institution.

:he use of follow-up surveya to ascertain how students

in those occupations for which they have been trained are

ioing.

3. Me existence af otat planning :ommittees and ;oinc memoer-

snip in advisor/ ,:ammittees.
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6. The provision of individual study opportunities and flexibly

scheduled courses giving students access to programs when

convenient for them.

7. Jointly sponsored community need surveys.

8. Procedures where key staff are provided release time

to participate in joint planning sessions.

9. Shared counseling and job placement programs.

10. Budget review procedures giving key administrators the oppor-

tuning to review each other's budget requests.

These and other criteria which you may want to apply should serve as useful

guidelines in your deliberations.

The ultimate goal of the Joint Study will be to study aad publicize six

or so promising community based programs for achieving articulation. Please

send your nominations to the Joint Study Project Director, David S. Bushnell,

Suite 410, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036. He and members of

his Advisory Council will be scheduling their site visits during the coming

summer months.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely yours,

Lmoell A. Burkett
Executive Director
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Dear

01Som el es 'wow

v 2 38 -
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

Ae you lay be aware, A&CJC and the American Vocational Association have

jointly undertaken to study the benefits to bo derived from successful artic-

ulation of vocational program offerings at the local level. We are asktng

for your nomination of one or more local communities in your state where you

feel successful collaboration between area vocational schools,..cgmmunity

colleges, proprietary schools, etc. has been achieved. Once-these locations

have been identified, the AACJC/AVA Joint Study team will undertake to visit

&selected number for the purpose of identifying those practices and benefits

which make articulation desirable.

following list of practices is offered as a guide for you to consider as

contemplate which communities to nominate. The following practices are

suggested as selection criteria:

1. The existence of a written agreement between two or more local

institutions stating haw such institutions will collaborate in

their effort to provide support for post-secondary vocational

education.

2. The use of criterion referenced tests or other systematic

assessment procedures making it possible co offer course

credit to students who have already acquired specific knowl-

edge and skills in a given area of vocational education.

3. Closely related to ...ring credit for already acquired knowl-

edge and skills is cae willingness of local institutions

to accept the transfer of credits from another institution.

4. The use of follow-up surveys to ascertain how well students

in those occupations for which they have been trained are

doing.

5. The existence of joint planning cocmittees and joint =ember-

ship in advisor/ cocmit:ees.

P r A.1 g 0 ' 'ton D.C. 20038 / 202.293.7030
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voloi.67 The provision of individual study opportunities and flexibly
scheduled courses giving students access to programs when

convenient tor then.

7. jointly sponsorei community need surveys.

S. Procedures where key staff are psovided release time
to participate in joint planning sessions.

9. Shared Counseling and job placement programs.

10. Budget review procedures giving key administrators the oppor-
tunity to review each other's budget requests.

These and other criteria which you may want to apply should serve as useful

guidelines in your deliberations.

The ultimate goal of the Joint Study will be to study and publicize six

or so promising community based programs for achieving articulation. Please

send your nominations to the Joint Study P:oject Director, David S. Bushnell,

at the address noted on the letterhead above. He and members of his Advisory

Council will be scheduling their site visits during the coming summer months.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely yours,

Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES/AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

May 31, 1977

Dear

AACJC/AVA
JOINT STUDY

David S. Bushnell
Director

As you may be aware, the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

and the American Vocational Association have jointly undertaken to study

the benefits to be derived from successful articulation of vocational

program offerings at the local level. We are asking for ye .r nomination

of one or more local communities in your state where you feel successful

collaboration between area vocational schoo13, community colleges, proprietary

schools, etc. has been achieved. Once these locations have been identified,

the AACJC/AVA Joint Study team will undertake to visit a selected number

for the purpose of identifying thpse practices and benefits which make

articulation desirable.

The following list ef practices is offered as a guide for you to consider

as you contemplate which communities to nominate. The following practices

are suggested as selection criteria:

1. The existence of a written agreement between two or more

local institutions stating how such institutions will collab-

orate in their effort to provide support for post-secondary

vocational education.

2. The use of criterion referenced tests or other systematic

assessment procedures making it possible to offer course

credit to students who have already acquired specific knowl-

edge and skills xn a given area of vocational education.

3. Closely related to giving credit for already acquired knawl -

edge and skills is the willingness of local institutions

to accept the transfer of credits from another institution.

4. The use of follow-up surveys to ascertain how well students

in those occupations for which they have been trained are

doing.

5. The existence of joint planning committees and JAnt member-

ship in advisory committees.

4.

One Dupont Circle/N.W./Suite 410/Washington/D.C. 20036/202-293-7050
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6. The provision of individual study opportunities and flexibly

scheduled courses giving students access to programs when

convenient for them.

7. Jointly sponsored community need surveys.

8. Procedures where kzy staff are provided release time to

participate in joint planning sessions.

9. Shared counseling and job placement programs.

10. Budget review procedures giving key administrators the

opportunity to review each other's budget requests.

These and other criteria which you may want to apply should serve as useful

guidelines in your deliberations.

The ultimate goal of the Joint Study will b* to study and publicize six or

so promising community based programs for achieving articula...m. Please

send your nominations to me at the address noted on the letterhead. Members

of our Advisory Council and I will be achedulins our sibs visits during the

coming summer months.

Thank you for gout help.

Sincerely yours,

David S. Bushnell

Director

,
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APPENDIX D

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE AND INSTRUCTIONS
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GUIDa TO INTERVIEWERS

The purpose of this guide is to provide a brief set of procedures

or instructions for you t follow as you gather the interview material on

the attackr.e. form.

1. Please tecord all notes on front or backside of the pages

contained in tho survey instrument. /f you are interviewing

people from different institutions, please record their

responses on a separate form or$ if you elect to use the

same form, in a different.pen. Thia will enable to differentiate

the responses of community college representatives from

those of area vocational school representatives, high school

representatives, etc.

2. You may want to state the purpose of the study as follows:

"AACJC and AVA have jointly undertaken a study with support

from the U.S. Office of Education which will identify and

document successful cooperattve working relationships

among institutions offering post-secondary vocational

and occupatio-al education. We will be visiting twenty-,two

communities throughout the nation that have been identified

by state directors of community colleges, vocational educa-

tion, and executive secretaries of state advisory councils

on vocational education as locations where articulation has

been achieved. Results of the study will be wtitten up and

shared with people attending a series of regional conferences

scheduled for late Fall and early Winter. By talking with

you and your associates, we hope to be able to communicate

to others how you achieved your goals."

3. Please note that the questionnaire is broken into five

parts. You will not need to go over all questions with

each interviewee. After you have familarised yourself

with the instrument, you will need to pin down with your

host just who on the staff or in the community can answer

which questions. Please make sure that 411 questions are

answered and that you are satisfied that you have provided

a sufficiently detailed answer so that a professional writer

later on can piece together your notes as part of a case

study.

4. Once you have completed your interviews, one or the other

member of your site visitation team will need to take it

upon him or herself to integrate the notes of the two team

members. Please do so as soon after your interviews as

possible and mail to ma.

5. The following detailed information has to do with specific

items under Part I:

a. Complete items #1 - 5.
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b. Skip items #6 - 9. We will obtain such information from
census reports.

c. Estimate current response to #10 using the following
definitions:

(1) Single - one company town

(2) Limited - 2 to 3 major employers

(3) Diversified - 4 or more major employers in different

fields of activity

d. Estimate economic status of community (#11) based upon

imigration patterns, level of employment, changing status

of per-capita income, and number of new employers setting

up businesses in the area.

0. Skip #12.

f. On #13, limit information to those institutions falling within

.the service area of the community college/technical college/

area vocational center under consideration.

g. With reference to items #15 and 16, would like budgets for

fiscal year 1976-1977 and 1970-71, if possible



Suggested List of people to be Scheduled 4x. interviews

Community College Representatives

1. Chancellor or District President

2. Vick-Chancellor for Business Affairs

3. Registrar
4. Dean of Instruction
5. Dean of Students
6. Director of Financial Aid

7. Director of Placement Services

S. Division Chairperson, Occupational Program

9. Two Instructors in Occupational Education
10. Five or so students enrolled in a Terminal Degree or Occupational Program..

11. Two or so members of Vocational Advisory Committees

4rea Vocational School or High School Representatives

1. Superintendent or School Director

2. Principle or Assistant Director

3. Vocational Education Coordinator
4. Two or so Faculty Members
5. Director of Placement or Read of Counseling

6. Five or so students

To cover these numbers of people in two days will obviously require

splitting up the two site visitation interviewers. Please feel free

to do so. Approximately 45 minutes will be required for each interview.

14e look forward to getting together.

--21.15 -



Interviewer

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Guide for Interviewer*

Page Number and Questions

President 5 (1), 6 (5), 12 (18), 14 (3)
16 (6), 17 (8), 22 (1,2), 23 (3), 24 (5,;

Director of Occupational
Education

5

12
(2,3), 6 (4), 7 (7,8) 9 (11), 11 (16),
(17), 17 (9), 23 (3), 24 (5)

Director of Business.Affairs 8 (9), 10 (13, 14), 13 (19), 15 (4)
18 (10), 23 (4)

Dean of Instruction 7 (6), 8 (10), 24 (5), 5 (2,3)

Registrar

Placement and Counseling

12

11

(20), 14 (1,2),

(15), 19 (1,2),

.15 (5), 16 (7), 20 (4;

20 (3), 21 (5)

Officer

Code: ( ) = Question Number
Non ( ) = Interview schedule page

*This grouping of questions was suggested as a way of systematically
covering all items on the interview schedule.
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es"`" AACJC/AVA Joint Study Interview Schedule

1. Community
State
County

Basic Statistical Data

2. Personnel conducting visit

Region

Comm. Type

I l

J.

3. Dates of visit: from to

4. Institutions visited:

'.I1.6IMMII.MrIm.NINNMOnnMMIMPMPrIMI..Io

5. Population: Community

County

0 6. Age of population (1970) Community 2.92151.

10-L4
15-19
20-24
23-29
30-34
35-39 .........
40-44
45-54
55-64
65 fa over

7. 'Minority Composition:

1970

8. Median family income:

1970

9. Median years of education:

1970

4111111IONINIMININIo

1.121aitt

247

OEMINM10,11111111D

.1111

411.111111111

.7), Other
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10. Economic base:

4111 Single Specify:

Limited Specify:

. Diversified Specify:

111111111111011MP

11. Economic Trends:

Down

Stable

Growing

12. Unemployment ( total Population):

1970

Specify:

Specify:

.Specify:

13. Educational Institutions (Service Area of Community College or

411
Equivalent):

a. Secondary Public: No.

1). Enrollment (1970)
2) Enrollment (1977)

b. Public Post-Secondary:

No.
1) Area Vocational Schools
2) Community Colleges, Technical

Colleges (Comprehensive)
3) Brandh Campus
4) Four-Year College aad

University
5) Upper Div. College

6) Other (Specify)

Enrollment
1970 1977



c.. Pri ate Post-Secondary:

do./=
IMMINNI

111110111!* ONO

1)

2)

3).

4)

- 249 -

Junior Colleges
Technical Institutes
Not-for-Profit Proprietary

Schools
Four Colleges and Universities

Ellment
197 1977

011111

14. % of High School Graduates Attending Sous Form of Post-Secondary

Educational/Training:

(170) Z (.77)

15. Public School Budget: (Operating Budget Only)

1970 $ 6/77 $

16. Community College/Techn:c:. College Budget.

1970 $
Please Specify Fiscal Year 11.111= 11.1 ....1

17. County's Tan Largest Employers: (Located in your service Area)

Name

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

g
h.

4

...

No. of Employees

........11.11101

18. Largest and/or Most Influential Craft, Service and/or Industrial

Unions in County:

11111.11100

41101111.0101.1Milm111=1111

.neolowireimm.s. ..



Institution:

Persons Interitiewed:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

S.

9.

10.

Part II

Input Questions

Name

250 -

Title 9uestipme Pos
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1. Do representattves of the various vocational education programs and institutions

ta or outside your service area meet periodically for the purpose of articulating

post-secondary vocational education course offerings?

Yes

Discussion:

No ". w Often

lino Attends

2. To what extent do the institutions in your attendance area cooperate in carrying

out periodic needs assessment in the community?

Not at all Some Frequerf.ly

Who is surveyed?
Recent Sigh School

Employers Grads Students Adult

Discussion:

3. How does your institution decide which vocational programs to offer in vour

service area? Employer surveys Employer requests
State or national
manpower projections

Local manpower projections

Discussion:

Student interest Advisory Committees Other
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4. Do the institutions in your service area jointly publicize training

programs and course offerings?

Yes No

Discussion:

J.

5. Are there formal or informal articulation agreements between your institution

111
and others in your service area?

Yes

a. Which institutions?

Formal

Informal

Both

Discussion:
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6. Does your institution jointly sponsor staff training programa or cooperate

with other institutions in providing pre or in-service training?

Yes

Discussion:

No Which Institutions

0.1114110

,Noxiii

7. Where do you recruit most ot your vccational-education teachers from?

Vocational Schools Proprietary SchoOl

High Schools Other Colleges

Private Sector Other

Discussion:

8. Where did most of your vocational education-administrators comc from?

Discussion:

Hir3 Schools Private Sector Other

Aor Colleges Vocational Schools
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9. Raw do your salary schedules stack up against other institutions in your

service area?

Same Higher Lower

Discussion:

10. Joes your institution share or exchange teachers with other institutions in the

area?

Discussion:

Yes
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11. To what extent do you share classroom or training facilities?

mIlmnMIN1,1011111111
Not at all Some Extensively

Who with?

Discussion:

VIIIMMI1101

12. Do you share equipment?

Not at all SOM4 Extensively

Who with?

Does this arrangement cover repairs, maintenance, supplies? Yes

Discussion:

IP"

1,
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1.3. Where do you get your financial support from?

Local District State Federrl.

Tuition and Fues Other (Specify)

Discussion:

14. What tuition andfor charges must students pay at your inetitution?

a. Tuition (per quarter, semester, ?)

b. Fees, lab charges, etc. (per quarter, semester, ?)

c. Other

Discussion:
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15. Approximately what Z'of your students are receiving financial

aid?

Loans and Scholarships

BEOG

SEOG

Work Programs

Fed. Coop Provam

Ped. Work-Study
Progrmn

Naticnal Student Loans Local Work-Study

State Federally
Insured Loan Programs Apprentice

Locally Sponsored
Loan Program CETA

G.I. Bill
Other (Please Specif

State Scholarships

Local Scholarships

Law Enforcement
Education Program

Discussion:

Other. (Specify)

16. Do you have separate advisory committees for each of your occupational program arma

Yes No If yes, how many?

a. Do you have an overall advisory committee?

Yes No

b. Haw often do your advisory committees meet?

Discussion:
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17. Do the members of your advisory committees sit on other institutional advisory

committees?

If yes, whore?

Discussion:

Yes No Unsure?

41.1111L

18. Does your institution work cooperatively with other institutions on proposal

writing and/or joint fund raising efforts with other institutions in your

attendance area?

Often Occasionally Almost Never

Discussion:
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19. Does your institution have any joint purchasing arrangements with other

tmstitutions in your attendance area?

Yes No

a. If yours is a multiple campus institution, does each campus handle its

own procurement program or do they depend on a central purchasing office.

Each does its own Centralized

Discussion:

20. What numbers of full and part-time students do you enroll annually?

Full-time Part-time

a. Approximately what % are vocational-technically oriented? %

b. What % are transfer (academically) oriented? 7.



PART III

Process Questions

0 1. .Does your institution grant full credit to students transferring into your

institution?

In a few areas In some In most

*

2. Do you award credits or provide.advance standing to students with prior knowledge or
t

skill?

None A few Some Many

411
a. If yes, describe how?

b. Who has responsibility for determining a students qualifications?

3. What type of awards are you authorized to grant?

Degrees Certificate

Discussions:

- 260 -

DiPlomas
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4. Do you have contractual links with .private vocational schools in your area?

Yes No

With whom?

a. What links do you have with CETA programs?

5. Can students jointly enroll in two or more institutions in your attendance

area at the same time?

Yes No

a. If yes, which ones?

Discussion:
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6. What types of vocational-technical courses/proirams do you offer?

Pre-employment (entry level) training?

Supplemental to employment?

Apprenticeship,

Other (Please specify).

,

;

e

Discussion:

7. At what intervals may your students enroll?

Open entry?

Fall only?

Semester?

Quarterly?

Discussion:

gr.

r
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8. To what extent is your vocational program coordinated with those of other

111
institutions in your attendance area?

a. How?

9. When your curriculum planning team sits down to develop a curriculum outline,

do they involve representatives from other institutions?

a. What arrangements are made to i nvol ve others?

b. Who is involved?
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10. When budgets are prepared, who develops them and who must approve them?

go



Part IV

Output Questions

What percent of your students achieve the goal.they set for themselves when they

first enrolled?

Discussion:

Z. What percent of your students who complete their prograa of study are employed in

the field for which they have trained?

- 265 -
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1
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3. Does your institution conduct follow-up surveys of recent graduates?

111
Every year Periodically Rarely

a. Who is surveyed ?

b. How often?

c.. By whom?

d. What is done with the data collected?

4. Must your students demonstrate that they can meet certain Performance criteria

before they can graduate or Leceive certification in their field of training?

Discussion:

In most pr ograms In some In none
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5. What job placement service does your institution offer to its graduates?

a. Ulu provides it?

b. Is it effective? If,yes, what do you base your judgment on?

0



Part V

Miscellaneous Questions

l. To what extent does your institution duplicate course offerings of other institutions

in your service area in the following program areas:

Vocational education

Adult education

College or academic education

Avocational programs

Discussion:

Considerably Some A Little Non-

.1111111111 ORM

....11111 110111101.11

2. gow accessible is your institution to residents in the community?

Very Somewhat Not Too

a. Is there public transportation? Yes

b. Is there sufficient parking? Yes No
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3. What barriers do you see as preventing or hindering successful articulation among

or between other institutians in your community? Fiscal, administrative, service,

etc.?

4. What professional organizations do most of your vocational instructors belong to?

AVA

AACJC

ATEA

AVERA

NEA

a. Who pays for dues or memberships?

Other
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5, Should vocational education be primarily concerned with:.

111 a. Job entry skill training only?

b. Job advancement?

c. Broader problem solving skills?

d. Leisure time consumption?

6. Is your institution organized? Which union?
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APPENDIX E

COPIES OF AVA AND AACJC JOURNAL EDITORIALS

ON

THE JOINT STUDY
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Lowell A. Burkett

Edator..n4..har4
14% £s.cvns.Oitevto t

AVA and the Postsecondary
Program
Vocational education is ar program with
one basic purpose: to prepare individ-
uals of all ages to enter and progress in
the labor market. The American Voca-
tional Association is committed to this

basic purpose of vocational education

and strives to further its goals through
professional services rendered to AVA
members. In other words. AVA is
memberoriented, not institution-ori-
ented. It seeks to serve vocational
educators wherever they are, regardless

of the type of institution or educational

level.
AVA has been accused of neglecting

one segment of vocational education
the postsecondary programand there

might be some surface truth to this
charp. But if AVA has been delinquent
in its services, it is not from a lack of
concern for the p,,stsecondary program.

It would be more mrate to say that in
the long history of vocational education.

the postsecondary program is only now
coming into its own, and AVA has been
caught somewhere in the middle. To get

a clear picture. one has to go back over
the past fifteen to twenty years and
review the development of postsecon-

dary vocational education and the role
that institutions have played in this
developmentthe technical institutes.
community colleges, and area voca-
tional schools.

The oldest in the field is. of course.
the tychnical institute. In the past.
however, technical institutes have been

somewhat selective in their offerings

havinii been concerned mostly with the
training of engineering technicians. This
has changed in recent years and
technical institutes are expending their

Latest Word
from
Washington

curriculums to include many other tech-
nologies. Community colleges, on the
other hand, are relative newcomers to
the field who virtually owe their growth
to the public demand for more voca-
tional education at all levels in all parts
of the country. Most of us cart recall
when community colleges were almost
unknown: the two-year colleges in those

days were known as junior colleges,
transfer institutions that offered a two-
year academic program with perhaps a
smattering of "commercial" subjects.

As the technical institutes and com-
munity colleges were building up their
curriculums, area vocational schools
were established in many parts of the
country to fill the void where postsecon-
dary programs were still in short supply.
Once established, this development also
gained momentum. The net result has
been a tremendous growth of postsec-

ondary vocational education, whose
practitioners are now demanding a pro-
portionate share of recognition in AVA
activities and services. The first organ-
ized step to redress this im %%lance was
taken when AVA appointec its Commis-

sion on Postsecondary Education, which
has been working on the problem since
last October.

Collaboration With AACJC
Another step, along somewhat different
lines but toward the same general goal.

was taken last August when AVA signed

a Memorandum of Agreement with the
American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, pledging the two
organizations to collaborate on a joint
study of postsecondary vocational
education. The study, funded by the
e.S. Office of Education, is now under-

way, and I want to share some of the
things we expect from till. undertaking.
The basic purpose of the project is to
promote closer working relationships

among community colleges. technical
institutes, and postsecondary area voca-
tional schools. Both AVA and AACJC
have much to contribute to the improve-
ment and expansion of postsecondary
vocational education, and we belieyee,.
that we can accomplish more by (P4sxk4 ,

American Vocational Association Jou

A4m. i 1 1977

ing together than each going our own
way.

I know full well that vocational
educators are capable of meeting the de-

mend for quality vocational education.
but the current pressure to squeeze more
mileage out of the education tax dollar
mandates that we exploit all local
resources for vocational education. The
failure to plan cooperatively and corn-
municate effective!v leads to duplication
of course offerings; equipment. and
facilities, and the students are the first
to suffer. In our haste over the last IS
years to open up area vocational schools
and community colleges and expand
vocational curriculum offerings, we
have not always recognized other pro-
grams at the community level that have
something to offer. Vocational educators
who have succeeded in bringing together
and utilizing community resources
deserve to be given recognition and
credit. And that is what this stuciy in-
tends to do.

According to Webster, articulation
can be defined as "the act of inter-
relating. of forming or fitting into a
systematic whole." Translated into voca
tional education terms, articulation
ought to be concerned with fitting voca-
tional education activities into the larger
community. Depending on which com-
munity one addresses, articulation might
take place between secondary and post-
secondary institutions; among area voca-
tional schools. community colleges,
technical institutes, and proprietary
schools; or between local, state, and
federally supported programs.

Pressures for articulation are being
felt not only at the local level where the

greatest need is, but also at state and
federal levels. Both Congress and many
state legislators have put themselves on

record as favoring well-articulated ef.
forts whereverthev are found. Voca-
tional educators are in a unique position
under the legislative requirements of
1976 to offer leadership in this area.

I recognize that cooperative planning
and articulated programs are goals not
easily achieved. Most vocational
educators work under severe pressure to



Latest 4ord
from
Washington

deliver the new and expanded programs
demanded of them, without engaging in
the inventorying of local resources.
Enrollment data and reports of expen-
ditures, complex enougii in themselves.
are further complicated when several
state agencies demand almost identical
information in different ways. Needs
surveys have to be conducted .. one- and
five-year plans developed., and annual
budgets prepared. Because of the im-
portance of enrollments in terms of
reimbursed expenses. many vocational
educators find themselves competing for
the same students. Students enrolling in
one pr.Aram at one institution may
find they are unable to transfer credits
when they decide to finish their training
at another institution. Plotting a course
of study over an extended period invok-
ing two or more institutional settings
could prove to be a hazardous undertak-
ing for students caught in the crossfire
between competing school systems.

Even more sobering is the fact that
students who have completed high
school are someticies unsure about

- 273
which career to follow. Manv aspire to
profMSional or managerial occupations.
while we know from labor market pro-
jections that four out of five job open-
ings in the n..xt ten yeaPs will require
less than a bachelor's degree. What kind
of postsecondary vocational training to
pursue. and where to pursue it. is heas i-
ly influenced by the availability of pro-
grams at the local level. We can
substantially expand the career options
available to students by encouraging
local institutions to use all educational
resources at their command, and by
overcoming any artificial barriers that
block their access to programs.

It is hoped that this new agieement
between AVA and AACJC will lay the
groundwork for collaboration at all
levels in education. The I8-month study.
under the direction of David S.
Bushnell, calls for the odentification of
successful articulation efforts at the
local level and the publicizing of these
efforts through a series of regional con-
ferences next fall and a national con-
ference to be held early in 1978. Ex-
emplary programs at the Leal will be
nominated initially by state education
staffs and other informed leaders in the
field. Follow-up visits will be conducted
by small teams of consultants who will

identifs and document administrativo.
policies and practices that prornoto. co.
operation between local institutions. On
the basis of their reports. the project
will prepare a series of case studies to) be
shared at one or more of the Int
regional conferences. These ases will
describe the characteristics and features
of the successful collaborative. efforts.
the motivation behind these efforts. and
the policies and practices that made
them possible.

Each regional conference will be con-
vened in five geographical locations for
the purpose of presenting the results of
the study to all who are concerned with
postsecondary vocational education. Out
of these workshops will emerge tentative
conclusions and recommendations for
consideration at the national conference
scheduled for early 1978. A publication
highlighting the results of the study and
conference recommendations will be
published and distributed nationally at
the conclusion of the project.

One of the advantages to be derived
from this study will be the cooperative
relationships built up in the process.
With this machinery in place, it should
be possible to attack other problem
areas that might profit from a
cooperative approach.

fi
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Good "vibrations." That expression
perhaps best describes the response to a
pledge by the American Association of
Community and junior Colleges and the
American Vocational Association to
work together on a study of post-
secondary vocational education. The
collaborative effort was agreed
upon earlier this yearwith finan-
cial assistance provided by the U.S.
Office of Education.

Many member colleges of AACIC
have responded to an appeal for
information on successful articulation
efforts at the local level and simul-
taneously have expressed approval of
an endeavor that is perhaps some-
what overdue. We have reason to
believe that members of AVA also
welcome the initiatives taken by the
two organizations in this important
area.

"Both AVA and AACK have much
to contribute to the improvement
and expansion of postsecondary
vocational education, and we be-
lieve that we can accomplish more
by working together than by et.ch

going our own way," writes Lowell
Burkett, executive director of AVA,
in the April issue of the American
Vocational Journal . . . "The failure
to plan cooperatively and communi-
cate effectively leads to duplication
of course offerings, equipment, and
facilities, and the students are the
first to suffer. . .."

Burkett points out quite accurately
that the rapid development of com-
munity colleges in the past 20 years
has been a tremendous factor in the
expansion of vocational education.
At the same time. he noted, : ea
vocational schools are responding to
the need for less than collegiate
programs beyond high school. And

May /977

technical institutes and proprietary
schools have also contributed to
growth.

Despite the proliferation of new
structures and programs for vOCA-
tionaVoccupational education, the
den...nd and the interest remains
high. What needs to be done is to
offer the right programs for the
right people at the right time and
in the proper places. Thus, the con-
verging of two major national organi-
zadons in a sweeping effort to sort
out priorities and consolidate re-
sources would appear to be timely.

AACIC has gladly accepted the
mantle of administrative and organ-
izational direction for the joint
study. The machinery is now in
place and functioning smoothly.
Case studies of successful collabora-
tive planning efforts are now being
compiled.

Bushnell is Director
David S. Bushnell, who figured im-
portantly in AACIC's forecast study
of community colleges a few years
back, is directing the project. A
group of experts, impaneled to serve
as an advisory council, has already
met and suggested possible criteria
for marking exemplary programs of
vocational education.

The Counci! targeted a variety of
problems and issues that must be
considered in any attempt to bring
cooperation among locally-based
postsecondary schools and colleges
into full bloom. The issue of fund-
ing, not unexpectedly, was near the
top of the list. The role of state
leadership was questioned. How does
vocational education fit into the
larger socio-political issues of the
country? Are there new structures
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that should be contemplated in de-
livering education and training?

And they asked for definitions
of vocational education and occupa-
tional education?

Consideration of these issues and
various other problems will be on-
going as the study itself takes form.
Main thrust of the examination will
be that of identifying successful
articulation efforts at the local level.
There is no doubt ha that coopera-
tion exists in many places throughout
the country but no agency has a
handle on the extent of it at this
time. Thus, the raudy will provide
invaluable information for planners
at local, state and siational
The staff is seeking nominations of
exemplary programs from state edu-
cation departments as well as other
informed leaders in the field. Teams
of experts will make field trips to
examine and document policies and
practices that promote cooperation.

The information gathered will not
remain in a file in Washington. As a
part of the project, regional con-
ferences will be held next fall where
the data will be shared with repre-
senta. 'yes of the various kinds of
schor,s and colleges for which it has
application. From these conferences
will come recommendations for fur-
ther action to be illuminated lt a
national conference early in 1978.

Successful completion of this
project will increase the :..areer
options and insure greater access
to appropriate training for millions
of Americans. The experience may
also lead to other significant na-
tional cooperative efforts in voca-
tional education. We look forward
to both prospects. 0

Edmund 1. Gleazer.



APPENDIX F

O
SCHEDULE OF SITE VISITATIONS

Location

Feralta Community College, Oakland, CA

. Belic-Jue Community College, Bellevue, WA

Mississippi Gulf Coast Jr. College, Perkinston, MS

Date

8/4-5

8/8-9

8/15-16

Madisonville Community College, Madisonville, KY 8/17-18

Coffeeville Community Jr. College, Coffeville, KS 8/16-17

Gradwohl School of Lab. Tech., St. Louis, MO 8/18-19

Yavapai Community College, Prescott, AZ 8/22-23

Dixie College, St. George, UT 8/24-25

John Wood Community College, Quincy, IL 9/27-28

Kellogg Community College, Battle Creek, MI 9/13-1k,

411Tri-County Technical College, Pendleton, SC

Florida Junior College, Jacksonville, FL

9/27-28)

8/30-31

Floyd Junior Collefe, Rome GA 9/1-2

Manchester Community College, Manchester, CN 10/6-7

Ken bu Valley Vocat5onal-Tech. Inst., 10/13-14
U iversity of Main Augusta, Waterville, ME

XF 4 ton-Montgomery Community College, Johnstown, NY 10/4-5

Sbmerset Community College, Somerville, NJ 9/20-21

Williamsport Area Community College, Williams-
port, PA

9/22-23

Milwaukee Area Technical College, Milwaukee, WI 6/23-24

Iowa Central Community College, Ft. Dodge, IA 6/20-21

Tarrant County Community College, Ft. Worth, TX 7/18-19

Garland Count, Community College, Little Rock, AR 7/20-21
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Interviewer

Bushnell
Parnell
Bushnell
Parnell
Whitehead
Koschler
.Whitehead
Koschler
Bushnell
Van Hook
Bushnell
Van Hook
Parnell
Hill
Parnell
Corcor-
Lowery

Bushnell
Lehrmann
Bushnell .

Bushnell

Bushnell
Jones
Samourian
Koschler
Bushnell

Koschler

Bushnell

Bushnell

Bushnell
Koschler
Bushnell
Koschler
Bushnell
Garrison
Bushnell
Ga:rison



APPENDIX G

FOLLOW-UP INF.)R:4ATTCN

Requests for more details on the examples presented in Chapter 6
in the "State of the Art" section should be directed to the contact
person listed below. Ongoing statewide programs can be found on p. 3.

FORMAL AND INFORMAL ARTICULATION ARRANGEMENTS

a. Coordinating Councils

Duval-Nassau Coordinating Council for Vocational Education
Florida Junior College at Jacksonville
21st West Church Street, Room 1508
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
(904) 358-1218, ext. 275

b. Formal Articulation Agreement

Somerset County College
P. 0. Box 3300
Somerville, New Jersey 08876
(210) 526-1200
Thomas Green, Executive Dean
Academic and Student Affairs

c. A Contractual Common Market

41/ John Wood Community College
1919 North 18th Street
Quincy, Illinois 62301
(217) 224-000
Paul R. Heath, President

FOLLOW UP SUR7EYS

a. Tex-SIS

Texas Educational Infor:_ation Consortium
Kerens, Texas 75144
(817) 336-7851
Dr. James F. Reed, Executive Director

b. Placement Services

Iowa Central Community College
Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501
(515) 576-7201
Charles Magruder, Director of Placement

c. Sample Survey of Collep Leavers.

Peralta Community College 2istrict

300 Irand Avenue
Oakland, California 3.4(51
(415) 334.550c
3ary Howard, DIrectcr of Iccupational lducatl:n

t
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MODULARIZED CURRICULUM AND INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY

a. nareer Clusters

Tri-County Technical College
P. 0. Box 587
Pendleton, South Carolina 29670
(803) 646-3227
Dr. Kent Sharples, Dean of Instruction

b. Open Entry/Open Exit

Mississippi Gulf Coast Junior College
P. O. Box 27
Perkinston, Mississippi 39573
(601) 928-5211 (ext. 215)
Travis Ferguson, College Director
Vocational Education Programs

CREDIT TRANSFER

a. Nursing Career Ladder

Floyd Junior College
P. O. Box 30161

(404) 295-6321
Mrs. Belca Nora, Director of Nursing

b. Joint Enrollment

Gradwohl School of Laboratory Technique
3514 Lucas Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63103
(314) 533-9250
Marvin France, Administrative Assistant

JOINT PLANNING

a. Coordination Through Committee

Coosa Valley Vocational Technical School
112 Hemlock Street
Rome, Georgia 30161
(404) 235-1142
J. Derward Powell, Director

b. Kentucky's Cooperative C3,mate

Madisonville Area Vocational Technical .;chool

Madisonville Community College
Madisonville, Kentucky 42431

(502) 821-7070
Bill Hatley
Regional Director
Region 2; Box 608

t.:

(502) 821-2250
Dr. Arthur Stumpf
Director, Madisonville
Community College
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ONGOING STATEWIDE ARTICULATION PROGRAMS

O a. Illinois' Model for Articulated Vocational Education (:4AVE)

Education (MAVE)
320 East 161st Place
South Holland, Illinois 60473
(312) 596-1616
Marilyn J. Artis, Project Director

b. ichigan's Covetency-Based Education Articulation Program

Michigan State University
410 Agriculture Hall
East Lansing, Michigan 48824

(517) 355-6580
Dr.Carroll H. Wamhoff, Director

Minnesota Statewide Curriculum Articulation Center

Frost and Manton
Maplewood, Minn. 55109
(512) 777-9251
W. Fred Fuehrer, Director

d. North Carolina's Occupational Education Articulation Program

James Sprunt Institute
Post Office Box 398
Kenansville, North Carolina 28349

(919) 296-1349
Carlyle P. Woelfer, Project Director



APPENDIX H

CONFERENCE SURVEY INSTRUMENT

FOR ESTABLISHING_PRIORITIES*

*Adapted.from the texas A&M University's Guide to Student Articula-

tion Betweeu Secondary and Post-Secondary Eaucation. Tor the
fulf reference citation, see page 26 ol this report.
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NEEDED DtPROVE4ENTS 1,14

ABIUMAThallialaria:
A Survey

In the columns at the left, rate (check) the current status of

each practice in your state. Before doing that, please indicate the

type of organization or institution you represent.

(Check one.)

Loeal community or institution

State

Other (please write in)

1. COMMUNICATION:

1.1 State level (between local & state or state and state).

1.2 Community level.

1.3 Board or Tr% 4tee level

1.4 Administrative level (within organization).

1.5 Guidance/counseling staff.

1.6 Local organizations.

1.7 Other (please write in) ,m1.09

2. ARTICULATION ARRANGMENTS (e.g., formal committees, written agree-

ments, teacher exchanges):

2.1 Periodic inter-institutional meetings of key staff.

2.2 Specific instructional programs sharing informatIon for

planning purposes.

2.3 Follow-up surveys and manpower information.

3. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT:

3.1 Joint advisory committees.

3.2 Cooperative d3velopment of programs.

3.3 Complete check lists jointly prepared.

3.4 Specialized courses offered for students enrnlied in cooperating

schools.

- 2.80 -
t
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aa
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w
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4. RE

4.1

4.2

4.3
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5. CO
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5.1.
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5.2
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5.4

5.5
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6. GU
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6.1
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6.3

7. EN

7.1

, ,
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, ,. .

7.3

II 7..4
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CULUM DEVELOPMENT (coat :

5 Other (please write in)

,=111
CRUITMENT OF STUDENTS:

Joint publicity (P.R., etc.).

Presentations to local high schools.

Printed information (catalogs, brochures, etc.).

RDINATION OF PROGRAMS

Area/regional/statewide planning.

Sharing resources (facilities, staff, equipment).

Cooperative in-service training.

Within state or area planning/efforts.

Determine who should provide new programs.

MANCE AND COUNSELLNG

Orientatic,n activities and experiences for counselors.

Program familiarization.

Inter-institutional inservice.

NCE

Entrance into institution.

entrance into program.

Multi-level admission personnel

Placement (interviews, tests, etc.)

7.4.1 Regular

7.4.2 Advanced



8. STUDENT APPRAISAL:

8.1 Determine uniform standards (clock hours, credit hours

or demonstrated competencies).

8.2 Credit for life experiences.

8.3 Determine completion requirements (by program).

8.4 Continuance record system.

9. DEVELOPMENTAL AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS:

9.1 Deficiency removal.

9.2 Special schedule availability (regular, evening, summer).

9.3 Special services (tutors, volunteers).

9.4 Handicapped/Disadvantaged special classes.

10. CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

10.1 Basic vocational skills training.

10.2 Retraining or supplemental training.

10.3 Adult literary skills.

ONCE YOU HAVE CHECKED THE CURRENT STATUS OF EACH ARTICULATION PRACTICE

IN YOUR STATE, OD BACK AND CIRCLE THE 3 PROBLEMS WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE

TO WORK ON DURING THF CONFERENCES.
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EXAMPLES OF INTER-AGENCY

AGREEMENTS AT STATE

AND LOCAL LEVELS
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EXAMPLE I: Kentucky's Inter-Agency Memorandum
of Agreement on Post-Secondary,
Vocational-Technical Education

The demand for post-secondary vocationa_-technical education

is rising rapidly in the Commonwealth, and although the area
vocational schools, the University of Kentucky Community College

System the public four-year college and universities, some of the

independent colleges, and the proprietary schools are all in-

volved in providing programs of post-secondary, vocational-

technical education, the demand still exceeds what is currently

available.

Resources for development an expansion of such programs are

limited in both public and priv sectors. In the case of the

public institutions, funds deri gprimarily from state and federal

sources, and the increasing demanft upon the financial resources

for public education make it imperative that there be a high

degree of coordination and cooperation in the planning and ad-

ministration of vocational and technical education programs to

achieve the greatest returns on the tax dollar invested by

the public in support of thts area of education.

Wiley Reszonsibilities

The State Board of Education is vested with the authority to

carry out the purposes of the program of vocational education and

the provisions of the Acts of Congress--(KRS 163.030). This in-

cludes responsibility for the development of an amnual "State

Plan for the Administration of Vocational Education" which includes

various post-secondary vocational programs. The Vocational Act

of 1963 and subsequent acts concerning vocational programs have

taken recognition of the rvies of community colleges in providing

programs of technical education. Funds appropriated under these

Acts are eligible for support of technica: programs in community

colleges.

The Council on Public Higher Education is vested wi:h the

responsibility lf developing comprehensive plans for public higher

education which meat the needs of the Commonwealth. "The plans

so developed sh111 conform to the respective functions and duties

of the state colleges and universities, the community colleges

an. the University of Kentucky as provided by statute. The

Council shall for all purposes of federal legisla:ion relating

to planning for public higher education, be considered the

'single state agency' as that term may be used in federal legisla-

tion"--(KRS 164.0202). The term 'single state agency' applies

also to the State Board of Education in the Vocational Education

Act of 1963 and its amendments pertaining to the development

of an annual "State Plan for the Administration of Vocational

-284-
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Education." This responsibility is exercised
the Act and for-the management and control of
and activities supported by the provisions of
Education Acts and the State Plan.

under mandate of
programs, services,
the Vocational

Need for Coordination

The need for coordination of post-secondary, vocational-
technical education is generally recognized in Kentucky, and
the satisfaction of this need falls heavily and primarily upon
the State Board of Education and the Council on Public Higher
Education, the two public bodies having responsibilities legally
assigned and mandated.

To effect coordination between these two bodies, aware of
the responsibilities of each agency, a Memorandum of Understanding
and Agreement is drawn, adopted, and subscribed to cooperatively
by these two public agencies and their chief administrative
officers.

This Memorandum will serve to provide guidelines for more
effective planning, development, and coordination of post-
secondary, vocational-technical education in the Commonwealth.

Programming

1. The staff of both the Board and the Council will
cooperate in a comprehensive review and assessment
of the needs, status, and direction of vocational
and technical education in Kentucky with the view
of preparing a statewide plan for the orderly,
systematic, and coordinated developnent of programs

as deemed necessary to meet the needs of the
people of Kentucky in this area of education.
This plan will particularly give attention to the
relationship between educational programs to be

offered at the secondary level and those to be
offered at the post-secondary level in order that

any unnecessary duplication or overlap will be avoided

in the development of secondary and post-secondary
prograns of vocational and technical education
in the future.

2. The Board shall maintain a system for gathering
manpower supply and demand data and will convey
such data to the Council.

3. The Council will make reports to the Board on

the fi ancing, enrollments, and limilar aspect:3

of thcte programs for which the Board provides
supplemental federal funding and will share
results of research as may be appropriate and

useful.
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4. Tha development of vocational and technical educa-
tion programs that require college level education
earninty college credits which lead to an associate
degree or a higher college degree or a certificate
issued by an institution of higher education under
the coordination of the Council.

5. Educational programs requiring the completion of

a certain number of clock-hours of training or an
approved competency test score for licensing by a
particular State licensing board or certification
approved by the State Board of Education and not
requring college level education will be the
responsibility of the state vocational-technical
schools and area vocational education centers which
are under the jurisidiction of the Board.

6. Programs of vocational and technical education
leadins to an associate degree or certificate issued
by an institution of nigher education may be eligible
for supplemental federal funding by the Board in
accordance with terms of a contract between the
Board and the Council.

7. The Board and the Council will work cooperatively
to avoid needless replication* which results in an
oversupply of trained manpower and ineffective use of
available financial and physical resources.

8. Cooperative efforts to utilize facilities to their
maAimum capacity will be made. Through cooperative
agreements between institutions, the joint use of
facilities for secondary, post-secondary (non-
degree) and post-secondary (degree) programs will

be encouraged.

9. Although programs operated by the Board are not college
level prepration, a sequential approach to education
w411 be supported that encourages the institutions
or higher education to evaluate each program for
possible credit when an individual student desires to
transfer to a degree program.

Funding of Programs

1. The Council will recommend budget funds for the primary

support of vocational and technical education programs
offered at the community colleges, technical insti-
tutes, and other institutions in the State system of

higher education to the extent of available state and

federal financial resources and will anticipate supple-

mental federal funding for post-secondary vocational
and technical education programs form the Board as

needed and as may be available.

*For pupposes of the Kentucky State Board of Education, thiz means

"duplication."
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2. The Board will budget a portion of its funds received
from federal sources for post-iecondary vocational
and technical education to supplement the funding
of post-secondary programs offered in the Kentucky
state system of higher education. The number of
post-secondary educational programs being offered
and the number of students enrolled and receiving
education in these programs at community colleges,
technical institutes, and other Institutions in the

State system of higher education will be taken into
consideration in the Board's determination of the
amount of federal funds to be allotted to supple-
ment the funding of post-secondary programs.

3. The Board will contract with the Council for the
amount of funds allocated to supplement the funding

of post-secondary programs. The Council will assume
responsibility under terms of the contract to allocate
the funds to provide supplemental support of bona
fide programs consistent with federal laws and

regulations.

4. The Board, acting as the designated state agency for

the Federal Vocational Education Act of 1963, as
amended, will contract with the Council for that por-

tion of federal funds received for allotment and
expenditure for supplemental funding of post-secondary
vocational and technical education programs.

5. The contract between the Council and the Board will
be negotiated earlyinthe spring of the year to allow

for planning and budgeting to assure the best use

of the funds by various institutions which are eligible

to receive supplemental allocations. (Federal funds

Included in the contractual agreement will be con-
tingent on the date Of the annual approval of Federal

appropriations of Vocational education funds to the

State.)

Review and Assessment

A review and assessment shall be made at least biennially of

tne extent to which the purpose of this Memorandum has been achieved

in developing a statewide plan for post-secondary vocational-

technical education, the general coordination of programs, the over-

all programming to meet identified needs, and the effectiveness

of program funding.

Based on this review and assessment, an evaluatIon report 1!:-

eluding recommendations will be submitted to each agency.

If at any the eva:lation iniilcates the desirabIlity or a

revised or new Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement, btt:

agencies will consider a revision this document.
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Mechanism for Implementation

To implement the provisions of this Memorandum of Under-
standing and Agreement a mechanism is required. Accordingly, a

continuing committee representing the Board and the Council is to

be formed tnrough appointment by the two agencies. The composi-

tion of this joint committee shall come predominantly from those

post-secondlry insitutitions eligible for federal funding under
existing legislation and under, this Agrimment.

This committee is expected iritially to develop proposals
for the consideration of the two agencies on such items as:

1. A dictionary of post-s..!condary vocational-technical
programs

2. Roles of the agencies in adult and continuing education
3. Procedures for program funding to include Federal voca-

tional funds, state funds, and Title X funds
4. Roles of the agencies pertaining to Title X of the

Higher Education Act of 1972 (when implemented)
5. Determination of manpower data needed for program planning

6. Eoles of the agencies in planning for vocatlonal-technical

programs
7. Roles of the agencies and institutions in program evaluation.

The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement

is to record certain interpretations, understandings, and agree-

ments for a close working relationship between the Board and the

Council and they- respective administrative offices in the con-

duct of activitlas relating to vocational and technical education.

It is intended that activities shall be carried out on a contract

basis between the Board and the Council and in an interagency

administrative relationship to avoid overlap, duplication, or con-
fusion in the planning and development of programs of vocational

and technical educat!on.

nothing in this agreement shall preclude cooperative arrange-
ments by both parties to meet special occupational training needs

of the people of the state; however, any major departure from the

provisions of this Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement will

require the joint approval of both parties.

We, the undersigned chief administrative officers of the

two agencies referred to herein, recommend the ratification of

this Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement by the respective

avencies.

/J/ Lyman V. 3ing)T
3tate Superintendent of Pub1i.;

Tnstruction

:-Iembr 4, 1)74

:?,atit%ted

-2.xecutive Director
Council on Public Higher 7.ducation

:ate: Octob,fr 14, 1974

/3/ .71muel. Alexander /s/ Frank H. Hood

ler;!...!tary, tate Board 37' Education 7hairman, Council on Public i;igher

Date:

Education
Date: Octooer 24, 1974



EXAMPLE 11: New Jersey's Recommended Format
for Joint Program Agreements
Between Community Colleges and
Area Vocational-Technical Schools*

".

'Recommended by The New Jersey Department of Education, Division

of Vocational Education. For further information, contact either

Henry Tornell, Director, Post-Secondary Education at (609)292-9874

or John Grieco, Director, Sichnical Education at (609)292-6570.



Agreement Between

The Community College

And

The County Vocational-Technical School

GENERAL AGREEMENT FnR JOINT
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

I. A Commitment to the Career Needs of Students

This agreement is a result of the on-going relationship

that exists between the Community College and the

County Vocational-Technical School. The agreement is

to act as a formal statement to assert the institutions'

commitment to provide students with career preparation

in an era of limited financial resources.

The Community College and the County Vocational-Technical

School agree to provide for joint programs which are

to be operated as a cooperative endeavor by the two

tnstitutions.

The intent of this agreement is that after successful

completion ot a prescribed curriculum, students wilt he

eligible to receive a certificate of achievement, a

diploma, or an Associate of Applied Science degree. In

addition, Atudents wh) meet the requirements for any

of those three option:. should he qualified to continue

-290 -
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their education and/or training in a transfer program

or immediately enter into gainful employment in their

general area of preparation. It is the commitment of

both institutions that these goals be achieved in a

cooperative and efficient manner, with as much attention

and effort devoted to the success of this program as

that devoted to the other activitfes at each institution.

Purposes of the Joint Agreement

This joint agreement has the following three purposes:

A. To encourage cooperative efforts between the

Community College and the County Vocational-

Technical School in planning and implementing

appropriate joint educational programming.

B. To provide the community with career-oriented

educational programs as needed while maximizing

the efficient ui.ilization of existing facilities.

C. To serve as a basis for postsecondary facility

and pmstsecondary cqrriculnm development within

the context of long-range planning for such joint

programming.
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General Guidelines for Operating Jointly Offered Programs

The following considerations provide a legal and work-

able framework for the operation of jointly otfered

postsecondary programs.

A. A Commitment to Cooperation

All decisions which affect the operation of the programs

covered by this agreement, will be based upon input

obtained from both institutions.

R. Initial Policies proposed for Ratification

Policies for the joint programs will be initiated by a

Joint Board Liaison Committee consisting of two members

from each Board. Such policies shall become effective

following ratification by the Vocational Board of

Education and the College Board of Trustees.

C. Special Requirements of the Associate De&ree

By statute, the College is authorized to grant the

associate degree. In keeping with the statute and the

guidelines of the Middle States Regional Accrediting

Agency, the college must formally approve the academic

requirements and standards for a jointly offered

associate degree proi,ram and courses within such a

program. ;I:
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D. Special Requirements of the Diploma and Certificate

of Completion

By statute and regulation, County Vocational-Technical

Schools are authorized to grant the diploma and certifi-

cate of completion. Courses for these credentials will

be selected by the County Vocation'al-Technical Schools

in consultation with the Community College.

IV. Administration of Joint Programs

A. The Two Governing Boards to Approve and Amend the

Agreement.

Policy decisions, including any propose,A altera-

tions and/or additions to this agreement, must be

approved by the governing boards of both insti-

tutions. (Please see the flow chart at the end of

this Agreement.)

A single Joint Administrative Council will he

established and charged with the administrative

responsibilities inherent in the operation of

jointly offered postsecondary programs. In addi-

tion, a Joint Curriculum Committee will he appointed

for each joint program.
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The composition, method of appointment, and

responsibilities of each type of committee are

outlined elsewhere in this agreement.

B. Joint Functions of the Two Institutions

Jointly, the institutions are responsible for the

following functions:

1. recruiting and counseling students.

2. admitting all students for such joint programs

in accordance with established admission

requirements. (If a particular joint program

is oversubscribed, the College will work

closely with the County Vocational-Technical

School to determine the criteria for student

admissions. The College will also review ttla

qualifications of students recruited by the

County Vocational-Technical School for any of

the joint programs.)

3. planning and instituting an integrated schedule

of courses and the appropriate scheduling of

facilities.
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4. encouraging joint program students to partici-

pate in the extra-curricula activities avail-

able at both institutions.

5. encouraging students to use the library

facilities of both institutions. (However,

the library at the County Vocational-Technical

School will be for reference only.)

6. providing for annual evaluation of each joint

program.

C. Unique Func_4ons of the Community Collese

The Community Colleoe, in consultation with the

County Vocational-Technical School, is responsible

for the following unique functions:

1. maintaining all student records. (A copy is

tm be provided to the '3ounty Vocational-

Technical School at the end of each semester).

2. producing aIl class rlsters and student

schedules.

3. ass(gniA.K 311 academic advi3or,...
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4. administering tuitions and fees;

5. recruiting, selecting and evaluating faculty

that teaches those joint program courses

offered at the College.

6. providing remedial assistance to as many

students as required.

D. .unique Functions of the County Vocational-Technical

School

The County Vocational-Technical School, in consul-

tation with the College, is responsible for the

following unique functions:

1. recruiting, selecting, and evaluating faculty

that teaches those joint program courses

offered at the County Vocational-Technical

School.

2. determining and providing laboratory supplies

required for joint prog-am laboratory courses

offered at the County Vocational-Technical

School.

3. maintaining skill identilication recortis.
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V. Joint Administrative Council

A. .
The Role of the Joint Administrative Council

The Council will have charge of the operations and

long-range planning of the programs.

All decisions and actions of the Joint Administra-

tive Council are subject to immediate review by

the chief executive officers of both institutions,

either of whom may exercise a veto. In the event

a veto is exercised, the Joint Administrative

Council will meet with the chief executive officers

to resolve the problem.

B. Membership of the Joint Administrative Council.

The membership of the Council shall include:

a. Two (2) members appointed by the College, and

b. One (I) member appointed by the County Voca-

tional-Technical School.

Appointment to the Council shall be for two years

and may bo renewed. The Chairperson will be

elected by the three (3) member Council.
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C. Responsibilities of the Joint Administrative

Council.

The Joint Administrative Council will:

1. Recommend changes and/or additions to the

policies governing the Operation of joint

programs to the appropriate level of adminis-

tration at each institution. To become

effective, such policy recommendations must

be apvroved by the governing boards of both

institutions.

2. Plan and coordinate the operation of the

joint program, including: (a) supervising

the Joint Curriculum Committees; (b) course

scheduling; (c) facilities utilization;

(d) budget recommendations and administration;

(e) approving members of the Career Program

Advisory Committees; and (0 other coordinating

activities as become necessary.

3. Hold regular meetings according to a mutually

agreed upon schedule. At a minimum, meetings

of the Joint Administrative Council will be

held at the conrlusion of each academic

semester.
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4. Prepare an annual report describing the

operation, including an evaluntlow, of all

the joint programs. The report iq to be

submitted to the chief administrative officer

of eacn institution.

S. Determine the admissions' standards for each

of the joint programq.

VI. Joint Curriculum Committees

A. The Role of Joint Curriculum Committees

A separate Joint Curriculum Committee will be

established to supervise, coordinate and facilitate

the academic growth of students in each specifir

joint program. Individual members may serve on

more than one Joint Curriculum Committee.

B. Membership of Joint Curriculum Committees

A minimum of one (1) member from each institu ion

shall serve on a joint currh:ulum committee. In

all cases each institution shalt have equal

representation.



Appointments will be made by the chief executive

officer of each institution for a one-year term

coinciding with the fiscal year.

Two (2) members of the Joint Curriculum Committee,

one from each institution, will be designated as

Program Coordinators.

C. Reszonsibilities of Joint Curriculum Committees

Joint Curriculum Committees will:

1. Recommend to the Joint Administrative Council

at which location courses in the joint program

should be offered. ((enerally, but not

exclusively, laboratory courses will be

offered at the Vocational-Technical School.)

2. Provide for the coordination of lecture-

laboratory comrses when the components are

offered at separate institutions.

3. Recommend to the Joint Administrative Council

the acqui4ition of specialized laboratory

equipment, as needed by the joint program.
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4. Maintain and update course outlines, syllabi,

and laboratory experiments; and select with

faculty advice, textbooks for the specialized

courses in the joint program.

5. Orient faculty who are teaching a joint

program to curriculum c6nsiderations important

to the students enrolled in that program.

6. Recommend appropriate course and/or curriculum

changes to the Joint Administrative Council.

7. Nominate members for Career Pr.)gram Advisory

Committees to the Joint Administrative Council.

(Each joint program will have a Program

Advisory Committee with members jointly

appointed by the governing boards of both

institutions.)

8. Hold regular meetings, the minutes of such

meeting; to be sent to the membership of the

Joint Administrative Council.

9. Review, in consultation witn the tacalty, the

academic status of joint program students at

the conclusion of each acadt semester.
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VII. Career Prog_ram Advispry_ Committees

A. The Role of Career Program Advisory Committees

A Career Program Advisory Council advises a teacher

in a specific joint program of ways that program can

be relevant to the needs of prospective employers

and employees.

B. Membership of Career Program Advisory Co.mmittees

Members are jointly appointed by the governing

boards of both institutions.

Nominations for membership arP submitted for

approval of the Joint Administrative Council

before consideration by those governing boards.

Nominations will be made by: the chief executive

officer of each institution; Joint Curriculum

Committees; and th'e County Career Education

Coordinating Council.
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VIII. Joint Educational Program

A. Student Outcomes: A.A.S. Degree, Diploma., or

Certif',-ate of Completion

For all joint programs the College will award

only the Associate of Applied* Science Degree

while the County Vocational-Technical School will

award the certificate of completion and the diploma.

Students who successfully complete the require-

ments will receive the Associate of Applied Science

Degree offered by the College in conjunction with

the County Vocational-Technical School, The

A.A.S. for any of the joint programs will consist

of dt lcast 60 college credits.

The associate degree credential will read "an

Associate of Applied Science award by the Community

College in conjunc*tion with the County Vocational-

Technical School." The credential will be signed

by the President of the College, the Superintendent

of the County Vocational-Technical School lnd by

the Chairpersons of the respective institutions'

Board of Trustees.
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Students who successfully complete the requitements

will receive the certificate (30 college credits)

and/or diploma program (45 college credits) an

offered by the County Vocational-rechnical School

in conjunction with the College. The diploma

and certificate of completion credentials will

read: "diploma or certificat.e of completion awarded

by the County Vocational-Technical School in

conjunction with the Community College." These

credentials will be signed by the President of the

College, the Superintendent of the County Vocational-

Technical School and by the Chairpersons of the

respective institutions' Board of Trustees.

B. Scheduling

Programs and courses are scheduled to deliver

courses on a ten month basis. If funds are aviil-

able, the schedule of courses will be ex,..nded to

a year-round basis.. The scheduling of required

courses will be cool.eratively developed each

semester by the Joint Administrative Council.

Changes in ached, rli; and/or classroom or Laboratory

assignments will not be made during any semester

unless the change is agreed upon by the Joint

Administrative Council.

1. t
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C. Daily Supervision of Joint programs

The College's chairperson of the division in

which the joint program is being offered is respon-

sible for the daily operation and supervision of

the program in consultation with the Program

Coordinator of the County Vocational-Technical

School.

D. Credit Hours

The credit hour requirements for the associate

degree, the diploma and the certificate ot comple-

tion will meet the requirements set by the Joint

Adminisrrative Council. These requirements will

meat the minimum standr.rds set by all state agenciPs.

Efficient Use of Facilities

Generally, core co'urses of the program which

include laboratory experimentatiop will be held at

the County Vocational-Technical S"hool, -hile

supportive liberal arts and olective courses will

be held at the Community College.
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F. Efficient Use of IAlshin Faculties

The College will teach all the general education

and liberal arts courses while the County Vocational-

Technical School will teach all the laboratory

courses, technical mathematics and technical

physics.

G. Status of Credits

All courses offered in the joint program will be

considered college level courses bearing trans-

ferable college credits.

IX. Financial Arrangements

A. Tuition and Fees

Joint program students will pay tuition and fees

in accordance with the schedule in effect at the

College.

B. Enrollment Statistics

Students will be counted and reported to the State

Department of Higher Education as "college students

in joint programs." Students will also he counted
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and reported to the State Department of Education,

Division of Vocational Educdtion, as "postsecondary

vocational education students in joint programs

not necessarily leading to the bacc.'laureate

degree."

C. Student Contact Hour as Measurement Unit

The basic unit of measurement of academic activity

within a joint program will be the student-contact

hour, rhich is defined as the product of the

number of students (tenth day statistics) by the

weekly cont:act hours, taken on a course section by

course section basis.

D. Fitincial Relationship

At the conclusion of each quarter, the total

student-contact hours for joint programs will be

tabulated and t'le percentage generated by each

institution will be calculated.

Operating revenues generated by the joint programs

will then be assigned to each institution on the

basis of the percentage. Revenues shnll inelude

student tuition, fees, FTE funds and vocational

education funds received from ap?ropriate state

offices.
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E. Adjustments Possible in Shares of Financial

Support

Recognizing that one or the other institution may

incur extraordinary expenses in the operation of a

joint program, the chief financial officers of

each institution will meet wfth the Joint Adminis-

trative Council ac an appre3priate time in each

fiscal year.

If an adjustment to the calculated percentages is

deemed appropriate, such recommendation will be

made to the chief executive officers of each

institution.

F. Library Support

To develop and enhance the present library holdings

at the County Vocational-Technical School, each

institution will be responsible for identifying

one-half of the books which are to be purchased.

In addition, each institution will contribute

$2,000 towards the purchase of new library holdings

for the County Vocational-Technical School. for

each fiscal year during the first five years this

Agreement is in force.
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G. Private Fundin& Support to Be Sought

Private funding sources will be contacted on a

joint basis and such revenues will be used to

develop and enhance the joint programs.

X. Program Evaluation

A. Annual erogram Evaluations

Each joint program will be evaluated by appropriate

criteria on a systematic basis. The Joint Adminis-

trative Council has the responsibility of ensuring

that the program evaluations are performed annually.

B. Process for Program Evaluations

The College's Office of Institutional Research and

Counseling Services will assist the Joint Adminis-

trative Council in program evaluation.

Program evaluation will incluae, but is not

limited to:

1. Student attrition statistic,i.

2. Job placement statistics, including one :Ind

five-year follow-up studies.
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XI. Miscellaneous

!IP

A. Faculty.

Teaching faculty will be appointed, assigned

to

duties, paid and evaluated in accordance with the

policies and contracts in effect at the institution

which has the direct responsibility for the vour!te(s).

Generally, direct responsibility for a course is

determined by the location at which the course is

offered.

In all cases, however, faculty must meet the

minimum requirements in effect at the Callege as

determined by the College representative(s) on the

Joint Administrative Council.

B. Student Evaluation

Students will be evaluated in accordance with the

academic policies and procedures in effect at the

Coll4ge. Special evaluation procedures for a

specific prograrl will be determined by its Joint

ComAl.ttee.
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C. Standardized Program Identification

All joint program courses will be assigned college

course codes and nomenclature for recordkeeping

purposes.

D. Termination of Agreement

Either party may withdraw from this agreement

provided written notification is tendered to the

other party at least two years prior to the intended

date of withdrawal. Such withdrawal must coincide

with the end of an academic year.

E. Joint Grant Proposals

The institutions agree to cooperate in the prepara-

tion of joint grant proposals which seek support

for joint programs.

F. Promotional Materials

The institutions agree to design, develop and

share the cost of promotional materials related to

joint pror,rams.
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G. Resistration

Joint program students will be given registration

priority in the major courses of their curriculum.

Other postsecondary students will be allowed to

register in joint program courses on a space

available basis. Secondary school students will

be allowed to register for joint program courses

in accordance with announced policies.
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EFFECTIVE DATE

The provisions of this agreement are effective and remain in

effect until appropriately revised or rescinded.

TESTIMONY

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and

respective seals and caused the corporate seals of the Community

College and the County Vocational-Technical School to be affixed

in accordance with the Resolution of their Boards.

Dated:

ATTEST:

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

BY

Secretary Chairman

ATTEST: THE COUNTY BOARD OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

By
Secretary President
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